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Abstract 
An important stage in open pit mining is to determine the optimal sequence of 
block extraction, which affects mining profitability considerably. A problem which 
arises in this stage, open pit mine block sequencing problem, is defined in order to 
determine the optimum sequence in which blocks should be extracted in the presence 
of several physical and technical constraints. This study presents a comprehensive 
mathematical model for open pit mine block sequencing problem which considers 
technical aspects of real-life mine operations.  In the proposed model, the material 
characteristics of blocks, grade control, dynamic destination assignments, stockpiles 
and block sequencing are investigated and integrated to significantly reduce the 
stockpiling costs and to achieve production targets.   Compared to the classical mine 
block sequencing models, the proposed model is justified based on the smallest 
mining unit (block unit) to take advantage of the granularity of the block contents, 
while all constraints, including more detailed precedence relationships, processing 
and grade requirements,  are satisfied.   
As the open pit block sequencing problem is NP-hard, industrial-scale 
instances cannot be exactly solved by standard integer programming solvers. 
Therefore, state-of-the-art heuristics algorithms, including constructive heuristic, 
local search, simulated annealing, and tabu search are developed and coded using 
MATLAB programming language. Simulated annealing and tabu search are 
innovatively hybridised to out-perform both tabu search and simulated annealing, by 
using the features of each.  The proposed heuristic algorithms are validated by 
comparing the results of the CPLEX, as a standard solver, for small size instances 
and solving several large-size real-life instances. Computational experiments show 
that the proposed algorithms are satisfactory to be applied in solving industrial-scale 
instances. Numerical investigation and sensitivity analysis based on real-world data 
are also conducted to provide insightful and quantitative recommendations for mine 
schedulers and planners.    
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 Chapter 1: Introduction 1 
 Introduction Chapter 1:
This chapter introduces the background of the research (Section 1.1) and 
provides an overview of mining engineering terms (Section 1.2) used in this thesis. 
Section 1.3 briefly introduces the research problem. Section 1.4 describes the aims of 
this research and section 1.5 includes the research questions. The significance and 
the scope of the research are outlined in Section 1.6. Finally, Section 1.7 includes an 
outline of the remaining chapters of the thesis. 
 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Mining is the process of extracting profitable material from the earth for use in 
different parts of the industry and society.  For thousands of years, humans have 
extracted minerals to provide their requirements.  The oldest mine is an iron mine 
located in south Africa which is 43000 years old (Newman et al., 2010).  Generally 
mining methods can be classified into two categories: surface and underground 
mining.  Open pit mining is a type of surface mining methods which is used to 
extract near-surface minerals, and is used for the mining of both metallic and non-
metallic minerals. According to released reports, about 50% of industrial scale 
mining operations are open pit (Wetherelt & Van der Wielen, 2011) and about 80% 
of metallic ore is extracted by open pit mining (Copper Investing News, 2012; The 
International Aluminium Institute, 2012). The extracted material from an open pit 
mine is generally classified into two categories: ore and waste. Ore material can be 
mined and sold economically, while waste material does not have economic worth. 
Ore material may be directly sold to the client, enriched in a mineral processing plant 
or stored in a stockpile to be used later. Waste material may be carried out and 
dumped in the area outside the final mine limit or dumped inside the pit if in-pit 
filling option is available.   
The fluctuation of modern economic conditions makes mine planning and 
management very sensitive to minute changes in economic conditions.  In addition, 
declining average grades of ore reserves, shrinking mineable reserves, increasing 
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mining costs and expanding environmental considerations indicate that mine 
planning and optimisation must be carefully considered.  
Nowadays, optimisation techniques have been applied to solve a variety of 
problems in mining industries for: production planning; production scheduling; 
determining capacities; optimising mining layout; obtaining optimal resource 
allocation; determining material destinations; equipment maintenance; and rostering 
(Kozan & Liu, 2011; Newman et al., 2010; Osanloo et al., 2008).  
 
1.2 OVERVIEW OF MINING TERMS  
The mining engineering terms used are briefly explained in this section. Since 
some terms may appear with different meanings in other disciplines, the standard 
definitions provided in recognised mining engineering references are given below 
and will be applied in the remaining parts of this thesis.  
 
1.2.1 Block model 
The natural concentration of one or more minerals in the ground is known as 
mineral deposit, which may also be termed ore deposit or ore-body if economic 
extraction is viable (Herrington, 2011). For the purpose of mine design and planning, 
the area of interest, including the ore-body and surrounding waste, is represented by 
several three-dimensional (3D) prisms and called a block model. In mining terms, a 
block is a three-dimensional (3D) prismatic shape spatially represented by the 
coordinates of its centre. The coordinates of a block show easting (x), northing (y), 
and elevation (z) of the block. Figure  1.1.a and Figure  1.1.b show a 3D and a 2D 
block model respectively. A block model consists of several individual blocks in 
which different attributes such as density, rock type, and specification of grade are 
estimated for each individual block. Statistical and geo-statistical methods are 
usually applied to estimate the attributes of the block based on the exploration 
information (e.g., drill-hole information). As a widely used method, the Kriging 
estimator is used to estimate block attributes. Kriging is a type of geostatistical 
methods and is known as the best linear unbiased estimator (Lark et al., 2006). 
Recently, geostatistical simulation methods such as sequential Gaussian simulation, 
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p-field simulation, and simulated annealing have been applied in order to address 
uncertainty in estimation (Vann et al., 2002; Verly, 2005). The key assumption in the 
grade estimation stage is that the attribute distribution is homogeneous within a 
block.  
 
(a) (b) 
    
Figure  1.1  a) A 3D block model; b) A 2D section of a block model 
 
The block dimensions are defined such that the block model represents ore-
body geometry and characteristics precisely. The block dimensions are chosen 
according to the geological formations of orebody, exploration drill holes pattern, 
grade variability of deposit and mining equipment size. To represent more precisely, 
the tendency is to ask for very small size blocks. However, it is known that as the 
size of a block diminishes, the variance of estimation of that block enhances (David, 
2012). Beside this increment in the error of estimation, the computational time for 
grade estimation and mine design will increase rapidly as the size of blocks is 
reduced. As a rule of thumb, the minimum size of a block should not be less than one 
fourth of the average exploration drill holes distance (Hustrulid & Kuchta, 2006). 
The other problem of the very small size blocks is dilution. The dilution refers to the 
waste mixed with ore in extraction operation and sent to the process. The dilution 
depends on excavator’s size, blasting fragmentation results, the geological formation 
of ore and waste and the feature of ore/waste boundary.  As a result of decreasing the 
block size, the percentage of dilution becomes higher (Jara et al., 2006). Contrary to 
the small size block, increasing the size of block will decrease the granularity and the 
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accuracy of block characterisations. Since a unique grade is assigned to each block 
and assumed that this grade is homogenously distributed within the block, the mining 
selectivity decreases as block size increases (Boland et al., 2007). Therefore, an 
optimum block size is obtained in which error of estimation is minimised, dilution is 
considered and the resolution of estimation is saved. This size is referred to as the 
original size of the blocks in the reminder of this thesis. 
 
1.2.2 Block economic value 
To calculate the block economic value, the following definitions are taken into 
account: 
Revenue (R): money earned as a result of selling one unit of product.  
Mining cost (Cm): money spent to extract one unit of material. It is usually 
presented for one cubic metre of material (or one tonne) and it may vary for various 
types of materials.  
Selling cost (Cs): money spent in order to sell one unit of product. 
Processing cost (Cp): money spent to process (crushing, milling, etc.) one unit 
of material in a mineral processing plant.  
Recovery: a number, represented by percentage, shows how much of the ore 
content can be recovered in the mining phase (rm) or processing phase (rp). In some 
mining types such as copper mining, other processing steps such as smelting or 
refining may be considered.  
The value or profit of each block i (vi) can be calculated as follows (Wiley, 2002): 
 
𝑅 = (𝑃 − 𝐶𝑠)𝑟𝑟                          ( 1.1) 
 
𝑣𝑖 = � −𝑏𝐶𝑚                             𝑓𝑓𝑟 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑏𝑏           𝑏𝑅 − 𝑏𝐶𝑝 − 𝑏𝐶𝑚            𝑓𝑓𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑤 𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑏𝑏                                ( 1.2) 
 
Where vi is the profit of ith block,  𝑃 is the price of a unit of product, 𝑟 is the 
grade of block, r is the recovery, and 𝑏 is the tonnage of block. If there are some 
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other operations such as stockpiling, melting, and refining, then the cost of those 
operations must be considered.  
 Net value (NV): the difference between revenue and cost of mining for each 
block is termed net value of that block. 
Net present value (NPV): present worth of net value is called net present value. 
To achieve net present value, net value must be discounted to the present time. If d is 
a discount rate and n is the nth time period, then NPV of the nth period can be 
calculated as below (Runge, 2011): 
 
𝑁𝑃𝑁 = 𝑁𝑁(1+𝑑)𝑛                           ( 1.3) 
 
 
1.2.3 Cut-off grade 
Generally,  cut-off grade is defined as a minimum amount of valuable mineral 
that must be exist in one unit (e.g. one tonne) of material before this material is sent 
to the processing plant (Rendu, 2008). Indeed, cut-off grade is the criterion that 
distinguishes between ore and waste in a given mineral deposit. In a simple case, the 
marginal cut-off grade at which the cost of processing is exactly equal to the revenue 
obtained by the recovered product is defined. Therefore, the marginal cut-off grade is 
calculated as the grade g at which the net value of processing is equal to the net value 
when the material is treated as waste. This definition does not consider of several 
important criteria such as mill capacity and ore-body grade distribution. As Lane 
(1988) explains, different cut-off grades are calculated depending on which 
constraint (e.g., mining capacity, processing capacity, grade required) governs.  In 
fact, cut-off grade is not simply a function of metal price and cash costs of mining, 
processing and refining, but also a function of the capacities of these stages and 
grade-tonnage distribution of the deposit (Asad & Topal, 2011; Johnson et al., 2011). 
Therefore, calculating the cut-off grade is not a straightforward procedure.  
Cut-off grade is traditionally calculated to determine the destination of blocks when 
blocks are sequenced. According to the specification of blocks, one destination is 
assigned to each individual block.  This can be done thorough a static procedure such 
that the accepted ranges of attributes are defined for each destination and eligible 
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blocks are assigned to this destination.  The limitation of this static approach is that it 
ignores blending, consideration of processing demands, and grade-tonnage 
distribution of mined blocks (Asad & Topal, 2011; Johnson et al., 2011).  In a more 
flexible approach, which is called dynamic destination assignment, destinations of 
blocks are dynamically determined while the processing plants’ requirements, grade-
tonnage distribution and economical parameters are considered.  An interesting 
feature of dynamic destination assignment is that it allows a blending process.  In the 
blending process, a block, of which an attribute (e.g., an impurity) is out of the 
required processing range, can be blended with other blocks and be sent to the 
processing circuit to improve the quality of the process of input (Wharton, 2004). 
 
1.2.4 Ultimate pit limit 
Ultimate pit limit or final pit shell defines what will be eventually extracted 
from the ground.  In other words, ultimate pit limit determines what parts of the ore-
body should be exploited in the whole life of a mine (Hustrulid & Kuchta, 2006).  In 
fact, ultimate pit limit shows the final layout of the mine. A typical geometry of an 
open pit mine is shown in Figure  1.2. The main elements of an open pit mine are 
benches and haul roads or ramps. Each bench is identified by bench width and bench 
height which are mostly functions of equipment size and rock type. The face of the 
bench is not usually vertical for safety reasons. The angle between the face of a 
bench and the horizontal plans is called the face angle or bench angle. Therefore, the 
final wall of the pit is not vertical. The overall slope of the pit is a strict constraint 
which must be considered in mine planning and design.   
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Figure  1.2  A typical geometry of open pit mine (Wetherelt & Van der Wielen, 2011) 
 
 
Optimising the pit shell is a crucial stage, because ultimate pit features, such as 
the amount of ore and waste within the ultimate pit limit, directly affect financial and 
operational parameters including mining cost, revenue, and equipment selection.  On 
the other hand, ultimate pit limit determines the area where no permanent structure or 
dump should be constructed.  
 
1.2.5 Precedence relations 
The physical limitations, slope stability and minimum required width for the 
equipment impose situations in which lower blocks cannot be extracted until some 
upper blocks are extracted.  
Slope constraint 
A schematic 2D block model is shown in Figure  1.3. According to the 
permitted slope and dimension of blocks, block 1 cannot be extracted before 
extracting blocks 2, 3, and 4. 
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Figure  1.3  Slope constraint in a schematic 2D block model 
 
There are several approaches to identifying precedence relationships. The 1:5-
pattern, 1:5:9-pattern and knight’s move pattern are the most common methods to 
generate precedence relationships (Hochbaum & Chen, 2000).  In the 1:5-pattern, 
each block should be connected to five blocks in the upper layer. For example, in 
Figure  1.4.a, a block in layer (2l+1) must not be mined before extracting five blocks 
in layer (2l). In the 1:5:9-pattern, for each block in layer (2l+1), five blocks in layer 
(2l) and nine blocks in layer (2l-1) should be considered (Figure  1.4.a). Another 
famous pattern is the knight’s move pattern shown in Figure  1.4.b. In this pattern 
each block in layer (l+2) is connected to five blocks in layer (l+1) and eight blocks 
in layer (l), as shown in Figure  1.4.b.  
 
(a) (b) 
  
Figure  1.4  a) 1:5 and 1:5:9 patterns; b) Knight’s move pattern (Hochbaum & Chen, 
2000) 
Generally, if the block dimensions or stable slopes vary in different directions 
or levels, then the slope pattern may change. Wright (1990) explains methods to 
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identify slope constraint. For example in Figure  1.5.a, the slope is constant in both 
sides, but in Figure  1.5.b, the stable slope on the right side is 55 degrees. In 
Figure  1.5.c, in addition to the existing two slopes, slopes change at different levels. 
In each figure, blocks labelled by solid points must be removed before extracting the 
block marked by *. 
 
* * 55
*
45
45
55
45 45
45
20
10
(a) (b)
(c)
 
Figure  1.5  Slope constraints in different conditions 
 
Minimum required width 
According to the size of mining machinery and block dimensions, a minimum 
working space for machinery may be considered. Related to these constraints, two 
concepts are defined (Underwood & Tolwinski, 1998): 
Drop cut: A drop-cut is a condition such that a block is extracted while all the 
adjacent blocks have not yet been extracted ( 
 
 
 
 
Figure  1.6.a).   
Side cut: Contrary to drop-cut, side-cut is performed when the excavator is 
located in the same bench as the block ( 
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Figure  1.6.b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  1.6  a) Drop cut; b) Side cut 
 
Regarding to the types of cutting (drop or side), mining machinery size and 
block dimensions and the minimum working space must be considered. 
  
1.2.6 Pushback design definition 
Expansion of open pit mine in a mine’s life is done in a series of mining phases 
referred to as pushbacks or mining cuts. From the planning point of view, pushbacks 
are designed in order to maximise pay back from a mine. Indeed, pushbacks blend 
the stripping ratio (ratio of waste removal to mined ore) over the life of a mine and 
make a guideline for production scheduling (Elkington & Durham, 2011; Wetherelt 
& Van der Wielen, 2011). Two mining sequences are shown in Figure  1.7. In 
Figure  1.7.a, extraction is processed bench by bench. This sequence leads to 
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extraction of waste material in the first period. In Figure  1.7.b, extraction is 
performed in the basis of pushback by pushback. Therefore, the amount of pre-
stripping required to reach ore material is significantly decreased, and consequently 
the NPV increases. Determining the number of pushbacks is a challenge in open pit 
mining. When there are many pushbacks, several extra problems occur in terms of 
moving equipment between pushbacks, haulage road design, required working width 
and so on. Indeed, the geometry of pushback is very site-specific, which depends on 
factors such as loading and haulage equipment, surface and ore body geometry, 
financial aims, geotechnical characterisation and long term mine planning (Wetherelt 
& Van der Wielen, 2011).  
 
(a) (b) 
Phase 1
Phase 1
Phase 5
Phase 4
Phase 3
Phase 2
Phase 5
Phase 4
Phase 3
Phase 2
 
 
 
Figure  1.7  Two mining sequences (Whittle, 2011) 
 
The simplest way to determine the number of pushbacks is to examine 
production scheduling with different numbers of pushbacks. To this end, several 
nested pits are generated. Nested pits or intermediate pits are a set of pits which are 
smaller than the ultimate pit limit and usually generated to show mining sequences 
(nested pits are similar to the mining phases shown in Figure  1.7.b). The common 
method to create the nested pits is to alter the price of the commodity and find the 
optimum pit limit in each price point (Elkington & Durham, 2011). As the price 
decreases, some of the ore blocks are ranked as waste because they have negative 
economic values at the lower price. Consequently the optimum pit limit at the lower 
price would be smaller than the ultimate pit limit. Alternatively, nested pits can be 
determined by changing the cost or profit elements.  
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1.2.7 Production sequencing problem 
An open pit mine production sequencing problem can be defined as 
determining the sequence of material extraction. Production sequencing is termed as 
block sequencing if the objective is to determine the sequence of blocks extraction. 
Therefore, the block sequencing problem is defined as identifying the optimal 
sequence in which blocks should be extracted under several practical and technical 
constraints. In the block sequencing problem, several constraints, including: 
precedence relations; machinery limitations; mineral processing capacity; and grade 
control, are taken into account. The block sequencing problem may be solved for 
different time horizons. One may solve this problem for entire blocks within the 
ultimate pit limit. In this case, the objective function is usually considered as 
maximising NPV (to see the details of the block sequencing problem over the life of 
mine horizon, see Caccetta and Hill (2003)). In a short-time horizon (e.g., three 
months), cost minimisation may be an objective function for block sequencing 
problem. In addition to the mentioned constraints, more technical constraints, 
including: detailed precedence relationships; cut-off grade optimisation; stockpiling 
strategy; blending; and technical mining rules may be considered (Whittle, 2011).  
Stockpiling and blending are two key constraints in mining. A mineral 
processing plant is designed based on a certain feed grade. To achieve the process’s 
required targets, materials with different characteristics may be blended. Three types 
of stockpiling may be taken into consideration in mining (Whittle, 2011): 
Grade stockpile 
This kind of stockpile is designed to defer processing low grade material in 
order to increase NPV.  
 Blending stockpile 
A blending stockpile is considered for the purpose of blending material with a 
particular characteristic with other material to improve recovery of processing. 
Buffer stockpile 
A buffer stockpile is maintained to remove some mismatch in the mineral 
processing process. The main purpose of this stockpile is to ensure that mining 
fluctuation does not affect the beneficiation process. 
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1.3 RESEARCH PROBLEM  
This research addresses the open pit block sequencing problem, which is one of 
the vital optimisation problems in open pit mining. The open pit mine sequencing 
problem can be defined as specifying the order in which material should be removed 
from the mine and allocated to the appropriate destination. The considered time 
horizon in this research is about three to six months, in which blocks are sequenced 
for weekly or fortnight periods. In the short time horizon, decisions should be made 
for the time period in which the block is extracted and the destination of blocks, 
including waste dumps, process plants or stockpiles (Whittle, 2011). The objective 
function of this problem is to optimise block sequencing such that stockpiling costs, 
including rehandling and holding costs, are minimised, the right destinations are 
assigned to the blocks, and the solutions are practical and applicable in a real-life 
mine operation. The considered constraints are: the mining extraction sequence; 
mining, and milling capacities; grades requirements at processing, stockpiles and 
waste dumps; minimum mining width; and stockpile capacity. The solution of the 
block sequencing problem for a specified time period (e.g., a week) determines the 
blocks which are extracted, the destination of blocks including waste dumps, process 
plants or stockpiles, the excavators usage, and the material flow between stockpiles 
and processing circuits.   
The block sequencing problem, described in this research project, contains the 
following assumptions and considerations: 
- The first assumption is that all parameters such as grade of blocks, 
excavator parameters, and costs are deterministic and there is no 
stochastic element in the model. 
- The time horizon is maximum six months and a period is about a week 
or two weeks. Therefore, the input block model contains those blocks 
which are planned to be extracted in the next six months and the output 
would be weekly (or fortnight) plans.  
- A critical assumption is that if a decision is to extract a block, then this 
given block is completely extracted in this period.  
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- The block size is the one which is decided at the grade estimation 
phase. There is no aggregation or disaggregation in the input block 
model. In addition, blocks can have different sizes.  
- Haulage system is not taken into account in this project and we assume 
that the haulage system has the enough capacity to carry out the 
extracted material. 
- The destination of blocks can be pre-determined or can be determined 
by the developed model.  
- The stockpile strategy is an average grade strategy in which the average 
grade of the material is calculated when a parcel of material is placed in 
the stockpile. 
1.4 AIMS  
This research aims to develop a new integrated model for the open pit mine 
block sequencing problem by considering all real-life constraints and proposing the 
new solutions to solve the problem in a reasonable time.  The aims of the research 
are as follows: 
- Developing a new optimisation model for the open pit mine block 
sequencing problem which investigates and integrates material 
characteristics of blocks (attributes), grade control, stockpiles and block 
sequencing. The proposed model is developed based on the smallest mining 
unit (original size of the block model) that will keep the granularity of the 
block contents.  
- Developing new solution approaches to obtain high-quality solutions for 
open pit mine block sequencing problem in a reasonable time.  
- Implementing the developed model and solution techniques in a real-world 
case study to verify the capability of the proposed framework in real-life 
applications.   
- Performing extensive computational experiments and sensitivity analysis 
based on real-world data to provide insightful and quantitative 
recommendations. 
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1.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Regarding the aims of this research project, the following questions are 
determined and investigated to answer them. 
- What is the main gap in open pit mine optimisation which should be 
addressed in this research study? 
-  Is a new mathematical model for the real-life open pit block sequencing 
problem necessary? 
- What are the tactical benefits and limitations of implementing the proposed 
model rather than using previous block sequencing approaches?  
- Do we need new solution approaches to solve the proposed model or can 
the current standard solvers handle this problem? 
- What are the benefits and limitations of constructive heuristic and 
metaheuristic approaches? 
- What is the quality of the solution obtained by constructive heuristic and 
metaheuristic approaches? 
- What algorithms are suitable for providing a real-time solution?  
- What is the impact of the new solution technique in terms of optimality and 
the computational time required to solve the problem? 
- How can modelling and solving the open pit mine block sequencing 
problem help mining engineers, planners and managers to improve 
production operation? 
 
1.6 SIGNIFICANCES AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PROJECT 
To the best of our knowledge, there are few studies which address the open 
pit mine block sequencing problem over a short time horizon. Two main gaps are 
identified in the previous studies: 
 Firstly, there is no comprehensive mathematical model to address all aspects 
of the sequencing problem over a short term horizon. Compared to the sequencing 
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over the life of mine, following main considerations should be simultaneously taken 
into account for a short time horizon: 
- Mining rules should be considered in the model. The main mining rules are: 
minimum required space for excavators; the extraction direction; excavator’s 
working territory; drop-cut considerations; excavator’s availability; waste 
extraction priority; and the number of active benches; 
- The destination of mined material should be determined dynamically and the 
blending should be allowed; 
- Stockpiles should be included in the production circuit as they are used to 
feed the process circuits in some periods; and 
- The block sequencing problem should be solved at the level of the original 
blocks size to keep the resolution and accuracy of grade estimation. 
Therefore, the first contribution of this study is to formulate a comprehensive 
mathematical model to involve all technical and practical aspects of open pit block 
sequencing problem. The new mathematical model has the following significant 
features:  
- The open pit block sequencing problem is modelled as a mathematical 
optimisation model and all real-life constraints are considered. This model 
is a generic model which can be used for other open pit mines (e.g., copper, 
gold and zinc).  
- The block sequencing problem is solved over a short time horizon. 
Therefore, tactical and operational aspects are taken into account in order to 
achieve practical results.  
- The optimum size of the mining unit (block) is considered and the problem 
is solved at the level of blocks. Therefore, the resolution of grade 
estimation is saved. 
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- The new open pit mine block sequencing is not confined to the mining 
capacity, but resources constraints control the extraction capacity. 
- In the new formulation, extraction rates can vary where rock types change.   
Therefore, it prevents deficits in production or over-production in practice. 
- Destinations of blocks act as decision variables. Therefore, the model does 
not rely on a pre-determined cut-off grade. 
- Blending and stockpiling will be considered in the new formulation in 
order to provide a smooth feed for the mineral processing plant.   
- Since excavators are integrated into the optimisation, numbers of active 
benches are achievable in practice and excavator working territory 
constraints are observed. Also, consideration of excavator availability leads 
to achieving real-life results. 
The second contribution of this study is to develop the efficient solution techniques 
to solve large scale instance of this problem. According to the literature and our 
investigations, the block sequencing problem is an NP-Hard problem which is 
intractable for exact techniques for industry-scale instances of the problem.  A new 
constructive heuristic algorithm is developed to generate an initial feasible solution. 
The well-known Tabu Search (TS) and Simulated Annealing (SA) are adopted to be 
used for solving block sequencing problem. Although the general framework of SA 
and TS have been applied for solving similar optimisation problems, the structure of 
the neighbourhood search, developed for this specific problem and used in SA and 
TS, is newly constructed. In other words, the neighbourhood structure of these 
solution techniques is unique and originally developed for this problem. In addition 
to the novelty of the neighbourhood structure of SA and TS, the large neighbourhood 
search metaheuristic is innovatively integrated with the SA and TS to heighten the 
quality of the solution obtained by SA and TS. Finally, the SA, TS and LNS are 
hybridised in an innovative way to be applied for solving block sequencing problem. 
The proposed solution techniques have the following important significance: 
- The input block model can have any size from small size to the large-
size including regular or irregular blocks.  
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- The proposed solution techniques are able to solve large and real-life 
instances of the block sequencing problem. Therefore, there is no 
limitation regarding the size of the input data. 
- Since these techniques can handle non-linear constraints, the average 
grade of the stockpile can be dynamically considered in the 
mathematical model.  
- The solution techniques are generic and can be adjusted for any other 
type of the open pit mining and other mine-specific constraints (e.g., 
specific impurity constraint in a mine).   
 
1.7 THESIS OUTLINE 
The reminder of this dissertation is planned as follows. In the next chapter, 
previous researches on open pit mine optimisation are summarised. These studies, 
including ultimate pit limit optimisation, pushback design and block sequencing are 
reviewed to address the research gap.  Chapter 3 describes the block sequencing 
problem focused on this research. In addition to the problem definition, the proposed 
mathematical model is presented in Chapter 3. The proposed solution approaches 
including constructive heuristics, local search, metaheuristics and hybrid-heuristics 
are outlined in Chapter 4.  These approaches are adjusted to be applied for solving 
large-size instances of open pit block sequencing problem. Chapter 5 discusses the 
computational experiments of our solution approaches. In this chapter, the results of 
the CPLEX solution, the developed constructive heuristic, local search, simulated 
annealing, tabu search and hybrid simulated annealing and tabu search are presented 
and compared. An application of proposed methodology for a real mine operation is 
described in detail in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 contains the conclusion of this 
research and recommends future work in this field. 
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 Literature Review Chapter 2:
In this chapter, previous research conducted in the field of open pit mine 
optimisation is classified into three categories: ultimate pit limit determination; 
pushback design; and block sequencing.  In most cases, block sequencing is obtained 
based on pushback design and pushbacks are designed after determining ultimate pit 
limit.  Indeed, ultimate pit limit reduces the size of the problem for pushback design 
and pushbacks make a platform for block sequencing.  Since 1965, many researchers 
have addressed the ultimate pit limit, pushback design, and block sequencing 
problem.  As pioneers, Lerchs and Grossmann (1965) applied the optimisation 
method to obtain ultimate pit limit and mining phases.  Other researchers have 
presented a variety of approaches such as operations research techniques and 
heuristic algorithms to solve ultimate pit limit, pushback design and block 
sequencing problem. 
 
2.1 Ultimate Pit Limit 
Ultimate pit limit determines all the blocks that should be extracted during the 
whole life of a mine in order to reach maximum profit while precedence constraints 
are satisfied. To find the ultimate pit limit, a block model can be modelled as a 
directed graph in which each block is a node and each precedence relationship 
between two blocks, located in two (or maybe more) consecutive levels, is defined as 
an arc. The problem of finding the optimum pit limit can be also modelled as an 
integer programming model (Underwood & Tolwinski, 1998): 
 
I:  Total number of blocks in a block model. 
𝛤𝑖:  Set of blocks that should be extracted before block i.  
𝑣𝑖:  Economic value of block i. 
𝑥𝑖 = �1                                            𝑖𝑓 𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑏𝑏 𝑖 𝑖𝑤 𝑤𝑥𝑤𝑟𝑤𝑏𝑤𝑤𝑒;0                                                                    𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑤𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑤𝑤; 
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Maximise                 
  ∑ 𝑣𝑖𝑥𝑖𝐼𝑖=1                     ( 2.1)
      
Subject to: 
𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0                           ∀ i, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐼;   𝑗 ∈  𝛤𝑖 .                ( 2.2) 
𝑥𝑖 ∈ {0,1}                                        ∀𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼.               ( 2.3) 
 
 In this model, precedence relationship is the only constraint that must be 
satisfied. Since in this stage mining sequences are unknown, the objective function is 
considered as maximising profit over the life of the mine.  
To solve the ultimate pit limit problem, the following techniques have been 
presented by researcher: 
 
2.1.1 Dynamic programming algorithm 
Lerchs and Grossmann (1965) presented a dynamic programming algorithm for 
optimising the pit limit for a 2D model.  Although this algorithm obtains the optimal 
limit in a 2D model, combining 2D results to shape the 3D pit is impractical and 
needs some modifications. As the result of these modifications, results may deviate 
from the optimal value.  
Koenigsberg  (1982) proposed a dynamic programming algorithm to find the 
optimum pit limit in a 3D model.  Erarslan and Celebi (2001) applied a dynamic 
programming algorithm to optimise ultimate pit limit and production sequencing 
simultaneously.  The proposed model by Erarslan and Celebi provides realistic 
estimates of the mining cost because mining cost is recalculated for each new 
expansion of the pit.  Since Koenigsberg  (1982) and Erarslan and Celebi (2001), 
algorithms are proposed based on dynamic programming; they are not applicable for 
large-sized instances of the problem. 
2.1.2 Directed graph and network flow algorithm 
As pioneers, Lerchs and Grossmann (1965) proposed 3D pit limit optimisation 
by formulating the block model as a directed graph.  In the literature, this algorithm 
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is known as the Lerchs and Grossmann (LG) algorithm.  They define a graph G=(N, 
A), where X is a set of nodes (blocks) and A is a set of arcs (represents precedence 
relationships).  The block value is allocated to each node as the weight of the node. 
Then, this directed graph is solved to obtain a set of nodes with maximum value. The 
details of the 3D LG algorithm are given in Appendix A.  
Later, due to the complexity of the LG algorithm and the limitations of 
computer processors and memories at that time, some researchers tried to modify this 
algorithm or present other methods.  Zhao and Kim (1992) proposed an algorithm to 
optimise ultimate open pit limits based on the LG algorithm, while some heuristics 
are applied to reduce computational time.  According to Zhao and Kim (1992), 
although the proposed graph approach by LG can find the optimal solution, it cannot 
be proven that applying reduction heuristic keeps the optimality.  
 Khalokakaie and Dowd (2000) presented a modified version of the Lerchs and 
Grossmann algorithm by considering variable wall slopes. Giannini (1990) applied a 
maximum flow algorithm to solve the open pit mine design problem.  He showed 
that the LG algorithm and Dual Simplex Linear Programming are equivalent, and 
network flow is more efficient than both algorithms.  Underwood and Tolwinski 
(1998) combined graph theory and mathematical programming to solve the ultimate 
pit limit problem.  For solving the problem, a dual simplex approach was applied.   
Hochbaum and Chen (2000) presented a detailed study of the LG algorithm 
and developed a maximum flow push-relabel algorithm to optimise ultimate pit limit. 
As the push-relabel algorithm is a polynomiyal algorithm, it can obtain the optimum 
solution for the pit limit problem. Some comercial mining software such as MineMax  
uses push-relabel algorithm as the  core of optimisation (Kentwell, 2012).  
 
2.1.3 Constructive heuristic algorithms  
Since constructive heuristic methods are flexibile and time-efficient,  several 
constructive heuristic algorithms have been presented to solve the ultimate pit limit 
problem.  The floating cone is one of the heuristic methods presented by Pana 
(1965).  In this algorithm, related to the slope restriction, an upward cone template is 
set up on the ore blocks in a top-down way.  If the value of all blocks located in a 
cone is positive, blocks are extracted, otherwise blocks remaine in place.  This 
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algorithm is straightforward to implement, but it has some drawbacks that prevent 
obtaining the optimal solution (Hustrulid & Kuchta, 2006).   
To address these problems, Wright (1999) presented a modified version of the 
floating cone called floating cone II. Achireko and Frimpong (1998; 1997) presented 
an algorithm to optimise the open pit limit in the presence of grade uncertainty.  
They applied a neural network to classify ore blocks. Due to speed of this algorithm, 
it can be run for several simulated block models to address grade uncertainty.  
Frimpong (2002a; 2002b) combined this algorithm and a stochastic optimisation 
annealing process to optimise mine design.  Sayadi et al. (2011) applied the same 
algorithm in order to optimise mine design under material impurity constraints.   
A summary of previous research conducted in the field of ultimate pit limit 
optimisation is given in Table  2.1.  
Table  2.1  Summary of previous research on the ultimate pit limit optimisation 
Author(s) Year Optimisation technique 
Lerchs and Grossmann 1965 Dynamic programming 
Koenigsberg 1982 Dynamic programming 
Erarslan and Celebi 2001 Dynamic programming 
Lerchs and Grossmann 1965 Directed graph 
Zhao and Kim 1992 Directed graph 
Khalokakaie and Dowd 2000 Directed graph 
Giannini 1990 Maximum flow 
Hochbaum and Chen 2000 Maximum flow 
Pana 1965 Constructive heuristic 
Wright 1999 Constructive heuristic 
Achireko and Frimpong 1997;1998 Constructive heuristic 
Frimpong 2002 Constructive heuristic 
Sayadi et al. 2011 Constructive heuristic 
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2.2 Pushback Design  
Pushback (mining cut or mining phase) is a part of of ultimate pit limit used in 
mine planning for two reasons: 
• to guide for block sequencing; and 
• to improve practicality of mining operations.  
There are some parameters that should be considered in the process of 
designing pushbacks, including: stripping ratio; block sequencing; operating 
flexibility; equipment movement; mine operating costs; geometry consideration; 
capital cost consideration; and management preference. 
Whittle (2011) identified two outcomes: the best case, in which there are many 
pushbacks, and the worst case, where there is no pushback.  If the production 
schedules obtained on the basis of the best case and worst cases are different in terms 
of economic value, then different numbers of pushbacks must be examined in order 
to achieve an optimum number of pushbacks.   
As a practical approach, nested pits are used to design pushbacks.  Nested pits are 
explained in the Lerchs and Grossmann (1965) paper and are obtained by a 
parametric analysis of the LG algorithm. In the parametric analysis of the LG  
algorithm, reducing the price of the commodity leads to obtaining smaller pits.  
These smaller pits indicate the production phase for long term production 
sequencing.  Although nested pits show the sequences for mining and tend to 
maximise NPV, they have a main drawback referred to as the gap problem (see 
Meagher et al. (2014)).  The gap problem means that the sizes of all nested pits are 
not equal.  Hence, sometimes there is a significant difference between two 
consecutive pits in terms of tonnage and ore content. In other words, there is no 
controlling the nested pit size and shape in the nested pit approach.   
Bongarcon and Guibal (1983) and Wang and Sevim (1995) proposed a reserve 
parameterisation approach to overcome the gap problem and to determine the nested 
pits that contain a specific amount of metal under a pre-determined stripping ratio. 
Although these approaches may eliminate the gap problem, they may cause some 
fluctuations in the average grade of nested pits. 
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Consuegra and Dimitrakopoulos (2010) presented a three-step algorithm to 
design pushbacks.  In the first step, nested Lerchs-Grossmann-based pits are 
generated.  Secondly, all possible combinations of nested pits are evaluated, and for 
different numbers of pushbacks, the best combination is selected.  In the third stage, 
the production schedules, based on each pushback design, are generated.  Finally, by 
investigating certain criteria like NPV, stripping ratio, payback period, and quality of 
processing plant feed, the best pushback design will be determined.  
Beside the nested pit approach, pushback can be defined as a part of the 
ultimate pit limit which must be mined during a specific time period (Meagher et al., 
2009). Elkington and Durham (2011) applied an aggregation approach to optimise 
production rate, pushbacks, production sequencing, and cut-off grade 
simultaneously.  To aggregate blocks and reduce the size of the problem, they 
considered parcel, panel as well as grade group definitions.  Blocks that are in the 
same bench and the same shell (nested pit) form a parcel and the panel is a set of 
parcels that are in the same bench and same pushback.  In addition, each block in 
each panel is allocated to a specific grade group.  Group numbers can be determined 
by the user or clustering approach.  
 Meagher (2010) developed an algorithm to find optimal pushback that adheres 
to mill capacity while considering the dynamic cut-off grade. As the integer 
formulation of such a problem is rather large, he proposed linear programming to 
obtain a fractional solution.  Then the results of linear programming are converted to 
integer results by applying a so-called pipage rounding approach. The pipage 
rounding technique relies on rounding up or down the fractional variables obtained 
by solving the linear relaxation of the integer model (Ageev & Sviridenko, 2004).  
 Askari-Nasab (2006) proposed a simulation-based approach to design 
pushbacks.  According to the proposed algorithm, a number of pit expansions are 
stochastically generated based on production rate and exploitation constraints, then 
the best set of expansions are selected as the pushbacks design.  
Nanjari and Golosinski (2013) developed an algorithm combining dynamic 
programming and mining heuristics to optimise open pit mining pushback, taking 
into account considerations of the time value of money and mining restrictions. They 
applied the proposed algorithm on a 2D section of a mine to find the best mining 
phase. Although their proposed algorithm can consider practical considerations in 
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mining, applying this algorithm for a large 3D case may not obtain a solution as the 
core of optimisation is dynamic programming.  
Askari-Nasab et al. (2013) proposed an algorithm based on integer 
programming, local search and greedy heuristics to optimise the pushback design. In 
the proposed algorithm, the linear relaxation of the integer model is solved and the 
greedy and local search algorithms are applied to obtain a feasible integer solution.  
Somrit and Dagdelen (2013) presented a pushback design algorithm based on 
the maximum flow, Lagrangian relaxation and linear relaxation. They applied the 
developed algorithm to solve several case studies and concluded that the proposed 
algorithm can improve the net present value compared to commercial software.  
The modelling of a pushback design problem as a mixed integer programming 
model provides the possibility of considering different types of constraints. However, 
when it is viewed from a practical point of view, it may not be optimum design, 
because several tactical parameters such as equipment movement between pushbacks 
and haulage road design are ignored. On the other hand, there are hundreds of 
thousands of blocks in this stage, so considering too many decision variables and 
constraints could transfer the problem into a large scale one.  
A summary of previous research conducted in the field of pushback design is 
given in Table  2.2.  
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Table  2.2  Summary of previous research on pushback design  
Author(s) Year Optimisation technique 
Lerchs and Grossmann 1965 Parameterisation 
Bongarcon and Guibal 1983 Parameterisation 
Wang and Sevim 1995 Parameterisation 
Askari-Nasab 2006 Stochastic simulation 
Consuegra and Dimitrakopoulos 2010 Parameterisation 
Elkington and Durham 2010 
Integer programming and 
aggregation approach 
Meagher 2010 
Linear programming and pipage 
rounding approach 
Nanjari and Golosinski 2013 
Dynamic programming and 
heuristics 
Askari-Nasab 2013 
Integer programming, local search 
and greedy heuristics 
Somrit and Dagdelen 2013 
Maximum flow, Lagrangian 
relaxation and linear relaxation 
 
2.3 Block Sequencing  
Block sequencing is an attempt to find the sequence in which blocks should be 
removed over a certain time period. Unlike the ultimate pit limit problem which 
determines which block to remove, the block sequencing problem considers the 
removal period. Therefore, the block sequencing determines which block to remove 
from the ultimate pit limit and when. The solution of the block sequencing problem 
would be a T-period schedule where T is the number of sequencing periods.   
Block sequencing can be solved over different time horizons and may consider 
different objective functions and constraints. One of the most studied areas is to 
solve the block sequencing problem over the life of the mine such that each period is 
relatively long (e.g., two years). This problem was mostly regarded as open pit long-
term production planning or a mine scheduling problem in the literature. However, 
the definition of this problem shows that this is a sequencing problem in a rigorous 
sense, since it deals with identifying the extraction sequencing process rather than the 
timing factor which is used in the scheduling context (Kozan & Liu, 2011). 
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Therefore, we refer to the block sequencing problem even if it carries a different 
name in the literature. 
When the horizon is regarded as the life of mine, the resource constraints such 
as production and processing are taken into account. To reflect the time value of 
money, the discounted values of blocks are considered in the model. Therefore, 
maximising the net present value is the most common objective function for this 
case. A typical formulation studied in the literature is as follows: 
 
t:  Time period index, t=1,...,T. 
I:  Total number of blocks taken into account as input data. 
𝑀𝑚:  Production capacity.  
𝑀𝑝:  Maximum capacity of mining production.   
𝑀𝑙: Minimum demand of process.  
𝑀𝑢:  Maximum demand of process.  
𝑟𝑙:  Minimum required grade for processing.   
𝑟𝑢:  Maximum required grade for processing.   
𝑏𝑖:  Tonnage of ith block. 
gi:  Grade of ith block.  
𝛤𝑖:  Set of blocks that should be extracted before block i.  
𝑣𝑖:  Economic value of block i. 
d:  Discount rate. 
O:  Set of ore blocks. 
 
𝑥𝑖
𝑡 = �1                      𝑖𝑓 𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑏𝑏 𝑖 𝑖𝑤 𝑤𝑥𝑤𝑟𝑤𝑏𝑤𝑤𝑒 𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑒 𝑤;0                                                                    𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑤𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑤𝑤; 
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Maximise                 
∑ ∑ 𝑣𝑖(1+𝑑)𝑡 𝑥𝑖𝑡𝐼𝑖=1𝑇𝑡=1                                          ( 2.4) 
 
Subject to: 
 
∑ 𝑥𝑗
𝑟𝑡
𝑟=1 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑡 ≥ 0                           ∀ i, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐼; 𝑤 = 1,2, … ,𝑇;   𝑗 ∈  Γ𝑖  .          ( 2.5) 
∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑥𝑖
𝑡𝐼
𝑖=1 ≤ M𝑚                             ∀ 𝑤 = 1, . . ,𝑇.                 ( 2.6) M𝑙 ≤ ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑂𝑖=1 ≤ M𝑢                  ∀ 𝑤 = 1, . . ,𝑇.                                   ( 2.7) 
∑ (𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑙)𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑖𝑂𝑖=1 ≥ 0                 ∀ 𝑤 = 1, . . ,𝑇.               ( 2.8) 
∑ (𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑢)𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑖𝑂𝑖=1 ≤ 0                ∀ 𝑤 = 1, . . ,𝑇.            ( 2.9) 
∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑡𝑇
𝑡=1 ≤ 1                                     ∀ 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼.                                     ( 2.10) 
𝑥𝑖
𝑡 ∈ {0,1}                                        ∀𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼;  𝑤 = 1, … ,𝑇.                    ( 2.11) 
Equation (2.5) controls the precedence relationships. Constraints (2.6) and 
(2.7) represent resource constraints including production and processing constraints. 
Constraints (2.8) and (2.9) state that the average grade of material in each period 
should be between the lower and upper bounds of the required grade. Constraint 
(2.10) denotes that each block can be extracted once, and finally Constraint (2.11) 
represents that decision variables are binary.  
The block sequencing problem is challenging due to the number of blocks, 
number of time periods, number of constraints and the inherent complexity of the 
problem. According to the literature, the block sequencing problem is an NP-hard 
problem (Epstein et al., 2012; Souza et al., 2010). Therefore, different approaches 
have been presented to solve block sequencing.  We present below the details of the 
literature based on the solution approaches.   
 
2.3.1 Lagrangian relaxation  
The main idea of Lagrangian relaxation is to relax the problem by removing 
some constraints, known as side constraints, and putting them into the objective 
function with assigned weights known as Lagrangian multipliers. The side 
constraints are constraints that make the problem very hard to solve. Each weight 
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points out a penalty which should be considered in the objective function as a result 
of deviation from a particular constraint. The Lagrangian relaxation method can be 
used instead of linear programming relaxation to provide a lower bound on a branch 
and bound algorithm (Fisher, 2004). Several researchers have applied Lagrangian 
relaxation to solve the block sequencing problem.  
Dagdelen and Johnson (1986) and Dagdelen (1986) applied Lagrangian 
relaxation to exploit the structure of the block sequencing problem. They used the 
sub-gradient multiplier updating scheme to modify the Lagrange multipliers to 
correspond to the side constraints which are production capacity and blending.  Then, 
the multi-time period sequencing problem is decomposed to several solvable single-
time period problems by an algorithm based on the network structure of the 
sequencing constraints.   
Caccetta et al (1998) applied Lagrangian relaxation to solve a case study with 
20,972 blocks and six time periods and obtained a solution with a 5% gap (difference 
between obtained solution and the optimum solution).  
Akaike (1999) proposed a four dimensional relaxation method in which the 
block sequencing problem is converted to a problem that can be solved by  
approaches based on graph theory, such as network flow or the LG algorithm. In this 
approach, the Lagrangian multipliers are iteratively altered until the relaxed problem 
achieves solutions which meet the original side constraints.  
  Kawahata (2007) and Kawahata and Dagdelen (2013) extended the early 
work by Dagdelen and Johnson (1986) by considering the dynamic cut-off grade in 
the proposed block sequencing model. Kawahata (2007) presented a methodology 
using Lagrangian relaxation to solve large scale instances of the problem. The 
proposed methodology divides the main problem into two tractable sub-problems 
and the solutions from the two sub-problems define a tighter bound for the solution 
space. 
Bienstock and Zuckerberg (2010) presented an algorithm based on Lagrangian 
relaxations and column generation with some modifications in iterations to solve the 
linear programming relaxations. The column generation approach has been 
developed based on this idea that only some of the variables have the potential to 
improve the objective function. Therefore, only a subset of variables needs to be 
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considered in theory at the time of solving the problem (Desrosiers & Lübbecke, 
2005). The Bienstock and Zuckerberg algorithm starts from solving the first 
Lagrangian sub-problem.  The solution of this stage (though not an optimal solution), 
is imposed on the next iteration as an educated guess constraint.  In the next stage, 
this restricted linear programming is solved and this process continues until an 
optimal solution is met.   
Cullenbine et al.,  (2011) formulated the open pit block sequencing problem as 
integer programming and proposed a sliding time window heuristic to reduce the 
computational time. According to their model, for each block, the earliest and latest 
extraction times can be calculated based on overlying and underlying blocks. Then 
by using Lagrangian relaxation technique the model will be solved.  
Although the Lagrangian relaxation approach can be applied to solve the block 
sequencing problem, assigning the starting values of the multipliers, finding a 
feasible solution and updating the Lagrangian multipliers are challenging tasks.  
  
2.3.2 Exact solution  
Several researchers have tried to modify the structure of the mixed integer 
programming (MIP) model of the block sequencing problem and solve it using an 
exact method.  A widely used approach to reduce the number of decision variables 
and constraints is the aggregation approach, in which blocks are combined and larger 
units (aggregates) are created. An aggregate acts as a single block with larger size, 
therefore a homogenous grade is assigned to it.   
Ramazan (2007) proposed a so-called fundamental tree algorithm to reduce the 
size of MIP formulation.  In this approach, blocks located in same pushback are 
aggregated into trees using linear programming.  Creating trees reduces the number 
of decision variables and make it possible to solve the problem by standard software.  
However, the author did not present a solution of the large-size instances.   
Weintraub et al. (2008) described two aggregation methods: i) an a priori 
approach that aggregates blocks based on a greedy selection, similarity, and location 
of blocks;  ii) an a posteriori  approach that put the blocks in the same group on the 
basis of the column aggregation procedure presented by Zipkin (1980).  As the 
authors mentioned, the a posteriori approach is difficult to formulate.  On the other 
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hand, aggregating by greedy methods in a priori approach decreases the accuracy of 
the solution.  
 Ramazan and Dimitrakopoulos (2004) proposed the MIP formulation with 
fewer binary variables.  In their formulation, only ore blocks are considered as binary 
decision variables and waste blocks can take the continuous decision variables.  In 
order to prevent the partial extraction of waste blocks, they suggested changing the 
values of waste blocks by a small amount. Since the objective function is 
maximisation, the model tries to finish the extraction of a waste block that has a low 
negative value.  However, in large mines, there are numerous numbers of ore blocks, 
which complicates the problem. The second drawback of this approach is that 
changing the value of waste blocks is not straightforward and may lead to an 
impractical solution. 
Menabde et al. (2004) presented a method based on mixed integer 
programming to optimise extraction sequencing and the cut-off grade simultaneously 
for a number of simulated models.  They also aggregated blocks in order to reduce 
the numbers of binary variables.   
Boland et al. (2007) presented a disaggregation method in order to control the 
processing feed at the level of block decision and heighten the freedom of variables.  
In addition to formulating extraction and processing on two different levels, the cut-
off grade is simultaneously optimised, based on Menabde et al.’s (2004) approach.  
Although Boland et al.’s  approach leads to increased quality of processing decisions, 
because of the lack of results and benchmark data, the optimality of the approach 
cannot be justified.   
Kumral (2012) formulated block sequencing and determination of run-of-mine 
material destinations simultaneously.  He considered block destination as a decision 
variable in MIP formulation and solved a small size instance with 7020 blocks by 
ILOG CPLEX.  
Askari-Nasab et al.  (2011) compared four MIP formulations with different 
structures developed to solve block sequencing of open pit mines.  The first model is 
presented based on Ramazan and Dimitrakopoulos (2004) formulation in which 
binary variables are considered for both mining and processing operations.  The 
second model, based on Caccetta and Hill (2003), uses continuous variables for 
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extracting and processing levels, but integer variables are considered to handle 
precedence constraints.  The third model is one presented by Boland et al. (2007), in 
which processing decisions are made at the level of block. In the fourth model, the 
aggregation approach is applied and decisions are made based on the aggregate unit.  
The presented formulations are compared in terms of NPV, the number of integer 
variables, solution time and practical constraints.  Results show that the first model 
does not yield a solution in large-sized instances.  The second model gives the 
highest NPV but with six active benches which is not practical.  The third and fourth 
models can achieve a solution for the block sequencing problem while the fourth 
model has the shortest running time.   
The aggregation approach decreases the size of the problem as well as the 
complexity of the block sequencing problem in terms of precedence relations.  When 
an aggregate is extracted, enough space for mining the adjacent aggregates is 
provided.  However, the aggregation method decreases the resolution and the 
granularity of the grade estimation because an average grade of several blocks, which 
form an aggregate, is homogeneously assigned to an aggregate (Cullenbine et al., 
2011).  In addition, by disaggregating, that is, decomposition of the solution to the 
original blocks, an obtained solution may not be optimal and sometimes it may not 
be a feasible solution (Boland et al., 2007). Figure  2.1 shows a 2D plan of a block 
model and a corresponded aggregated model.  As can be seen, several blocks with 
different grades create an aggregate and a unique grade is assigned to each aggregate. 
If a part of this aggregate is mined in a period, then the assigned average grade to this 
aggregate may not represent the estimate grade for this part in the original block 
model.  
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a) Original size 
 
b) Aggregation  
Figure  2.1  2D plans of original block model and corresponded aggregated blocks  
 
L’Heureux et al. (2013) developed an MIP model for short term production 
optimisation in open pit mines where the excavator movements have been integrated 
into the block sequencing problem. The objective of their MIP model is to minimise 
costs of operations including moving excavators, drilling and blasting. They used 
ILOG CPLEX to solve the problem and pointed out that this problem cannot be 
solved in a reasonable time by an exact solution.  
 Mousavi et al. (2014) developed an MIP model to optimise block sequencing 
over a short time horizon. Since the proposed model was constructed based on the 
very short periods (e.g. an hour), a block can take several time periods to be 
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extracted. Numerical investigations by authors indicate that the industry scale 
instances of this problem are intractable for standard MIP solvers.   
 
2.3.3 Branch and cut algorithm  
Caccetta and Hill (2003) presented a branch and cut solution to solve the MIP 
formulation of the block sequencing problem. In the proposed model, a decision 
variable represents whether a block is extracted by period t or not. As the authors 
mentioned, the model contains constraints on sequencing, mining and processing 
capacity, grade control, stockpiles and minimum pit bottom. However, due to 
confidentiality agreements, details of the model and solution approach have not been 
provided.     
Eivazy and Askari-Nasab (2012a; 2012b) developed a model based on 
aggregated blocks for the block sequencing problem and used the TOMLAB/CPLEX 
package in which the branch and cut algorithm is implemented to solve the problem.  
They defined several decision variables, including a binary variable to handle 
precedence relationships, continuous variables to control processing feed and 
material flow between process and stockpiles, and binary variables to select the best 
ramp to send a block through.  
 
2.3.4 Heuristics  
A number of authors have proposed heuristic approaches to solve the block 
sequencing problem.  Heuristic algorithms are developed to take advantage of the 
capability of heuristics to solve large-size problems. However, optimality is not 
guaranteed when heuristic approaches are applied.   
Gershon (1987) proposed a heuristic approach to solve block sequencing 
problem.  In the proposed approach a block is weighted based on the money value of 
blocks which are located beneath this block. Then all blocks are ranked based on the 
assigned weights and blocks with higher ranks have priority to be extracted in the 
early years of the mine’s life.  
 Tolwinski and Underwood (1996) presented an algorithm based on dynamic 
programming, stochastic optimisation, artificial intelligence and a heuristic approach 
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to solve the block sequencing problem.  The proposed algorithm starts from an initial 
pit and then by adding a new block to the initial pit, the new expansion of the pit is 
evaluated. If the new pit improves the objective function (NPV), the initial pit is 
replaced by the new pit. To add a block to the current pit, four constraints - slope 
constraint, mining width, production bound, and search restrictions - are considered. 
Search restrictions are implemented by a heuristic approach to prevent complete 
enumeration.  
 Moreno et al. (2010) introduced block sequencing as a multi-period 
precedence constrained knapsack problem and presented a heuristic approach to 
solve it. In the proposed method linear relaxation of the model and the topological 
ordering of blocks are considered to ascertain the earliest time period for each block 
to be extracted. Topological ordering is applied to ensure that a valid sequence of 
extraction can be achieved.  
Chicoisne et al. (2012) proposed an algorithm combining linear programming 
relaxation of the original MIP model, topological sorting and local search heuristics. 
They introduced a new decomposition method to solve the linear programming 
relaxation and proposed topological sorting to obtain a feasible integer solution. 
Then the local search heuristic is applied to improve the initial solution obtained.  
 
2.3.5 Metaheuristics  
Recently researchers have applied metaheuristic approaches to solve the open 
pit mine block sequencing problem. Sattarvand and Niemann-delius (2008) discussed  
the application of metaheuristic approaches in the block sequencing problem.   
Denby and Schofield (1994) applied a genetic algorithm to solve mine design 
and block sequencing problems simultaneously. Although genetic algorithms can 
solve this problem even in large instances, finding a set of initial feasible solutions 
for initial population is challenging.   
Kumral and Dowd (2004) modelled the block sequencing problem as a multi-
objective optimisation model in which the objective is to minimise deviation from 
the process demands, deviation from required grade, and the grade content variance.  
To solve this minimisation problem, they applied Lagrangian relaxations to obtain a 
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sub-optimal solution as an initial solution and simulated annealing to improve the 
quality of the obtained solution.  
Ferland (2007) applied particle swarm heuristic to determine the sequential 
extraction of blocks, maximising the NPV under precedence and extraction capacity. 
They used a greedy randomised adoptive search procedure to generate the initial 
population (swarm) and then improved the quality of the solution using particle 
swarm. Their numerical results state that the quality of the final solution increases 
with the size of the initial population, and also, the better are the initial solutions, the 
better the final solution.  
Sattarvand (2009) and Shishvan and Sattarvand (2015) presented an algorithm 
based on an Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) algorithm.  Shishvan and Sattarvand 
(2015) applied the proposed method to solve a real-life case study with 350,000 
blocks under mining and processing capacity constraints. As they mention, the 
efficiency of the ACO algorithm in solving the block sequencing problem has a 
direct relation with ant colony parameters. Therefore, considerations should be taken 
into account when ACO parameters are initialised.  
Myburgh and Deb (2010) presented an evolutionary algorithm based on a pre-
deterministic stripping ratio to solve large-sized open pit block sequencing and 
introduce an evORElution package.  However, considering a pre-deterministic 
stripping ratio in this approach reduces the flexibility of extraction of ore and waste 
in different periods.  
 Lamghari and Dimitrakopoulos (2012) presented a Tabu Search (TS) 
algorithm to solve open pit mine production sequencing.  In order to investigate the 
extensive domain, they apply Long Term Memory (LTM) and Variable 
Neighbourhood (VN) search methods.  Computed results show that applying LTM 
improves the result while VN has an inverse result.   
Kumral (2013) presented an MIP model to solve ore waste discrimination and 
block sequencing simultaneously. In the proposed model the objective is to minimise 
violations between mining and processing rates, and the installed capacities under 
access, metal quantity and net present value constraints. The author applied 
simulated annealing to solve the problem. However, this model may not be 
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applicable for a short term period because it ignores stockpile and in-site mining 
rules. 
A summary of previous research conducted in the field of block sequencing 
optimisation is given in Table  2.3. 
Table  2.3  Summary of previous research in the field of pushback design 
Author(s) Year Optimisation technique 
Dagdelen and Johnson 1986 Lagrangian relaxation 
Dagdelen 1986 Lagrangian relaxation 
Caccetta et al. 1998 Lagrangian relaxation 
Akaike 1999 Graph theory and Lagrangian relaxation 
Kawahata 2007 Lagrangian relaxation 
Bienstock and Zuckerberg 2010 
Lagrangian relaxations and column 
generation 
Cullenbine et al. 2011 
Lagrangian relaxation  and sliding time 
window heuristic 
Kawahata and Dagdelen 2013 Lagrangian relaxation 
Ramazan and Dimitrakopoulos 2004 Integer programming 
Menabde et al 2004 Integer programming 
Ramazan 2007 
Integer programming and aggregation 
approach 
Boland et al 2007 
Integer programming and aggregation 
approach 
Weintraub et al 2008 
Integer programming and aggregation 
approach 
Askari-Nasab et al. 2011 
Integer programming and aggregation 
approach 
Kumral 2012 Integer programming 
L’Heureux et al 2013 Integer programming 
Mousavi et al 2014 Integer programming 
Caccetta and Hill 2003 Branch and cut 
Eivazy and Askari-Nasab 2012 Branch and cut and aggregation approach 
Gershon 1987 Heuristic approach 
Tolwinski and Underwood 1996 
Dynamic programming, stochastic 
optimisation, artificial intelligence and a 
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heuristic approach 
Moreno et al. 2010 Heuristic approach 
Chicoisne et al. 2012 
Linear programming relaxation, 
topological sorting and local search 
heuristics 
Denby and Schofield 1994 Genetic algorithm 
Kumral and Dowd 2004 Simulated annealing 
Ferland 2007 Particle swarm 
Sattarvand 2009 Ant colony optimisation 
Myburgh and Deb 2010 Evolutionary algorithm 
Lamghari and Dimitrakopoulos 2012 Tabu search 
Kumral 2013 Simulated annealing 
Shishvan and Sattarvand 2015 Ant colony optimisation 
 
2.4 Commercial Software for Mine Optimisation  
Up to date, several software packages have been developed for mine 
optimisation, including ultimate pit limit optimisation, pushbacks design, production 
planning, sequencing and scheduling. A list of most common packages and a brief 
description of  them are given in Table  2.4. 
Table  2.4  Summary of most common packages used in mine optimisation. 
Package name  Description  
Maptek Vulcan 
 
Maptek Vulcan is a comprehensive package used for 3D 
orebody and block modelling, resource estimation, mine design 
(geometry design), and mine planning and scheduling. In 
addition, Vulcan provides the tools to simulate material 
rehandling by configuring initial stockpiles and extraction 
sequence (Maptek Pty Ltd, 2013). 
Runge 
 
Runge Pincock Minarco's mining software provides a 
range of packages comprises: XPAC (mine scheduling); 
BLOCK AGG (Geology integration); XACT (short-term mine 
scheduling); XERAS (financial modelling); HAULNET (haul 
route planning); TALPAC (haulage and loading); DRAGSIM 
(dragline simulation); and FRACSIS (data visualisation) 
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(Runge PincockMinarco Limited, 2013). 
MineSight 
 
MineSight currently delivers five packages for short and 
medium-term production scheduling including: MineSight 
Interactive Planner (MSIP) for cut design and reserve 
calculations; MineSight Operations (MSOPS) to provide ore 
control on a day-by-day basis;  MineSight Haulage 
(MSHaulage) for calculating the haulage equipment and cycle 
time; MineSight Schedule Optimizer (MSSO) to find the 
optimum sequence of cuts mining in each period; and 
MineSight Activity Planner (MSAP) for scheduling activities, 
such as drilling, blasting, mining and haulage, and calculating 
the duration of each activity (Huang et al., 2009). 
Gemcom Whittle-
GEOVIA 
 
Gemcom Whittle provides tools for mine planning, 
scheduling, cut-off grade optimisation, stockpiling, and 
blending. Lately, Gemcom delivers a simultaneous 
optimisation module which combines mine scheduling 
optimisation, cut-off grade, stockpile and blending and 
performs all in a single step. In addition, a multi-mine module 
and value expression module are used for multi-mine cases and 
calculating the value of blocks respectively (Gemcom Software 
International Inc, 2013). 
Minemax 
 
Minemax Pty Ltd has developed several mine planning 
and scheduling packages including Minemax planner, 
Minemax scheduler, Tempo and Igantt. The Minemax planner 
encompasses the tools for ultimate pit limit optimisation. 
Minemax scheduler has been developed for strategic mine 
schedule optimisation. Two other products, IGantt and Tempo, 
are used to integrate a Gantt chart, 3D mine visualisation, 
dynamic reporting, and optimise mine planning and scheduling 
in a collaborative environment (Minemax Pty Ltd, 2012). 
 
CAE Mining 
 
Nowadays, CAE mining provides a comprehensive 
package from exploration to resource modelling, optimisation, 
mine design, scheduling and financial modelling. CAE Studio 
and CAE Strat3D specialize in geological modelling and mine 
design (CAE Mining, 2012). CAE mining delivers CAE NPV 
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Scheduler to do strategic open pit planning covering pit 
optimisation, pushback generation, scheduling, cut-off grade 
optimisation, stockpile management and haulage optimisation. 
To obtain mid-term planning, CAE mining has developed CAE 
studio 5D planner. 
Minemap 
 
Minemap Pty. Ltd delivers software solutions for the 
minerals industry including Minemap™ (mine planning and 
design software), Express™ (haul road optimising software) 
and mining fleet management (fleet tracking) (Minemap Pty. 
Ltd, 2013). 
 
2.5 SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
The relevant studies in the field of open pit mine production optimisation have 
been summarised in this chapter. Production optimisation involves several problems 
including ultimate pit limit determination, pushback design and block sequencing. 
Ultimate pit limit determination for open pit mining has been successfully solved 
previously. The well-known LG algorithm and maximum flow algorithms such as 
the push-relabel algorithm can successfully obtain the ultimate pit limit when the 
objective is to maximise un-discounted cash flow (profit) and the only constraint is 
the precedence relationship. There are several commercial software packages that 
implement the proposed algorithms and solve the ultimate pit determination in a 
reasonable time. 
Pushbacks are designed to divide the ultimate pit limit into several working 
areas such that the pay back from the mine is maximised. In addition to maximising 
the pay back, several technical considerations including practicality issues should be 
taken into account when pushbacks are designed. Two main approaches have been 
proposed to solve the pushback design problem in the literature. The first approach 
relies on LG nested pits and the second approach models the pushback design as an 
MIP problem. The nested pit approach is currently used by many commercial 
software packages, and widely used in real cases. The MIP model of the pushback 
design problem is an NP-hard problem which has been the focus of several research 
studies. Different solution approaches such as Lagrangian relaxation and heuristics 
have been developed to solve the pushback design problem.  
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The open pit block sequencing problem is another main problem which can 
affect the profitability of an open pit mine operation. Several researchers have 
considered how best to determining the sequences in which blocks should be mined 
under several physical and tactical constraints. Most of the studies in this field have 
been accomplished in order to find the best extraction sequences over the life of the 
mine, while sequencing, mining and processing are taken into account as common 
constraints. This problem is an NP-hard problem and several solution techniques 
including Lagrangian relaxation, heuristics and metaheuristics have been proposed so 
far.  
The literature review demonstrates that there are two main gaps in the previous 
studies. The first gap is to model the block sequencing problem for a short term 
horizon and the second gap is the lack of efficient solution approaches which are 
suitable for this problem.   
Several important considerations should be taken into account when the block 
sequencing problem is modelled for a short term horizon. The first important 
consideration in short term (e.g., a week) is that all practical and mining rules should 
be modelled. These rules include minimum required space for excavators, the 
extraction direction, excavator’s working territory, drop-cut considerations, 
excavator’s availability, waste extraction priority, and the number of active benches. 
Secondly, the destination of mined material should be determined dynamically and 
the blending should be allowed in serval destinations, including process plants, 
stockpiles and waste dumps. The third important consideration is stockpiles, which 
should be included in the production circuit as they are used to feed the process 
circuits in some periods. Finally, it is important to have smooth feed at the 
processing plants when the production plan is scheduled. To this end, the resolution 
and accuracy of grade estimation should be saved. Therefore, the block sequencing 
problem should be solved at the level of the original size of the blocks and 
aggregation should be avoided.  The current commercial packages fail to solve this 
problem, when all mentioned aspects are considered.  
As was mentioned in the literature, solving the sequencing problem at the level 
of the original size of the blocks is a hard optimisation problem which needs 
innovative solution approaches. These approaches should be able to obtain high 
quality solution and be flexible to be adjusted for different mines and mining 
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condition. Most importantly, the performance of the proposed solution approaches 
should be evaluated in a systematic and standard way.  
This first contribution of this study is to address the current gaps in the open pit 
block sequencing model by developing a comprehensive and practical mathematical 
model for open pit block sequencing over the short term horizon, briefly called the 
open pit block sequencing problem. The proposed model combines the advantages of 
modelling block sequencing, blending and stockpiling simultaneously. Furthermore, 
the destinations of blocks are dynamically determined and the sequencing is solved 
at the level of the original size of the blocks. Moreover, mining rules are taken into 
account in this problem. 
The second contribution of this project is to develop several efficient solution 
approaches which are able to find high quality solutions for this problem. The 
performance of the proposed solution approaches in solving real instances of the 
problem, are validated by using standard tools of the operation research techniques.  
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 Open pit Block Sequencing Chapter 3:
Problem 
The open pit block sequencing (OPBS) problem is defined and then the full 
mathematical model of the problem is explained in this chapter. The problem is 
explained based on iron ore mining operations. However, the proposed mathematical 
model is a generic model which can be applied in any type of open pit mining (e.g., 
iron, copper, gold).  
 
3.1 THE OPBS PROBLEM DEFINITION 
A general representation of an iron ore mine process flow is shown in 
Figure  3.1. Blocks are extracted by excavators and the mined material is carried to 
the different destinations by trucks. The run-of-mine material is dispatched to the 
waste dumps, stockpiles or processing plants. A processing plant, which may be 
termed a processing circuit or a mill, could contain several crushing, milling and 
processing (physical or chemical) steps or just simply be a crusher. Stockpiles are 
used to stock material for future usage (e.g., very low grade material) or to blend or 
mix material with particular characteristics to improve recovery of the processing 
plant. Depending on the type and the size of the mine, several processing plants and 
stockpiles may be designed. Several waste dumps may be needed in a mining 
operation to dump valueless material.  
A block model contains several hundred thousand blocks which are planned to 
be extracted throughout the life of the mine. The OPBS problem deals with several 
thousands of blocks which are determined to be extracted in a short portion of 
mining life (e.g., 3 or 6 months).  Each block may have different characteristics.  
Even those blocks recognised as ore blocks, may have different attributes.  As an 
example, in an iron ore mine ore blocks can contain 20-70% of Fe, 0-30% of Al2O3. 
On the other hand, processing circuits are very sensitive to the input feed in terms of 
tonnage and grade specification. Fluctuation in grade and tonnage may decrease 
processing recovery, implement penalty for final product and increase processing 
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cost. Hence, a smooth stream of material must be held between mine and processing.  
However, due to the non-monotonous grade distribution, precedence relationships 
and physical constraints, achieving the above goal is not straightforward. Therefore, 
stockpiles are designed to compensate processing deficit, to stock run-of-mine over 
flow and to stock material for future usage.  
The OPBS problem is defined to determine the sequence in which blocks 
should be extracted such that stockpiling costs including rehandling and holding 
costs are minimised and all physical and tactical constraints such as precedence 
relationships, mining capacity, processing demands and grade requirements are 
satisfied.  In addition, the solution of OPBS should obtain the optimum material flow 
from mine to processes and stockpiles, and from stockpiles to processes.
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Figure  3.1  A general representation of an iron ore mine process flow 
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3.2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The OPBS problem was modelled as a MIP problem. To construct the 
mathematical model, the following notations are defined:  
 
3.2.1 Notations 
t Time period index, t=1,2,...,T. 
i Block index, i=1,2,...,𝐼. 
𝑣𝑖 Volume of block i. 
𝑏𝑖 Tonnage of block i.   
𝛼:  Attribute (grade) index, 𝛼 =1,2,...,𝒜. 
𝑟𝑖
𝛼: Percentage of attribute 𝛼 of block i. 
Γ𝑝𝑖: Set of immediate predecessors of block 𝑖. 
Γ𝑎𝑎𝑖: Set of adjacent blocks in side f of block i.  
Γ𝑑𝑑𝑖: Set of blocks which should be extracted consecutively as block i, if block i is 
a drop-cut. 
𝛽𝑖:  Swell factor of block i (%). 
𝑓𝑖:  Fillability (fill factor) of block i (%). 
m:  Machine  index (e.g., excavator, shovel, loader), m=1,2,...,M. 
𝐸𝑚: Extraction capacity of machine m (cubic meters).  
𝜆𝑚
𝑡 :  Effectiveness of machine m in period t (%). 
𝐼𝑚:  Blocks which are eligible to be extracted by machine m.  
𝜌: Processing (mineral processing plant or mill) index, 𝜌=1,2,...,P. 
s: Stockpile index, s=1,2,...,S. 
w: Waste dump index, w=1,2,...,W. 
𝐷: Total number of destinations, D=P+S+W. 
d: Destination index, d=1,2,...,D. 
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𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑖𝑚: Minimum capacity of processing 𝜌.  
𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑎𝑚: Maximum capacity of processing 𝜌. 
𝑀𝑠: Storage capacity of stockpile s.   
𝑀𝑚
𝑡 : Minimum required mining production. 
𝜑𝛼𝑑
𝑚𝑖𝑚: Minimum attribute 𝛼 requirement at destination d. 
𝜑𝛼𝑑
𝑚𝑎𝑚: Maximum attribute 𝛼 requirement at destination d.   
𝜙𝑠: Safety inventory level of stockpile s. 
𝑆𝜌: Set of stockpiles which feed processing ρ. 
𝐼𝑠
𝑡: Inventory of the sth stockpile at the end of period t. 
𝐼𝑠
0: Initial inventory of stockpile s.  
𝑟𝑠
𝛼: Percentage of attribute 𝛼 in stockpile s. 
𝑏ℎ
𝑡 : Inventory holding cost of one tonne of material in period t.  
𝑏𝑟
𝑠𝜌: Rehandling cost for one tonne of material transferred from stockpile s to 
processing ρ. 
𝑏𝑝
𝑖 : Cost of processing waste block i in processing ρ. 
𝑏𝑤
𝑖 : Cost of sending ore block i to the waste dump w. 
𝑏𝑑𝑑
𝑖 : Drop-cut cost for block i if block i is extracted by drop-cut.   
 
Decision variables 
 
𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑
𝑡= �1       if block 𝑖 is  extracted by machine 𝑚 in period  𝑤 and sent to destination 𝑒 (𝜌, 𝑤, 𝑓𝑟 𝑤).0                                                                                                                                                      otherwise.  
𝑧𝑠𝜌
𝑡 : Amount of material transferred from stockpile s to processing 𝜌 in period t. yift :  The binary decision variable to handle precedence if-then constraint. 
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3.2.2 The objective  
The objective of the OPBS problem is to minimise total cost, which includes 
rehandling and holding costs, misclassification and drop-cut costs. The 
misclassification cost is monitored to ensure that material is assigned to the right 
destination.  If an ore block is labelled as waste block or a waste block to be sent to 
processing, then the misclassification cost is applied. Finally, a drop-cut cost is 
considered in order to give priority to the side cut extraction, unless a new working 
bench is required to be opened.  
 
Minimise 
   ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑏𝑟𝑠𝜌𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑡𝑃𝜌=1𝑆𝑠=1𝑇𝑡=1 + ∑ ∑ 𝑏ℎ𝑡�𝐼𝑠0 + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑟 𝑏𝑖𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1𝑡𝑟=1 −𝑆𝑠=1𝑇𝑡=1 ∑ ∑ 𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑟𝑃𝜌=1𝑡𝑟=1 � +  ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑𝑡 𝑏𝑝𝑖  𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1𝐷𝑑=1,𝑑≠𝑤𝑇𝑡=1 +
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑤
𝑡 𝑏𝑤
𝑖  𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1𝑊𝑤=1𝑇𝑡=1 + ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖5𝑡 𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑖  𝑇𝑡=1𝐼𝑖=1               ( 3.1) 
 
3.2.3 Constraints 
In the OPBS problem, several constraints including precedence relations, 
production capacity, processing demand, grade control and blending, and stockpiling 
should be taken into account.  Moreover, all mining rules such as drop-cut 
considerations should be modelled.  
 
Precedence constraints 
The following two types of more complicated precedence relationship are 
considered: 
 
- Top-down precedence relationship which is a function of the walls’ slopes 
is considered to calculate flexible precedence relationships for different 
slope angles and benches, as shown in Figure  3.2. 
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Figure  3.2  Top-down relationships, for example block 18 in Bench 2 should be 
mined after extraction of blocks {8,9,10} in Bench 1 
 
- In-bench precedence relationship, in which a block is allowed to be 
extracted under the constraint of the minimum required width for mining 
machinery, as shown in Figure  3.3 and Figure  3.4.  
 
7
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51 9 13
S
Y
X  
Figure  3.3  In-bench precedence relationships, for example block 6 should be mined 
after extraction of blocks {1,2,3} in same bench 
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Figure  3.4  In-bench precedence relationships with two ramps 
 
In a more complex situation, a block can be mined from one of the four sides or from 
the top (drop-cut).  
 
Constraint (3.2) enforces that the top-down precedence relations must be 
satisfied. 
 
∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑑
𝑟 −𝐷𝑑=1
𝑀
𝑚=1
𝑡
𝑟=1 ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑
𝑡 ≥𝐷𝑑=1
𝑀
𝑚=1 0        ∀ { 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐼 | 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖;  𝑗 ∈
Γ𝑝𝑖);  𝑤 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑇.                                           ( 3.2) 
 
Constraints (3.3) and (3.4) model the in-bench precedence relationships and 
drop-cut.  These constraints represent a typical situation of selecting k out of N 
constraints.  In a real-life mining operation a block can be extracted from either one 
of four adjacent sides or by a drop-cut.  Therefore, totally there are five constraints of 
which at least one should be satisfied.  However, if drop-cut is selected (𝑦𝑖5𝑡 = 1), 
then a cost is applied in the objective function.  The in-bench precedence 
relationships are considered in order to provide enough space before extracting a 
given block. 
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∑ ∑ ximdt −Dd=1Mm=1 ∑ ∑ ∑ xkmdr ≤Dd=1Mm=1tr=1 (1 − yift )      ∀ { 𝑖,𝑏 ∈ 𝐼 | 𝑏 ≠
𝑖;  𝑏 ∈ Γ𝑎𝑎𝑖);𝑓 = 1,2, … ,4;   𝑤 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑇.                        ( 3.3) 
 
𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑
𝑡 ≤ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑎
𝑡5
𝑎=1           ∀ 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝐼;𝑚 = 1,2, … ,𝑀;𝑒 = 1,2, … ,𝐷; 𝑤 =1,2, … ,𝑇.                          ( 3.4) 
 
Figure  3.5 gives a real image of working space of excavators. It should be 
noted that both top-down and in-bench precedence relationships are determined on 
the basis of block.   
 
 
Figure  3.5  Required working space in a real-life mining operation (SERC, 2013) 
 
Drop-cut constraint 
 Constraint (3.5) states that if block i is extracted as a drop-cut, then a set of 
pre-determined blocks should be extracted in the same time period.  This mining rule 
ensures that when a new bench is opened, enough space for mining machinery is 
provided.  
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∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑙𝑚𝑑
𝑟 −𝐷𝑑=1
𝑀
𝑚=1
𝑡
𝑟=1 𝑦𝑖5
𝑡 ≥  0           ∀ { 𝑖, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐼 | 𝑏 ≠ 𝑖;  𝑏 ∈ Γ𝑑𝑑𝑖);  𝑤 =1,2, . . . ,𝑇.                           ( 3.5) 
 
Reserve constraints  
Constraint (3.6) points out that each block can be extracted no more than once.  
However, some blocks may remain un-extracted.  
 
∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑
𝑡𝐷
𝑑=1
𝑀
𝑚=1
𝑇
𝑡=1 ≤ 1                            ∀ 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝐼.             ( 3.6) 
 
Machine capacity constraint 
The machine capacity is controlled by Constraint (3.7):  
 
∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑
𝑡𝐷
𝑑=1
𝐼
𝑖=1 𝑣𝑖𝛽𝑖/𝑓𝑖 ≤ 𝐸𝑚𝜆𝑚𝑡           ∀ 𝑚 = 1,2, … ,𝑀;  𝑤 = 1,2, … ,𝑇.     ( 3.7) 
 
The fillability and the swell factor of the block as well as the effectiveness of 
the excavator are taken into account in Equation (3.7), to ensure that the production 
target is met. Fillability and the swell factor for common material are given in 
Appendix B.  Effectiveness is a multiplication of the availability, utilisation and 
efficiency of the excavator applied to adjust down its production rate allowing for the 
time that it is not operating to its full capacity. 
 
Machine working territory  
Constraint (3.8) deals with the working territory for each excavator.  As the 
OPBS problem is solved for a short term periods, long distance machine movement 
is not practical.  Therefore, the excavator territory is limited with the specific area.  
For those machines such as front-end-loader which are flexible to move, 𝐼𝑚 = 𝐼.  
 
∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑
𝑡𝐷
𝑑=1
𝐼
𝑖∈{𝐼−I𝑚},𝑇𝑡=1 ≤ 0             ∀ 𝑚 = 1,2, … ,𝑀.            ( 3.8) 
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Production capacity constraint  
To ensure that minimum production capacity is satisfied, Constraint (3.9) is 
taken into account.  Indeed, this constraint forces the model to extract waste material 
after satisfying processing requirements.  
 
∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑
𝑡 𝑏𝑖
𝐼
𝑖=1
𝐷
𝑑=1
𝑀
𝑚=1 ≥ 𝑀𝑚
𝑡                          ∀ 𝑤 = 1,2, … ,𝑇.            ( 3.9) 
 
Processing capacity constraint 
The total tonnage of ore material which is sent to the mineral processing plant 
must not be more than the maximum capacity of the processing plant. In 
addition, this tonnage must not be less than the minimum required feed for the 
processing plant in time period t. Constraints (3.10) and (3.11) satisfy the 
minimum and maximum processing capacities.  
∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌
𝑡𝐼
𝑖=1
𝑀
𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖 + ∑ 𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑡𝑆𝜌𝑠=1 ≤  𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚    ∀ 𝑤 = 1,2, … ,𝑇;  𝜌 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑃.  
                 ( 3.10) 
∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌
𝑡𝐼
𝑖=1
𝑀
𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖 + ∑ 𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑡𝑆𝜌𝑠=1 ≥  𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚   ∀ 𝑤 = 1,2, … ,𝑇;  𝜌 = 1,2, … ,𝑃.    
                  ( 3.11) 
Stockpile constraints 
Constraints (3.12)-(3.14) are stockpile related constraints. Constraint (3.12) 
ensures that the stockpile inventory stays below the capacity of stockpile.  
Constraints (3.13) and (3.14) state that the material flow from stockpile to processing 
should be less than the stockpile inventory while the safety level is kept.  
 
𝐼𝑠
𝑡 ≤ 𝑀𝑠                                  ∀ 𝑤 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑇;  𝑤 = 1,2, … , 𝑆.                     ( 3.12) 
𝑧𝑠𝜌
𝑡 ≤ 𝐼𝑠
𝑡−1 −  𝜙𝑠                ∀ 𝑤 = 2,3, … ,𝑇;  𝑤 = 1,2, … , 𝑆;  𝜌 = 1,2, … ,𝑃.  ( 3.13) 
𝑧𝑠𝜌
1 ≤ 𝐼𝑠
0  + ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠1 𝑏𝑖𝑀𝑚=1𝐼𝑖=1 − 𝜙𝑠      ∀ 𝑤 = 1,2, … , 𝑆;  𝜌 = 1,2, … ,𝑃.      ( 3.14) 
 
Where, 
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𝐼𝑠
𝑡 = 𝐼𝑠0 + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑟 𝑏𝑖𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1𝑡𝑟=1 −  ∑ ∑ 𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑟𝑃𝜌=1𝑡𝑟=1      ∀ 𝑤 = 2,3, … ,𝑇;  𝑤 =1,2, … , 𝑆.                              ( 3.15) 
 
Grade control for processing plant 
Constraints (3.16) and (3.17) satisfy the lower and upper bounds on required 
grades at the processing circuit.  In other words, the ore content of the material sent 
to processing in period t must be between minimum and maximum required ore 
content. 
∑ ∑ (𝑟𝑖𝛼−𝑟𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚)𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌𝑡 𝑏𝑖 + ∑ (𝑟𝑠𝛼−𝑟𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚)𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑡𝑆𝜌𝑠=1𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 ≤ 0  ∀ 𝑤 =1,2, … ,𝑇;𝜌 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑃;  𝛼 = 1,2, . . . ,𝒜.                        ( 3.16) 
∑ ∑ (𝑟𝑖𝛼−𝑟𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚)𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌𝑡 𝑏𝑖 + ∑ (𝑟𝑠𝛼−𝑟𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚)𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑡𝑆𝜌𝑠=1𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 ≥ 0   ∀ 𝑤 =1,2, … ,𝑇;𝜌 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑃;  𝛼 = 1,2, … ,𝒜.                        ( 3.17) 
 
It should be noted that the stockpile grade (𝑟𝑠𝛼) changes as soon as a new 
parcel is placed in the stockpile.  This dynamic changing inventory makes 
Constraints (3.16) and (3.17) non-linear constraints.  To keep the linearity of the 
model, a multi-stockpile approach is applied.  In the multi-stockpile approach one 
stockpile is divided in several sub-stockpiles such that each sub-stockpile acts as a 
stockpile.  Therefore, with some simplification, we can assume that each sub-
stockpile has a constant grade. To apply the multi-stockpile approach in a real-world 
operation, enough space to create sub-stockpiles and enough available equipment 
should be provided. Figure  3.6 shows an example of a real-life and a multi-stockpile 
approach.  However, when a heuristic is applied to solve the OPBS problem, the 
actual status of the inventory can be applied because heuristics can handle non-linear 
constraints.  
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Figure  3.6  Multi-stockpile approach 
 
Grade quality for stockpile 
Constraints (3.18) and (3.19) apply restrictions on the accepted attribute 
specifications for stockpile feed.  Therefore, the model ensures that the average 
percentage of attribute 𝛼 in the feed of stockpile s, is within the predefined 
acceptable range. 
 
∑ ∑ (𝑟𝑖𝛼−𝑟𝛼𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑚𝑀𝑚=1𝐼𝑖=1 )𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡 𝑏𝑖 ≤  0     ∀𝑤 = 1, . . . , 𝑆;∀ 𝑤 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑇;𝛼 =1, . . . ,𝒜.                  ( 3.18) 
∑ ∑ (𝑀𝑚=1𝐼𝑖=1 𝑟𝑖𝛼 − 𝑟𝛼𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑚)𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡 𝑏𝑖 ≥ 0    ∀𝑤 = 1,.  .  , 𝑆;∀ 𝑤 = 1,2, . . ,𝑇;𝛼 =1, . . . ,𝒜.                    ( 3.19) 
 
Grade quality for waste dump 
As for the last two constraints, Constraints (3.20) and (3.21) are applied to 
control material flow to the right waste dump. 
 
∑ ∑ (𝑟𝑖𝛼−𝑟𝛼𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑚𝑀𝑚=1𝐼𝑖=1 )𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑤𝑡 𝑏𝑖 ≤  0    ∀𝑤 = 1,.  .  ,𝑊;∀ 𝑤 = 1,2, . . ,𝑇;𝛼 =1, … ,𝒜.                 ( 3.20) 
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∑ ∑ (𝑀𝑚=1𝐼𝑖=1 𝑟𝑖𝛼 − 𝑟𝛼𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑚)𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑤𝑡 𝑏𝑖 ≥ 0   ∀𝑤 = 1,.  .  ,𝑊;∀ 𝑤 = 1,2, . . ,𝑇;𝛼 =1, … ,𝒜.                 ( 3.21) 
Binary variables 
Constraints (3.22) and (3.23) state the type of decision variables:  
 
𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑
𝑡  𝑤𝑖𝑒  𝑦𝑖𝑎𝑡  ∈ {0,1}          ∀ 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝐼;  𝑚 = 1,2, … ,𝑀;  𝑒 =1,2, … ,𝐷;  𝑤 = 1,2, … ,𝑇; 𝑓 = 1,2, … ,5.                                    ( 3.22) 
 𝑧𝑠𝜌 𝑡 ≥ 0     ∀ 𝑤 = 1,2, … , 𝑆;  𝜌 = 1,2, … ,𝑃; 𝑤 = 1,2, … ,𝑇.                     ( 3.23) 
 
3.2.4 Multi-Period inventory model 
To explain the multi-period inventory model, a schematic representation of 
mill demand and stockpile inventory for seven time periods is shown in Figure  3.7. 
In the first time period, mill demand is provided by mine production. In the second 
time period, about 70% of mill demand is satisfied by the mine and the rest comes 
from the ending inventory of the stockpile. 
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Figure  3.7  A schematic representation of mill demand and stockpile inventory  
 
Let  
 𝐼𝑠𝑖: Ending inventory of the ith period. 
 Pi: Production of the ith period directly sent to the process. 
 Si: Production of the ith period sent to the stockpile. 
𝐼𝑠
0: Initial inventory of stockpile s. 
MPi: Metal content of production of the ith period directly sent to the 
process. 
MSi: Metal content of production of the ith period sent to the stockpile. 
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SPi: Amount of material sent from the stockpile to the process in time 
period t. 
MSPi: Amount of metal content required to be sent from the stockpile to the 
process in ith  period.  
It should be noted that for a given block, metal content is obtained by 
multiplying the grade of block to the tonnage of block.  
To derive equations of stockpile-related constraints, Table  3.1 is taken into 
consideration: 
 
Table  3.1  Material flow calculations 
Time 
period 
Material 
Destination 
Amount of  
Material 
Metal  
Content Constraints 
t=1 
Sent to the 
process 
𝑃1 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌1 𝑏𝑖𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1       𝑀𝑃1 = ��𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌1 𝑏𝑖𝐼
𝑖=1
𝑀
𝑚=1
𝑟𝑖
𝛼    
P1≤ 𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚 
𝐼𝑠
1 ≤ Ms 
P1 +𝐼𝑠0 ≥ 𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚 
𝑀𝑃1
≤ 𝜑𝛼𝑑
𝑚𝑎𝑚𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑎𝑚 
MP1 +𝑀𝐼𝑠0 ≥ 
𝜑𝛼𝑑
𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑖𝑚  
Sent to the 
stockpile 
𝑆1 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠1𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖      𝑀𝑆1 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠1𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑖𝛼      
Sent from 
stockpile to 
the process 
SP1=𝑧𝑠𝜌1  MSP1=𝑧𝑠𝜌1 𝑟𝑠𝛼0  
Stockpile 
inventory 𝐼𝑠
1=S1+𝐼𝑠0-𝑧𝑠𝜌1  𝑀𝐼𝑠1=MS1+(𝐼𝑠0 − 𝑧𝑠𝜌1 )𝑟𝑠𝛼0  
t=2 
Sent to the 
process 
𝑃2 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌2 𝑏𝑖𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1       𝑀𝑃2 = ��𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌2 𝑏𝑖𝐼
𝑖=1
𝑀
𝑚=1
𝑟𝑖
𝛼    
P2≤ 𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚 
𝐼𝑠
2 ≤ Ms 
P2+𝐼𝑠1 ≥ 𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚 
𝑀𝑃2
≤ 𝜑𝛼𝑑
𝑚𝑎𝑚𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑎𝑚 
MP2 +𝑀𝐼𝑠1 ≥ 
𝜑𝛼𝑑
𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑖𝑚  
Sent to the 
stockpile 
𝑆2 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠2𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖      𝑀𝑆2 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠2𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑖𝛼      
Sent from 
stockpile to 
the process 
SP2=𝑧𝑠𝜌2  MSP2=𝑧𝑠𝜌2 𝑟𝑠𝛼0  
Stockpile 
inventory 𝐼𝑠
2=S2+𝐼𝑠1-𝑧𝑠𝜌2  𝑀𝐼𝑠2=MS2+(𝐼𝑠1 − 𝑧𝑠𝜌2 )𝑟𝑠𝛼0  
t=3 
Sent to the 
process 
𝑃3 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌3 𝑏𝑖𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1       𝑀𝑃3 = ��𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌3 𝑏𝑖𝐼
𝑖=1
𝑀
𝑚=1
𝑟𝑖
𝛼    
P3≤ 𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚 
𝐼𝑠
3 ≤ Ms 
P3+𝐼𝑠2 ≥ 𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚 
Sent to the 
stockpile 
𝑆1 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠3𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖      𝑀𝑆3 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠3𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑖𝛼      
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Sent from 
stockpile to 
the process 
SP3=𝑧𝑠𝜌3  MSP3=𝑧𝑠𝜌3 𝑟𝑠𝛼0  
𝑀𝑃3
≤ 𝜑𝛼𝑑
𝑚𝑎𝑚𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑎𝑚 
MP3 +𝑀𝐼𝑠2 ≥ 
𝜑𝛼𝑑
𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑖𝑚  
Stockpile 
inventory 𝐼𝑠
3=S3+𝐼𝑠2-𝑧𝑠𝜌3  𝑀𝐼𝑠3=MS3+(𝐼𝑠2 − 𝑧𝑠𝜌3 )𝑟𝑠𝛼0  
t=t 
Sent to the 
process 
𝑃1 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌𝑡 𝑏𝑖𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1       𝑀𝑃1 = ��𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌𝑡 𝑏𝑖𝐼
𝑖=1
𝑀
𝑚=1
𝑟𝑖
𝛼    
 Pt≤ 𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚 
𝐼𝑠
𝑡 ≤ Ms  
Pt+𝐼𝑠𝑡−1 ≥ 𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚 
𝑀𝑃𝑡
≤ 𝜑𝛼𝑑
𝑚𝑎𝑚𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑎𝑚 
MPt +𝑀𝐼𝑠𝑡−1 ≥ 
𝜑𝛼𝑑
𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑖𝑚  
Sent to the 
stockpile 
𝑆𝑡 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖      𝑀𝑆𝑡 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑖𝛼       
Sent from 
stockpile to 
the process 
SP1=𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑡  MSP1=𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑡 𝑟𝑠𝛼0  
Stockpile 
inventory 𝐼𝑠
𝑡=St+𝐼𝑠𝑡−1-𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑡  𝑀𝐼𝑠𝑡=MSt+(𝐼𝑠𝑡−1 − 𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑡 )𝑟𝑠𝛼0  
 
 
According to Table  3.1, the following constraints must be fulfilled in each time 
period to satisfy the demand at the process: 
i. Amount of material directly sent to the process in time period t (Pi) must be 
less than process capacity: 
 
Pt ≤  𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚                                                            ( 3.24) 
 
ii. Stockpile inventory must be less than stockpile capacity in each time 
period: 
 
𝐼𝑠
𝑡 ≤ Ms                 ( 3.25) 
 
iii. Summation of material that is directly sent to the process in time period t, 
and ending stockpile inventory of the (t-1)th  period must satisfy process 
capacity in time period t:  
 
Pt+𝐼𝑠𝑡−1 ≥  𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚                 ( 3.26) 
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iv. Average grade of material which is directly sent to the process must be less 
than maximum required grade. In other words, this constraint can be 
modelled as metal content: 
 
𝑀𝑃𝑡 ≤ 𝜑𝛼𝑑
𝑚𝑎𝑚𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑎𝑚                ( 3.27) 
In case that the direct feed will be the feed without combining with stockpile 
ore, the metal content of the direct feed should be greater than the minimum required 
grade:  
𝑀𝑃𝑡 ≥ 𝜑𝛼𝑑
𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑖𝑚                ( 3.28) 
 
v. Since mill feed must meet required grade quality, weighted average of 
direct feed and stockpile inventory should satisfy minimum required grade: 
 
MPt +𝑀𝐼𝑠𝑡−1 ≥ 𝜑𝛼𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚              ( 3.29) 
 
According to Table  3.1, the stockpile ending inventory can be as follows: 
  
t=1 →   𝐼𝑠1=S1+ 𝐼𝑠0 
 
t=2 →  𝐼𝑠2=S2 + 𝐼𝑠1 -SP2 =S2 + S1+ 𝐼𝑠0  -𝑧𝑠𝜌1  - 𝑧𝑠𝜌2  = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠2 𝑏𝑖𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1  + 
∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠
1𝐼
𝑖=1
𝑀
𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖+  𝐼𝑠0 + -𝑧𝑠𝜌1  - 𝑧𝑠𝜌2  
 
t=3 →  𝐼𝑠3=S3 +𝐼𝑠2 - SP3 = S3 + S2+𝐼𝑠1-𝑧𝑠𝜌2 -𝑧𝑠𝜌3  = S3 + S2+ S1+𝐼𝑠0-𝑧𝑠𝜌1 -𝑧𝑠𝜌2 -𝑧𝑠𝜌3 = 
∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠
3𝐼
𝑖=1
𝑀
𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖 + ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠2 𝑏𝑖𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 +∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠1𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖+ 𝐼𝑠0-𝑧𝑠𝜌1 -𝑧𝑠𝜌2 -𝑧𝑠𝜌3  
 
t=t…→  𝐼𝑠𝑡 = ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑟 𝑏𝑖𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 +  𝐼𝑠0𝑡𝑟=1 −  ∑ ∑ 𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑟   ∀ 𝑤 =𝑃𝜌=1𝑡𝑟=12,3, … ,𝑇;  𝑤 = 1,2, … , 𝑆.               ( 3.30) 
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 Equation (3.24) can be written as follows: 
Pt ≤  𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚  → ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌𝑡𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖  ≤  𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚          ∀ 𝑤 = 2,3, … ,𝑇;  𝜌 =1,2, … ,𝑃.                     ( 3.30) 
 
 
Equation (3.25): 
𝐼𝑠
𝑡  ≤ Ms  
→ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑟 𝑏𝑖
𝐼
𝑖=1
𝑀
𝑚=1 +  𝐼𝑠0𝑡𝑟=1 −  ∑ ∑ 𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑟   𝑃𝜌=1𝑡𝑟=1  ≤  𝑀𝑠              ∀ 𝑤 =2,3, … ,𝑇;  𝑤 = 1,2, … , 𝑆.                    ( 3.31) 
 
Equation (3.26): 
Pt+𝐼𝑠𝑡−1 ≥  𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚   ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌𝑡𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖 + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑟 𝑏𝑖𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 +  𝐼𝑠0𝑡−1𝑟=1 −  ∑ ∑ 𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑟𝑃𝜌=1𝑡−1𝑟=1 ≥
𝑀𝜌
𝑚𝑖𝑚       ∀ 𝑤 = 2,3, … ,𝑇;  𝑤 = 1,2, … , 𝑆;  𝜌 = 1,2, … ,𝑃.                 ( 3.32) 
 
Equation (3.28): 
 
∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌
𝑡𝐼
𝑖=1
𝑀
𝑚=1 𝑏𝑖(𝑟𝑖𝛼 − 𝜑𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚) ≤  0   ∀ 𝑤 = 2,3, … ,𝑇;  𝜌 = 1,2, … ,𝑃.     ( 3.33) 
 
Equation (3.29): 
∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌
𝑡 𝑏𝑖
𝐼
𝑖=1
𝑀
𝑚=1 𝑟𝑖
𝛼 + 𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑡 𝑟𝑠𝛼0 + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑟 𝑏𝑖𝐼𝑖=1𝑀𝑚=1 +  𝐼𝑠0𝑡−1𝑟=1 − ∑ ∑ 𝑧𝑠𝜌𝑟   𝑃𝜌=1𝑡𝑟=1 )𝑟𝑠𝛼0 ≥ 𝑀𝜌𝜑𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚      ∀ 𝑤 = 2,3, … ,𝑇;  𝑤 = 1,2, … , 𝑆;  𝜌 = 1,2, … ,𝑃.   
                                                                                                                     (3.35) 
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3.3 CONCLUSION  
The open pit block sequencing (OPBS) problem is to sequence mining blocks 
over a short term horizon.  This problem aims to achieve optimum extraction 
sequencing of blocks such that the following objectives and constraints are met: 
- The cost of rehandling material from stockpiles and the stockpile holding 
cost are minimised. 
- Blocks with different attributes are assigned to the right destinations such 
that the misclassification costs are minimised and all grade requirements 
are fulfilled. 
- The sequencing is optimised while all real-life mining rules are met.  
- Processing circuits are fed smoothly and the grade and tonnage deviations 
are minimised.  
In this chapter, a new model has been developed for real-life OPBS problem 
which is important for open pit mining operations. The proposed model seeks 
optimum sequences of open pit block extraction while obtaining the benefit of 
simultaneously optimising production, blending (or grade control), stockpiling, and 
cut-off grade determination. The second main feature of the model is that blocks are 
sequenced at the level of smallest mining unit and aggregation is avoided. Finally, 
destinations of the blocks are not pre-determined and the model optimises the 
destination assignments.  
A multi-period inventory model is integrated with the block sequencing to 
model the stockpile in the mining operation. Therefore, processing circuits can be fed 
by stockpiles in order to achieve processing requirements in terms of grade and 
capacity. Stockpiles are also used to stock ore overflow from the mine. The proposed 
multi-period inventory uses the average grade strategy in which the average grade of 
stocked material is taken into account.  
 The objective function of the OPBS model is to minimise stockpiling costs, 
misclassification and drop-cut costs which are optimised under several constraints 
including precedence relations, machine capacity, grade requirements, processing 
demands and stockpile considerations.  
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The solution for this model determines blocks that should be extracted over a 
short-time period, the assignment of excavators to the blocks, destinations of material 
and the material flow between stockpiles and process circuits.  
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 Solution Approaches for Solving Chapter 4:
OPBS Problem 
In this chapter, the details of developed solution approaches for solving the 
open pit block sequencing (OPBS) problem are discussed. A new constructive 
heuristic algorithm is introduced to find an initial solution for the OPBS problem. 
Then the structure of a neighbourhood search, applied to improve heuristics and 
metaheuristics, is described. Finally, the origin, base, and associated terminology of 
simulated annealing, large neighbourhood search, tabu search, and hybrid simulated 
annealing and tabu search are outlined.  
 
4.1 CONSTRUCTIVE HEURISTIC 
A constructive heuristic algorithm constructs a solution from scratch and 
repeatedly determines a piece of the solution. The constructive heuristic stops when a 
complete, feasible solution has been obtained. Indeed, a constructive heuristic is an 
algorithm that determines a feasible solution according to some construction rules, 
but does not try to improve the solution. Several constructive heuristic algorithms 
have been developed in the literature for different optimisation problems. Reinelt 
(1994) discussed nearest neighbour heuristics, insertion heuristics, heuristics based 
on a spanning tree and saving heuristics. However, a specific optimisation problem 
may need its own constructive heuristic which sets up rules to generate a feasible 
solution. Definitions of a new constructive heuristic algorithm for the OPBS problem 
follow.  
 
4.1.1 Accessible blocks  
Block i is called an accessible block in period t, if excavators have enough 
capacity to extract block i and all un-extracted predecessors of the block i in period t. 
An accessible set may contain all input blocks or a sub-set of the input blocks. An 
example of accessible blocks is shown in Figure  4.1. In Figure  4.1.a, there is no 
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chance for block 26 to be extracted as it has 15 un-mined predecessors while the 
machine capacity is 12 blocks. Therefore, this block can be ignored when a solution 
for the first period is being constructed.   
 
4.1.2 Available blocks  
Available blocks at a specific moment in a time period are a set of blocks 
which have no un-mined predecessor. In other words, available blocks are blocks 
which are ready to be mined. As soon as a block is extracted, the mined block is 
removed from the available blocks and some new blocks may enter. Therefore, 
available blocks are updated several times within a time period. The definitions of 
accessible blocks and available blocks show that the available block list is a sub-set 
of the accessible list. Figure  4.1, shows the accessible and available blocks for an 
instance within a time period.  
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Figure  4.1  a) Input blocks; b) Accessible blocks, shown by yellow colour, when 
machinery can extract maximum 12 blocks; c) Available blocks shown by green 
colour; d) Accessible and available blocks after extracting blocks {8,9,10} 
 
4.1.3 Grade classes 
All the available blocks are categorised into several grade classes based on 
their main attribute percentage and the acceptable grade range for each processing 
plant. The grade classes form a grade matrix. Therefore, for each processing plant, 
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one grade matrix is constructed such that each grade matrix consists of several grade 
classes. Since processing plants may have some overlaps in the acceptable grade 
range, some blocks may be categorised in more than one grade matrices. The grade 
classes and the grade matrix are explained here by considering one processing plant. 
For more than one processing plant, the same procedure is applied.  
To define the following parameters: 
ℴ: Main attribute (main product of mine) and ℴ ∈ 𝒜. 
𝜑ℴ𝜌
𝑚𝑖𝑚: Minimum attribute ℴ requirement at processing plant 𝜌. 
𝜑ℴ𝜌
𝑚𝑎𝑚: Maximum attribute ℴ requirement at processing plant 𝜌.   
The length of a class, which is defined as the difference between maximum and 
minimum acceptable grades for a processing plant, is: 
𝑏𝑑 = 𝜑ℴ𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚 − 𝜑ℴ𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚 
𝑏𝑑: Length of class 
Therefore, the number of grade classes is calculated as follows: 
𝑁𝑑 = �(𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑚 − 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑚) 𝑏𝑑⁄                                         𝑖𝑓 (𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑚 − 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑚) 𝑏𝑑⁄ ∈ 𝑍𝑓𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑟((𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑚 − 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑚) 𝑏𝑑⁄ ) + 1                                        𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑤𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑤𝑤  
Where, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑚 and 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑚are the maximum and minimum grades of the main 
attribute.  
 
The class, which has the 𝜑ℴ𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚 as the lower bound and 𝜑ℴ𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚 as the upper bound 
is called the ideal class. Those classes of which the upper bounds are less than 𝜑ℴ𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚 
are called left-side classes and those with lower bounds greater than 𝜑ℴ𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚 are called 
right-side classes.  
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An example of how grade classes are constructed is shown in Figure  4.2. In this 
example, we classified those blocks shown in Figure  4.1.c and Figure  4.1.d into 
several grade classes.  
 
 
 
Figure  4.2  Grade classes of available blocks for Figure  4.1.c and Figure  4.1.d 
 
4.1.4 Constructive heuristic mechanism   
The constructive heuristic algorithm starts by constructing the accessible and 
available lists. The accessible list is updated at the end of each time period, while the 
available list is updated as soon as a block is extracted. Then, for each processing 
plant, the grade matrix is determined. Since the grade matrix is constructed based on 
the available list, it is updated immediately after the available list is updated. During 
the iterations of the algorithm, an ore block or a combination of blocks is extracted 
from the grade classes based on the priority of the block. The priority of the block, 
which is a member of the grade matrix, is calculated based on the vicinity to the ideal 
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class and the deviation of deleterious elements, such as phosphorous in an iron, from 
the target quality of the mill feed. The deleterious-deviation priority for each block is 
calculated as follows: 
 
𝑃𝑟𝑖 = � 𝓌𝛼|𝜑𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚 − 𝑟𝑖𝛼|𝒜
𝛼=1,𝛼≠ℴ  
Where, 
𝓌𝛼:  The weight of attribute 𝛼. 
𝑟𝑖
𝛼:   Percentage of attribute 𝛼 of block i. 
𝜑𝛼𝜌
𝑚𝑖𝑚:  Minimum attribute 𝛼 requirement at mill 𝜌. 
 
The process of selecting a block or combination of blocks continues until the 
processing demands are satisfied. The stockpile inventory is used where the direct 
provision of feed for the process is not enough in terms of quantity and quality. As 
soon as the stockpile safety level reaches below the safety level, material is sent to 
the stockpile to satisfy this shortage. When the process and safety level of the 
stockpile meet the targets, the excavators are pushed to extract the waste blocks. 
Waste blocks are mined based on priority, which is calculated according to the 
number of potential ore blocks which will be available as the result of extraction of 
the given waste block. The waste block that releases the maximum number of 
potential ore blocks (or equivalently, the maximum tonnage of ore) has the highest 
priority. Figure  4.3 shows an example of extracting waste blocks. In this example, 
block 13 is selected among the three available waste blocks {13, 17, 18} because the 
extraction of this block releases more ore blocks.  
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Figure  4.3  Extracting waste material based on priority. Block 13 which leads to 
release of maximum potential ore is extracted (red blocks are ore) 
 
In all iterations of the developed constructive heuristic algorithm, the capacities 
of excavators are checked. The allocation of excavators to the blocks is made based 
on the excavator territory and the distance between blocks and excavators. To extract 
a specific block, the nearest excavator which has enough capacity and is available in 
the block territory is assigned. Although the algorithm tries to allocate the nearest 
excavator and reduce the excavator movements, optimum machine allocation is not 
the main objective of the OPBS model. As was mentioned before, machine 
assignments are integrated into the OPBS problem to control the extraction capacity 
and the practicality of the extraction plan.  
The output of the developed constructive heuristic is |I|×|4| and |S|×|P| 
matrices. In the first matrix, each row represents a block, the first column shows 
whether the block is mined or not, the second column indicates the excavator 
assigned to extract the block, third column shows the destination of the block and the 
fourth column points out the time period in which block is extracted. The second 
matrix represents material flow between stockpiles and mills. The Pseudo code of the 
algorithm is shown in algorithm 4.1.  
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Algorithm 4.1. Constructive heuristic algorithm 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
Input: T, I, M, D, Block Model, Planning Parameters  
Output: Solution Matrix, Material Flow Matrix 
   t←1 
fac   
 
: update accessible list 
fav  
 
: update available list 
fg  
 
: update grade classes 
fm  
 
: update machines capacity  
fp  
 
: update mill status 
fs  
 
: update stockpile status 
fw  
 
: update waste dump status 
fsp  
 
: update stockpile to mill material flow status 
while   t<=T 
run: fac, fav , fg, fm, fs, fw, fsp 
     while   mill feed is less than mill demand or stockpile safety level  is below the target safety level 
           G_Mat← select a block or a combination of blocks from grade classes 
             if   machines have enough capacity to extract blocks in the G_Mat 
                 if   quality of selected blocks satisfy mill requirements 
                     for  i in G_Mat 
                        extract block i and send it to mill or stockpile, and 
                        run:  fm, fp, fav, fg, and  fs 
                     end 
                 else 
                 end-if 
            else go to 53 
            end-if 
       end-while  
     if  machineries have the capacity to extract blocks 
                 j← select the first waste block with the highest priority 
                       extract block j and send it to the right waste dump, and 
                       run: fav, fm, fg, and fw 
       else go to 53 
     end-if 
    if  mill feed is less than mill demand or stockpile safety level  is below the target safety level 
          go to 16 
       else 
    end-if 
     if   excavators have capacity  
     if   there is no waste in the available list 
                 k← select the first ore block with the highest Priority 
                       extract block k and send it to the stockpile, and 
                       run: fav, fm, fg, and fs 
        else go to 29 
     end-if 
    else go to 53 
    end-if 
      if   mill feed is less than mill demand and there is no ore block in available list 
          F_Mat ← difference of mill target demand and current mill status   
                           send F_Mat tones material to the mill, and 
                           run: fs , fp, and fsp 
      end-if 
            t←t+1 
end-while 
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4.2 NEIGHBOURHOOD STRUCTURE FOR THE OPBS PROBLEM  
To explain neighbourhood structure for the OPBS problem, we define a general 
optimisation problem as follows: min    {𝑓(𝑥)| 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋,   𝑋 ⊆ 𝑆}    
Where, x is a feasible solution, X denotes the feasible set, S is a solution space and 
f(x) represents a real-value objective function. A neighbourhood of a solution x is a 
set 𝑁(𝑥) ⊆ 𝑋. A solution 𝑥′ ∈ 𝑁(𝑥) is obtained from x by performing an operation 
called a move. Usually, a neighbour solution is reached by changing only a few 
elements of x.  
An example of the move in the OPBS problem is given in Figure  4.4. 
Figure  4.4.a shows the initial solution for an instance with 36 blocks. It is assumed 
that the processing requirement is 8 blocks per period and the extraction capacity 
(machine capacity) is 18 blocks per period. A new solution can be obtained by 
transferring 4 blocks from period 1 to period 2 and 4 blocks from period 2 to period 
1(blocks shown by red colour in Figure  4.4.b). Figure  4.4.c shows the new solution 
which is feasible in terms of physical constraints (precedence relationship and 
machine capacity) but may not satisfy processing requirements. We call this solution 
a partial neighbourhood solution (PNS). In the next step, the decision must be made 
for the destination of those moved blocks. Finally, by changing the destination of 
blocks 13 and 20 from stockpile to mill, the neighbourhood solution is obtained, 
which is shown in Figure  4.4.d.  
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Figure  4.4  An example of generating a new solution by performing move operations 
 
The above example shows how moving between time periods and changing the 
destination can lead to neighbourhood solutions. Since in real-life cases there are 
hundreds of thousands of possible moves, randomly choosing moves may not be an 
efficient way. On the other hand, feasibility is a main consideration in the OPBS 
problem and should be taken into account. The feasibility consideration forces the 
solution technique to consider precedence relationships, machine capacity, grade 
control and many other constraints.  Therefore, an efficient neighbourhood structure 
should be developed to generate good neighbourhood solutions and direct the search 
procedure toward the optimum or near optimum solution.  
In an optimisation problem, the objective function is usually used to direct the 
search direction and identify the best move operation. The objective function of the 
OPBS model consists of two main elements: reducing stockpiling costs (including 
rehandling and holding costs) and misclassification costs. 
The stockpiling cost includes rehandling and holding costs. Consideration of 
the rehandling cost enforces the model to minimise the rehandled material from the 
stockpile. To this end, processing demands should be directly satisfied from the mine 
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as much as possible. Consideration of stockpiling holding costs forces the model to 
send the material to the stockpile as late as possible.  
Misclassification is another cost which affects the objective value. 
Misclassification cost is the cost of sending the material to wrong destination. For 
example, if an ore block is placed on the waste dump, a misclassification cost is 
imposed on the operations.  
A solution to the OPBS problem determines whether a block is extracted or 
not.  If a block is extracted, then the period in which the block is extracted, the 
allocated machine, and the destination of the block are decided.  In addition, material 
flows between stockpiles and processing circuits are clarified.  The machine 
allocation variables do not affect the objective function and only controls the 
practicality of the solution.  The material flow variables are directly related to the 
dispatched run-of-mine material.  This means that, in those periods where we have 
shortages in the direct processing feed, a flow between stockpile and process is 
created.  Therefore, if the direct feed increases, the material flow will decrease. 
  In the light of these considerations, the following two main movements can 
affect the objective function and may improve the solution: move between periods 
and move between destinations.  
In move between periods the assigned extraction period of one or several 
blocks may be altered while move between destinations is made for reassigning the 
destination of some blocks.  The details of these two moves are explained below.  
 
4.2.1 Move between periods 
 To perform a move between periods, a change is made for the extraction 
period of a block or several blocks.  To select the most attractive time periods and 
blocks, the following strategies are applied:  
- select time periods in order to compensate processing shortage: 
𝐹𝑡:𝓌 → (0,1) is a function which assigns a priority weight 𝓌to period t.  
Therefore, each period is mapped with a weight such that ∑ 𝓌𝑡 = 1𝑇𝑡=1 . 
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The weights are assigned such that if 𝑤′ has the maximum shortage of 
processing feed, then 𝓌𝑡 < 𝑤𝑡′ < 1   ∀ 𝑤 ∈ { 𝑤1, 𝑤2, … ,𝑇 }.  After assigning weights 
to the periods, a random weighted sampling method is performed to identify a time 
period which accepts new blocks from other time periods.  This period is called t_in 
and the period from which some blocks are transferred to t_in is named t_out. The t_out 
is selected as follows: 
𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡 = �𝑤_𝑖𝑚 − 1,        𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡_𝑖𝑛−1 ≥  𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡_𝑖𝑛+1 𝑤𝑖𝑒 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡 ≠ 𝑇; 𝑤_𝑖𝑚 + 1,                                    𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑤𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑤𝑤;                       
 
 Where 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡_𝑖𝑛−1 shows the number of blocks assigned to the stockpiles in 
period 𝑤_𝑖𝑚 − 1. 
- select time periods in order to postpone stocking material  
To minimise stockpiling holding costs, material should be stocked in the 
stockpile as late as possible. Therefore, if some stockpile-labelled blocks are 
transferred from period t (as t_out ) to period t+1 (as t_in) then the objective value may 
be improved.  The periods are prioritised such that the period which has the 
maximum stockpile-labelled blocks has the highest priority to be selected as t_out.  In 
this case t_out ≠ 𝑇 and t_in = t_out +1.  
 
- select the most attractive blocks 
Suppose that (𝜛𝑖, i) represents block i with weight 𝜛𝑖.  A function 𝐹𝑏 is 
defined such that 𝐹𝑏:𝜛 → (0,1).  𝐹𝑏 is a discrete function which maps a priority 
weight between zero and one to all blocks, to be extracted in t_in and t_out, according 
to the following rules: 
For block i labelled to be extracted in time period t_out, a weight is assigned 
based on the number of stockpile-labelled blocks in the ℒ𝑠𝑖
𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡 (if 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡 < 𝑤_𝑖𝑚, 
otherwise ℒ𝑝𝑖𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡), Where ℒ𝑠𝑖𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡 denotes successors of block i which are extracted in 
time 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡 in solution x and ℒ𝑝𝑖𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡  represents predecessors of block i which are mined 
in time 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡 in solution x.  The weights are assigned to blocks such that a block 
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which has the maximum number of stockpile-labelled blocks in ℒ𝑠𝑖
𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡  (if 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡 >
𝑤_𝑖𝑚, ℒ𝑝𝑖𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡) has the largest weight. 
For block j labelled to be extracted in time period t_in, a weight is assigned 
based on the number of processing-labelled blocks in the ℒ𝑝𝑖
𝑡_𝑖𝑛  (if 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡 < 𝑤_𝑖𝑚, 
otherwise ℒ𝑠𝑖𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡), such that a block that has the minimum number of processing-
labelled blocks has the largest weight. 
The concept of the above rules arises from the fact that t_in is a period which 
has the deficit in processing feed and t_out has a flow from mine to the stockpile.  
Therefore, it may improve objective function if several stockpile-labelled blocks 
from t_out be transferred to t_in.  Meanwhile transferring blocks from t_in to t_out 
should have a minimum effect on the processing status in t_in. 
 
4.2.2 Move between destinations (change the destination) 
To explain how changing the destination may improve the objective value, an 
example is given in Figure  4.5. The dispatched status for the initial solution 
(Figure  4.5.a) is given in Table  4.1. In this example, a move between periods 
transfers blocks {7, 13, 14, 19, 20, 25} from first period to second period and blocks 
{18, 17, 16, 22, 23, 24} from second to first period. We assume that there is no grade 
control constraint. Therefore, the new solution is a feasible solution which has a 
better objective value.  In the next step if two blocks {12, 15} be sent to the 
processing (instead of current destination in Figure  4.5.b), then the optimum solution 
is achieved for this instance. In other words, the second move is a move between 
destinations which changes the destination in such a way that a better objective value 
can be achieved.    
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Figure  4.5  An example of movements between destinations 
 
 
Since moves between periods are k-exchange moves, in which k blocks are 
swapped between periods, the solution space for move between destination is very 
large (e.g., if 100 blocks are swapped and there are six destinations, then solution 
space for destination assignments would be 100^6). Performing move-between 
destinations can be more complicated when there are several processing circuits and 
stockpiles and grade control constraints are applied. Therefore, a sub-problem is 
defined and called destination assignment sub-problem (DA) and solved in 
associated with large neighbourhood search.  
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Table  4.1  Dispatched blocks for three solutions given in Figure  4.5 (assume that 
rehandling and holding costs are 1 and .5 $ per block respectively) 
 solution x  (Figure  4.5.a) 
neighbourhood 
solution 𝑥′  
(Figure  4.5.b) 
neighbourhood 
solution 𝑥′′  
(Figure  4.5.c) 
 Period 1 Period 2 Period 1 Period 2 Period 1 Period 2 
#blocks sent to the 
processing plant 8 6 6 8 8 8 
#blocks sent to the stockpile 4 0 2 2 0 2 
#blocks sent to the waste 
dump 6 12 10 8 10 8 
#blocks required at the 
processing plant 0 2 2 0 0 0 
#blocks Transferred from 
stockpile to processing plant 2 2 2 0 0 0 
#blocks stocked at stockpile 4 2 2 2 0 2 
Objective value 5 4 1 
 
 
4.2.3 Destination assignment sub-problem (DA) 
The destination assignment problem deals with assigning a new destination to some 
blocks in such a way that the objective value be improved. Since DA should be 
solved several times for an instance (at each iteration of solution techniques this sub-
problem should be solved), the solution for DA should be fast and efficient. Indeed, 
the move between periods creates a partial neighbourhood solution (PNS) and the 
DA turns this PNS to a neighbourhood solution (NS).  If DA be solved for whole 
mined blocks, then it may take a long time to be executed. Therefore, rules for 
applying DA are defined below:  
- Only the transferred blocks (blocks moved from a period to another period) 
are taken into account for DA.  Therefore, other blocks keep their assigned 
destinations.  
- With a certain probability, a large neighbourhood search (LNS) is applied to 
reset the destination of all stockpile-labelled and processing-labelled blocks 
(LNS is explained later in this chapter).  Therefore, in such a case, DA is 
solved for all ore blocks.  
- A block which is labelled as a waste block keeps its destination unless it has a 
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positive economic value.  
- The DA is solved only for t_in and t_out, unless LNS is applied.  When LNS 
is hybridised, DA is solved for t_in, t_out, and other time periods which are 
greater than t_in and t_out. 
 
Mathematical Model of DA 
We have modelled the DA sub-problem as an MIP problem which is solved on 
a period-by-period basis. To construct the mathematical representation of the DA, the 
following extra notations are defined: 
 
j: Block index, j=1,2,...,𝒥. 
𝒥:  Nominated blocks for DA sub-problem. 
ℛ𝜌
𝑡 : Required tonnage for processing 𝜌 at time t.   
𝑇𝐷𝐷:  a set of periods (we only solve the DA for this set).  
 
 
Decision Variable 
𝑦𝑗
𝜌 = �1                if block 𝑗 is assigned to processing 𝜌,0                                                                  otherwise; 
𝒷𝑠𝜌:  Amount of material transferred from stockpile s to processing 𝜌.  
Objective function 
The objective can be formulated as follows in order to maximise the mine-to-
process flow or decrease the mine-to-stockpile and stockpile-to-process flows: 
 
Maximise    
∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑗
𝜌𝑏𝑗
𝑃
𝜌=1
𝒥
𝑗=1 − 𝔓 × ∑ ∑ 𝒷𝑠𝜌𝑃𝜌=1𝑆𝑠=1                                            ( 4.1) 
 
Where,  𝔓 is a coefficient which depends on the ratio of crsρ
ch
t  and the period in 
which DA is solved.  The objective function simply tries to maximise directly 
feeding processing plants (first term) and minimise rehandling from stockpiles 
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(second term).  The first term of the objective is always desirable because 
maximising direct feeding helps to decrease both rehandling and holding costs.  
However, in some circumstances rehandling material from the stockpile may come 
with less cost compared to holding material in the stockpile.  
Let us define 𝐻𝑑 as the total holding cost for a one-tonne parcel from t (when 
the parcel is placed) to T (total number of time periods).  We assume that when a 
parcel is placed in the stockpile, it is kept until the end of the time horizon.  
Therefore, 𝐻𝑑 can be calculated as below: Hc = cht × (T − t)                          ( 4.2) 
 
Assume that a unit cost of holding is less than a unit cost of rehandling 
(cht < crsρ).  We can say that holding one tonne of material in the stockpile is cheaper 
than rehandling one tonne of material from the stockpile if the following equation is 
satisfied:  
Hc ≤ crsρ ⟹  cht × (T − t) ≤ crsρ ⟹ cht × T − crsρ ≤ cht × t ⟹ t ≥ T − crsρcht  
Regarding the above equation, a so-called transition time (𝑤𝑡𝑟) is defined:  
𝑤𝑡𝑟 = (𝑇 − 𝑑𝑟𝑠𝜌
𝑑ℎ
𝑡 )                                  ( 4.3) 
Lemma 4.1. Assume 𝑏ℎ𝑡 ≤ 𝑏𝑟𝑠𝜌. If t<𝑤𝑡𝑟, then rehandling one tonne of material 
from the stockpile to process at time t always costs less than holding a tonne of 
material from t to T. 
 
Proof. We know that the total holding cost for a tonne of material from 𝑤 to T 
is: 
𝐻𝑑 = (𝑇 − 𝑤) × 𝑏ℎ𝑡 = ∆𝑤 × 𝑏ℎ𝑡                 ( 4.4) 
 
From the Equation𝑤𝑡𝑟 = (𝑇 − 𝑑𝑟𝑠𝜌
𝑑ℎ
𝑡 )                                  
( 4.3) the following equation can be derived: 
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𝑏ℎ
𝑡 = 𝑑𝑟𝑠𝜌
𝑇−𝑡𝑡𝑟
          
                             ( 4.5) 
 
Let ∆𝑤𝑡𝑟 = 𝑇 − 𝑤𝑡𝑟,  for 𝑤𝑡𝑟 > 0: 
 
𝐻𝑑 = ∆𝑤 × 𝑑𝑟𝑠𝜌∆𝑡𝑡𝑟                             ( 4.6) 
 
Recall that t<𝑤𝑡𝑟 implies ∆𝑤 > ∆𝑤𝑡𝑟. Hence ∆𝒕
∆𝒕𝒕𝒕
> 1, which means that 𝐻𝑑 >
𝑏𝑟
𝑠𝜌.  
 
The value of  𝔓 can be obtained by considering following lemma: 
Lemma 4.2. For each t=1,2,...,T  and each  𝑑𝑟
𝑠𝜌
𝑑ℎ
𝑡 , 𝔓 must be one that 
 
  𝔓 = �𝑏𝑟𝑠𝜌 − 𝑏ℎ𝑡 ,           𝑖𝑓  𝑤 > 𝑤𝑡𝑟  𝑤𝑖𝑒 𝑏ℎ𝑡 ≤  𝑏𝑟𝑠𝜌
−𝜀,                                          𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑤𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑤𝑤                         ( 4.7)  
Where 𝜀 is a relatively small number which is less than one (e.g., 0.001). 
 
 Proof.  According to lemma 1, it is easy to see that for 𝑤 > 𝑤𝑡𝑟, rehandling 
costs are always more than costs of keeping the material in the stockpile.  Therefore 
𝔓 = 𝑏𝑟𝑠𝜌 − 𝑏ℎ𝑡  implies a negative term in the objective function which tries to 
minimise material flow from stockpile to processing.  Hence in such a case if there is 
shortage in processing feed, stockpiles compensate for the deficit between minimum 
processing demand and direct feed.  
If 𝑤 ≤ 𝑤𝑡𝑟, keeping material in the stockpile is more expensive than 
reclamation.  Therefore, it helps the objective value if some parcels of material be 
reclaimed to the processing.  However, it should be considered that still the priority 
is to allocate run-of-mine material to the processing circuits.  If the weights of the 
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first and second terms of the objective function are equal, then it may be possible to 
send some blocks to the stockpiles and reclaim from the stockpile to the processing.  
This circumstance is not desirable. The reason for this phenomenon is that the 
decision variable is only control blocks which are dispatched to the processing and 
not stockpiles.  To avoid such a condition, 𝜀 must be less than one. By this definition, 
when 𝑤 ≤ 𝑤𝑡𝑟, the deficit between maximum processing demand and direct feed is 
provided by the stockpile such that the safety level of stockpiles is fulfilled.  
In cases that 𝑏ℎ𝑡  > 𝑏𝑟
𝑠𝜌, rehandling is always cheaper than holding. Therefore, 
𝔓 = −𝜀  can be applied.   
Constraints 
Constraint (4.8) enforces that no block can be sent to processing more than 
once.  However, some blocks may remain as no-destination blocks which will be sent 
to stockpiles.  
 
∑ 𝑦𝑗
𝜌𝑃
𝜌=1 ≤ 1                                                               ∀ 𝑗 = 1,2, … ,𝒥.            ( 4.8) 
 
 
Constraints (4.9) and (4.10) are applied to control the amount of material 
transferred to processing from mine and stockpile.  The total tonnage of ore material 
which is provided by run-of-mine material and stockpile inventory should be in the 
range of required tonnage at processing in the given time period.  𝒢𝜌𝑡  represents the 
amount of material sent to processing in period t in solution x.  Equations (4.11)-
(4.13) are written to calculate  ℛ𝜌𝑡  (required tonnage for processing 𝜌 at time t ) for 
each period, based on the current solution status.   
 
∑ 𝑦𝑗
𝒥𝒥
𝑗=1 𝑏𝑗 + ∑ 𝒷𝑠𝜌𝑆𝜌𝑠=1 ≤  𝑀𝑤𝑥_ℛ𝜌𝑡            ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {𝑇𝐷𝐷};  𝜌 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑃.       ( 4.9) 
∑ 𝑦𝑗
𝒥𝒥
𝑗=1 𝑏𝑗 + ∑ 𝒷𝑠𝜌𝑆𝜌𝑠=1 ≥  𝑀𝑖𝑖ℛ𝜌𝑡                ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {𝑇𝐷𝐷};  𝜌 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑃.     ( 4.10) 
Where, 
𝑀𝑤𝑥_ℛ𝜌𝑡 = 𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚 − 𝒢𝜌𝑡                                  ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {𝑇𝐷𝐷};  𝜌 = 1,2, … ,𝑃.     ( 4.11) 
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𝑀𝑖𝑖_ℛ𝜌𝑡 = 𝑀𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚 − 𝒢𝜌𝑡                                    ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {𝑇𝐷𝐷};  𝜌 = 1,2, … ,𝑃.     ( 4.12) 
𝒢𝜌
𝑡 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝜌𝑡 𝑏𝑖                                  ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {𝑇𝐷𝐷};  𝜌 = 1,2, … ,𝑃.𝑀𝑚=1𝐼𝑖=1     ( 4.13) 
 
To ensure that the stockpile inventory never drops below the safety level, 
Constraint (4.14) is taken into account.  According to this constraint the material 
rehandled from stockpile to the process should be less than the ending stockpile 
inventory in the previous period (𝐼𝑠𝑡−1) so that safety level of stockpile is kept. Since 
this problem is solved on a period-by-period basis, the 𝐼𝑠𝑡−1 is known in advance. 
 
𝒷𝑠𝜌 ≤ 𝐼𝑠
𝑡−1 − 𝜙𝑠                                 ∀ 𝑤 ∈ {𝑇𝐷𝐷}; 𝑤 = 1,2, … , 𝑆.                   ( 4.14) 
 
To ensure that average grade of the input feed is within the pre-determined 
upper and lower required bounds, Constraints (4.15)-(4.16) are applied.  In these 
constraints, 𝑟𝜌𝑡  is the average grade of material sent to processing in time t in solution 
x. 
∑ (𝑟𝑗𝛼−𝑟𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚)𝑦𝑗𝜌𝑏𝑗 + ∑ 𝒷𝑠𝜌(𝑟𝑠𝛼−𝑟𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚)𝑆𝜌𝑠=1 + 𝒢𝜌𝑡(𝑟𝜌𝑡−𝑟𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑚)𝒥𝑗=1 ≤ 0  ∀ 𝑤 ∈{𝑇𝐷𝐷};𝜌 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑃;  𝛼 = 1,2, . . . ,𝒜.                           ( 4.15)  
∑ (𝑟𝑗𝛼−𝑟𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚)𝑦𝑗𝜌𝑏𝑗 + ∑ 𝒷𝑠𝜌(𝑟𝑠𝛼−𝑟𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚)𝑆𝜌𝑠=1 + 𝒢𝜌𝑡(𝑟𝜌𝑡−𝑟𝛼𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑚)𝒥𝑗=1 ≥ 0   ∀ 𝑤 ∈{𝑇𝐷𝐷};𝜌 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑃;  𝛼 = 1,2, … ,𝒜.                                  ( 4.16)  
𝑦𝑗
𝜌 ∈ {0,1}                      ∀ 𝜌 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑃;   𝑗 = 1,2, … ,𝒥.                             ( 4.17)  
4.2.4 Solution of the DA sub-problem 
The solution of the DA sub-problem involves assigning some blocks to the 
mills such that the above constraints be satisfied. Since the DA is a sub-problem, the 
optimum solution for DA does not guarantee obtaining the optimum solution of the 
OPBS. However, for a specific PNS, an efficient solution technique for DA can 
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improve the overall objective value.  To solve the DA, two solution techniques are 
proposed: 
- Branch and bound algorithm (B&B) as an exact solution;  
- Priority sorting heuristic (PSH). 
The computational experiments show that the DA can be solved by B&B 
implemented in a standard solver such as CPLEX. As the solution algorithm for DA 
should be fast, a time limitation for the solver is set. If the solver is unable to obtain 
the solution within the pre-determined time, then a heuristic called PSH is applied to 
solve DA. Moreover, DA only assigns blocks to the processing circuits. Since some 
ore blocks may not be sent to the process, they should be assigned to the stockpiles. 
These blocks, assigned zero to corresponding decision variables in DA, are 
dispatched to the stockpiles using PSH.   
4.2.5 Priority sorting heuristic 
In the PSH algorithm, blocks are ranked based on the distance between their 
attributes and the target attributes at processing. A block which has the smallest 
deviation from the target attributes has the top rank. To achieve this end a function 
𝓆ρ(𝑖) is defined: 
 
𝓆ρ(𝑖) = ∑ 𝓌𝛼|𝜑𝛼𝜌𝑡𝑎𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖𝛼|𝒜𝛼=1,𝛼≠ℴ                         ( 4.18)      
       
𝓌𝛼:  The weight of attribute 𝛼. 
𝑟𝑖
𝛼:   Percentage of attribute 𝛼 of blocks i. 
𝜑𝛼𝜌
𝑡𝑎𝑟:  Target attribute 𝛼 requirement at processing 𝜌. 
 
According to the above formula, a priority matrix is constructed for the nominated 
blocks. An example of a priority matrix is given in Figure  4.6. As seen in this figure, 
P priorities are calculated (P is the number of processing) for each block. Once a 
block is assigned to a processing, this block is deleted from the list and the other 
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priorities for this block will not be considered any more. To assign blocks to the 
stockpiles the same procedure can be applied. 
 
 𝜌1 𝜌2 𝜌3 
B1 2.1 3.1 1.5 
B2 1.7 2.6 3.4 
B3 2 1.3 5.1 
(a): Amount of  𝓆𝜌 for three blocks  
 
Block ID B3 B1 B2 B3 B1 B2 B1 B2 B3 
Stockpile ID 𝜌2 𝜌3 𝜌1 𝜌1 𝜌1 𝜌2 𝜌2 𝜌3 𝜌3 
Sorted Priority 1.3 1.5 1.7 2 2.1 2.6 3.1 3.4 5.1 
(b): Blocks’ priorities are ranked in ascending order 
 
Block ID  B1 B2 B1 B2 B1 B2 
Mill ID  𝜌3 𝜌1 𝜌1 𝜌2 𝜌2 𝜌3 
Sorted Priority  1.5 1.7 2.1 2.6 3.1 3.4 
(c): The first block of the list (B3) is evaluated to be sent to the 𝜌2. We assume this assignment is 
feasible in terms of grade and stockpile capacity constraints. Therefore, B3 is eliminated from the list. 
Now, B1 to the 𝜌3 is the best choice 
 
Block ID B2 B1 B2 B1 B2 
Mill ID 𝜌1 𝜌1 𝜌2 𝜌2 𝜌3 
Sorted Priority 1.7 2.1 2.6 3.1 3.4 
(d): We assume that assigning B1 to 𝜌3, is not feasible (because of grade control or stockpile 
capacity), therefore the column  B1 to 𝜌3 is deleted but the other options for B1 (B1 to 𝜌1 and B1 to 
𝜌2) are kept 
Figure  4.6  An example of PSH; three blocks are nominated to be assigned to three 
mills. 
 
4.3 EVALUATION OF A NEIGHBOURHOOD SOLUTION 
Since a move may generate an infeasible neighbourhood solution, the new 
obtained solution should be evaluated.  The evaluation process is performed by 
checking the constraints of the OPBS model to be satisfied. However, to enhance the 
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chance of obtaining a feasible solution, considerations are taken into account for 
precedence relationships, machine capacity and reserve constraints when a move is 
performed. The other constraints are checked after performing a move.  
 
4.3.1 Precedence relationships consideration  
The precedence relationship is the strictest constraint which must be taken into 
account in order to avoid an infeasible solution. Let assume that the current solution 
is x and the move will construct a neighbourhood solution 𝑥′ ∈ 𝑁(𝑥). If transferring 
block i from 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡 to 𝑤_𝑖𝑚 makes the new solution 𝑥′, then: 
 
If 𝑤_𝑖𝑚 > 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡: 
𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑
𝑡
𝑜𝑜𝑡 = 0,   𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑𝑡 𝑖𝑛 = 1,  𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑑𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑡 = 0 ,  𝑤𝑖𝑒 𝑥𝑗𝑚𝑑𝑡 𝑖𝑛 = 1        ∀ 𝑗 ∈ ℒ𝑠𝑖𝑡 ,𝑚
∈ {1, 2, … ,𝑀},𝑤𝑖𝑒 𝑒 ∈ {1,2, … ,𝐷}, 
 
Otherwise: 
𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑
𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡 = 0, 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑𝑡_𝑖𝑛 = 1;    𝑥𝑘𝑚𝑑𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡 = 0 , 𝑥𝑘𝑚𝑑𝑡_𝑖𝑛 = 1       ∀ 𝑏 ∈ ℒ𝑝𝑖𝑡 ,𝑚 ∈ {1, 2, … ,𝑀},𝑤𝑖𝑒 𝑒
∈ {1,2, … ,𝐷}, 
 
The above equations state that if the time period of the mined block changes, 
the relevant predecessor or successor should be taken into account, and if it is needed 
appropriate changes be made. An example of precedence relationship consideration 
is given in Figure  4.7. In this Figure, block 4 is selected to be extracted in the second 
time period in the initial solution. If a decision is made to extract this block in the 
second period, then its successors should be extracted in the same period or later. 
According to the precedence pattern, block 4 has the following blocks as successors: 
Successors of block 4= {12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 
33, 34}. 
Among the successors of block 4, blocks {14, 22, 29} are extracted in the first 
time period. Since block 4 is a predecessor for these blocks, it is infeasible to extract 
block 4 in the second period and {14, 22, 29} in the first period. Therefore, if block 4 
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is nominated to be moved to the second period, blocks {14, 22, 29} must be 
transferred as well.  
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Figure  4.7  An example of precedence relationship consideration; if the decision is to 
move block {4} from first period to second period, then blocks {14, 22, 29} must be 
moved to second periods  
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4.3.2 Machine capacity constraint consideration 
To obtain a feasible solution in terms of machine capacity the following 
constraints must be satisfied: 
 
ℳ𝑜𝑢𝑡 + ℳ𝑡_𝑖𝑛 ≤  ℳ𝑑𝑡_𝑖𝑛             ( 4.19) 
ℳ𝑖𝑚 + ℳ𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡 ≤  ℳ𝑑𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡             ( 4.20) 
 
Where,  
ℳ𝑜𝑢𝑡: Tonnage of material sent from period 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡 to 𝑤_𝑖𝑚. 
ℳ𝑡_𝑖𝑛:  Tonnage of material extracted in period 𝑤_𝑖𝑚in solution x (the 
transferred blocks should be ignored at this stage). 
ℳ𝑑
𝑡_𝑖𝑛:  Machine capacity in period 𝑤_𝑖𝑚. 
ℳ𝑖𝑚: Tonnage of material transferred from period 𝑤_𝑖𝑚 to 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡. 
ℳ𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡: Tonnage of material extracted in period 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡 in solution x. 
ℳ𝑑
𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡: Machine capacity in period 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡. 
 
When a decision is made to transfer some blocks from 𝑤_𝑜𝑢𝑡 to 𝑤_𝑖𝑚, the 
Equations (4.19) and (4.20) should be solved.  The ℳ𝑜𝑢𝑡 can be calculated because 
the blocks which are sent to the 𝑤_𝑖𝑚 are known.  ℳ𝑑𝑡_𝑖𝑛 and ℳ𝑑𝑡_𝑜𝑜𝑡  are given 
parameters. Equations (4.19) and (4.20) can be presented and solved for different 
measurement units such as tonnage, volume and number of blocks. An example of 
how machine capacity consideration is taken into account for a move is shown in 
Figure  4.8. We assumed that machine capacities are same in both time periods and 
blocks have a same size. If the decision is to transfer blocks {4, 14, 22, 29} from the 
first period to the second period, then 4 blocks such as {1, 2, 3, 11} should be moved 
from the second period to the first period. The precedence relationships must be 
taken into account when transferring is performed.  
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Figure  4.8  An example of transferring blocks  
 
4.3.3 Reserve constraint consideration  
To ensure that reserve constraint is fulfilled, the following condition must be 
checked in the solution process: 
- If a block is assigned to a time period to be extracted, then a destination and a 
machine must be assigned to this block. 
- If a block is kept un-extracted, then all successors should be kept un-
extracted.  
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4.3.4 Grade requirements, processing capacity and material flow considerations 
Other important constraints which should be considered when a neighbourhood 
solution is generated are processing capacity, grade requirements and material flow 
between stockpiles and processing circuits. These constraints are checked after 
moving to the neighbourhood solution (unlike precedence, machine capacity and 
reserve constraints which are checked when a move is selected).  
Let us define 𝐹𝑑𝜌(𝑥′) as processing capacity evaluation function as follows: 
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𝐹𝑑𝜌(𝑥′) controls the satisfaction of processing capacity for processing 𝜌 in solution 
𝑥′, where 𝑥′ ∈ 𝑁(𝑥). Also, 𝐹𝛼𝜌(𝑥′) and 𝐹𝛼𝑤(𝑥′) are defined for each neighbourhood 
solution 𝑥′ as follows:  
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𝐹𝛼𝜌(𝑥′) and 𝐹𝛼𝑠(𝑤) are called processing grade evaluation and stockpile grade 
evaluation functions respectively.  
 
Moreover, a function 𝐹𝑠𝑙(𝑥′)  is defined as follows to control stockpile safety level: 
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Where, 𝐹𝑠𝑙(𝑥′) is named stockpile safety level evaluation function.  
 
 A solution 𝑥′ is feasible if: 
 
𝐹𝑑𝜌(𝑥′) = 𝐹𝛼𝜌(𝑥′) = 𝐹𝛼𝜌(𝑥′) = 𝐹𝑠𝑙(𝑥′) = 1,       ∀ 𝜌 = 1,2, … , 𝑃;  ∀ 𝑤 = 1,2, … , 𝑆;  ∀ 𝛼 =1,2, … ,𝒜;        
 
Otherwise the solution 𝑥′is infeasible.  
In conclusion, the steps of generating a new neighbourhood solution are as follows: 
i. A move is selected according to the best move selection strategies (see 
Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2) 
ii. If this move changes the extraction period of a block, then precedence 
relationship, machine capacity and reserve considerations should be taken 
into account (see Section 4.3).  
iii. The material flow between stockpile and process is updated according to the 
new PNS. 
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iv. The values of 𝐹𝑑𝜌(𝑥′),𝐹𝛼𝜌(𝑥′),𝐹𝛼𝜌(𝑥′), and 𝐹𝑠𝑙(𝑥′) are calculated. If all 
functions are valued one, then this PNS is accepted as a new neighbourhood 
solution, otherwise it is rejected.  
 
4.3.5 A numerical example 
To explain the procedure of generating and evaluating a new neighbourhood 
solution for the OPBS problem, an example is given below. In this example, 18 
blocks should be sequenced in two time periods. Table  4.2 and Table  4.3 provide 
required information on blocks, machines, process and stockpile.  
Table  4.2  Blocks’ information  
Block ID Fe% Tonnage 
1 30 15600 
2 25 15000 
3 32 15840 
4 55 18600 
5 21 14520 
6 41 16920 
7 35 16200 
8 34 16080 
9 27 15240 
10 58 18960 
11 52 18240 
12 54 18480 
13 56 18720 
14 57 18840 
15 25 15000 
16 58 18960 
17 55 18600 
18 53 18360 
 
Table  4.3 Input parameters  
Machine extraction capacity (M1) (tonne)  70000 
Machine extraction capacity (M2) (tonne) 95000 
Minimum demand of the process (tonne) 70000 
Maximum demand of the process(tonne) 80000 
Initial stockpile inventory (tonne) 120000 
Safety level of the stockpile (tonne) 70000 
Fe% of the initial inventory  55 
Acceptable grade range at the process 54.5-55.5 
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An initial solution  
An initial solution for this example is given in Table  4.4 and Figure  4.9. 
According to this solution the process demand is satisfied by mine and stockpile in 
the first period and completely satisfied by run-of-mine in the second period.  
Table  4.4  An initial solution  
𝒙𝒊𝒊𝒂
𝒕  
Block ID Machine Destination Period 
1 M1 Waste 1 
2 M1 Waste 1 
3 M1 Waste 1 
4 M2 Process 1 
5 M2 Waste 1 
6 M2 Waste 2 
7 M1 Waste 2 
8 M1 Waste 2 
9 M1 Waste 1 
10 M2 Process 1 
11 M2 Process 1 
12 M2 Stockpile 2 
13 M2 Process 2 
14 M1 Process 2 
15 M2 Waste 1 
16 M2 Stockpile 2 
17 M2 Process 2 
18 M1 Process 2 
𝒛𝒔𝒔
𝒕  
  Period Tonnage  
Stockpile  Process 1 14200 
Stockpile  Process 2 0 
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Extracted in Second Period  
Figure  4.9  Graph representation of the initial solution 
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The initial solution provides the following material flows: 
Table  4.5  Material flows for the initial solution 
Period Mine to process 
Mine to 
stockpile 
Stockpile 
inventory 
Stockpile 
to 
process 
Final 
process 
feed 
Final grade 
at the 
process 
1 55800 0 100000 14200 70000 55.03 
2 74520 37440 123240 0 74520 55.26 
 
 
A neighbourhood solution  
According to the strategies explained in Section 4.2.1, a move is performed to 
move block 12 to the first period. Extracting block 12 in the first period can 
compensate process deficit in the first period and remove the material flow from the 
stockpile to the process in this period. However, before performing this move 
precedence relationship, machine and reserve constraints should be checked. 
 
Precedence relationship consideration 
From Figure  4.9, it can be seen that block six is the precedence of block 12. If 
block 12 be extracted in the first period, then block six should be extracted in the 
same period or earlier. Therefore, precedence constraint forces to move both blocks 
{12, 6} to the first period.  
 
Machine capacity consideration 
In the initial solution, blocks {6, 12} are extracted by machine M2. When these 
two blocks are transferred to the first period, the usage of M2 would be 120720 
tonnes in the first period which is more than M2 capacity. Therefore, adjustment 
should be applied. Since, M1 is excavating 61680 tonnes in the first period; the M1 
cannot be assigned to these blocks. On the other hand, in the new solution M2 works 
below its capacity in the second period. Therefore, by solving Equations 4.19 and 
4.20 (see Section 4.3.5), two blocks should be transferred to the second period.  
Based on the explanations in Section 4.2.1, blocks {15, 9} are transferred from the 
first time period to the second period.  
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Reserve constraint 
Since each block is extracted only in one time period, this constraint is 
fulfilled. 
Performing the above move creates a partial neighbourhood solution (PNS) as 
shown in Figure  4.10. The decision variable values are given in Table  4.6 and 
Table  4.7. This solution still is not complete and needs to be checked in terms of 
other constraints such as processing requirements. 
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Figure  4.10  Graph representation of the PNS 
Table  4.6 The new neighbourhood solution 
𝒙𝒊𝒊𝒂
𝒕  
Block ID Machine Destination Period 
1 M1 Waste 1 
2 M1 Waste 1 
3 M1 Waste 1 
4 M2 Process 1 
5 M2 Waste 1 
6 M2 Waste 1 
7 M1 Waste 2 
8 M1 Waste 2 
9 M1 Waste 2 
10 M2 Process 1 
11 M2 Process 1 
12 M2 Process 1 
13 M2 Process 2 
14 M1 Process 2 
15 M2 Waste 2 
16 M2 Stockpile 2 
17 M2 Process 2 
18 M1 Process 2 
𝒛𝒔𝒔
𝒕  
  Period Tonnage  
Stockpile  Process 1 0 
Stockpile  Process 2 0 
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Table  4.7  Material flows for the new neighbourhood solution  
Period Mine to process 
Mine to 
stockpile 
Stockpile 
inventory 
Stockpile 
to 
process 
Final 
process 
feed 
Final grade 
at process 
1 74280 0 100000 0 74280 54.78 
2 74520 18960 118960 0 74520 55.26 
 
Processing capacity constraints  
To evaluate the new solution in terms of process capacity constraint, the value 
of 𝐹𝑑𝜌(𝑥′) is calculated. Considering Table  4.7, the final processing feed is in 
between the minimum and maximum required demands. Therefore, 𝐹𝑑𝜌(𝑥′) = 1. 
 
Grade control constraints  
As can be seen in Table  4.7 the average grade of Fe is within the minimum and 
maximum bounds. Therefore, 𝐹𝛼𝜌(𝑥′) = 1. 
 
Stockpile constraints 
According to the obtained results, stockpile capacity and material flow 
constraints are satisfied. Therefore function 𝐹𝑠𝑙(𝑥′) is valued one.    
  
Since 𝐹𝑑𝜌(𝑥′) = 𝐹𝛼𝜌(𝑥′) = 𝐹𝑠𝑙(𝑥′) = 1, the new PNS is a feasible solution 
and is accepted as a new neighbourhood solution.  
 
4.4 METAHEURISTICS  
Metaheuristics are solution methods which coordinate an interaction between 
local improvement procedure and some strategies to avoid converging to a local 
optimum solution. Several types of metaheuristic approaches have been developed 
and are currently used to solve large-size problems. Simulated annealing and tabu 
search, as two well-known metaheuristics, have been proposed to solve the OPBS 
problem. To enhance the quality of the solution, a large neighbourhood search 
metaheuristic has been integrated with simulated annealing and tabu search 
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algorithms. Finally, to obtain the benefits of both algorithms’ features, a hybrid 
simulated annealing and tabu search is outlined.    
 
4.4.1 Simulated annealing  
Simulated annealing (SA) was introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) and 
independently by (Černý, 1985) for solving the combinational optimisation problem.  
The SA algorithm is inspired by the analogy of thermodynamics in which metals are 
cooled and annealed. In matter physics, annealing is a process of obtaining low 
energy states of a solid from a high temperature heat bath at which the solid melts. 
The low energy states are obtained by carefully reducing the temperature of the heat 
bath such that particles arrange themselves in the state known as a ground state of the 
solid (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983). In other words, the SA models the physical process 
of heating material and then slowly annealing in order to decrease faults or to 
minimise the energy of the system (Rutenbar, 1989; Suman & Kumar, 2006).  
Metropolis et al. (1953) presented a simple algorithm to simulate the annealing 
process. In the proposed algorithm, a subsequent state j is generated from the current 
state i by performing a perturbation mechanism. Given the energy of current state Ei, 
the energy of the next state is Ej. If the energy difference between states i and j (Ej-
Ei) is less than zero or equal to zero, then the new state is accepted. In any other 
situation, the state j is accepted with the following probability: exp (𝐸𝑖−𝐸𝑗)
𝐾𝐵𝒯
)                         ( 4.21) 
 
Where 𝐾𝐵 is a constant known as the Boltzmann constant and 𝒯 denotes the 
temperature of the heat bath. According to matter physics, if the cooling process 
(decreasing the temperature from heat bath to ground state) is performed sufficiently 
slowly, then the solid can stay at thermal equilibrium for each temperature.  Thermal 
equilibrium is described by the Boltzmann distribution (Aarts et al., 2005).  
According to the Boltzmann distribution the probability of being in a state i at 
temperature 𝜏 (𝐾𝐵 𝒯) with energy Ei (𝑃𝑡{𝑖}) is obtained by: 
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𝑃𝜏 {𝑖} = exp (−𝐸𝑖𝜏 )∑ exp (−𝐸𝑗/𝑗 𝜏 )                                  ( 4.22) 
 
Considering the Metropolis algorithm and Boltzmann distribution, a simulated 
annealing algorithm can be adjusted for combinatorial optimisation problems.  In the 
SA optimisation algorithm, a new neighbourhood solution can be equivalent to a 
state and the objective value is equivalent to the energy of system.  
The SA starts from an initial solution 𝑥 and then in the next iteration, a new 
neighbourhood solution 𝑥′ ∈ 𝑁(𝑥) is generated.  The distance between the new point 
and the current point is measured on the basis of a probability distribution with a 
scale proportional to the temperature.  The algorithm accepts the new solution 𝑥′ if it 
decreases the objective function and the process repeats from this new point.  
Furthermore, with a certain probability, some points that increase the objective value 
are accepted in order to avoid converging to the local optimum solution.  Therefore, 
a probability of accepting a new solution 𝑥′ is defined as follows (Aarts et al., 2005; 
Nikolaev & Jacobson, 2010): 
 
𝑃𝑚′ = � 𝑤𝑥𝑝 �− 𝑎�𝑚′�−𝑎(𝑚)𝜏 �             𝑖𝑓   𝑓(𝑥′) − 𝑓(𝑥) > 01                                              𝑖𝑓   𝑓(𝑥′) − 𝑓(𝑥) ≤ 0           ( 4.23)  
  
 
Where 𝑃𝑚′ is the chance of accepting new solution, 𝜏 is the temperature of the 
system, and 𝑓(𝑥′) and 𝑓(𝑥) represent objective values for solutions 𝑥′and x. If we 
decrease the temperature of the system slowly, then we can assume that the 
optimisation system is at steady state (equilibrium) at each iteration. Therefore, the 
Boltzmann distribution can be written as follow:  
𝑃𝜏 {𝑥′} = exp (−𝐸𝑥′𝜏 )∑ exp (−𝐸𝑥′′/𝑥′′ 𝜏 )                      ( 4.24) 
 
Where, 𝑃𝑡𝑘 {𝑥′} denotes the probability of being in solution 𝑥′ at 𝜏.  
Considering the above explanations, the steps of simulated annealing can be 
outlined below: 
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i. An initial solution is created; 
ii. A new feasible neighbourhood solution is created; 
iii. If the objective value of new solution is better than the initial solution 
then the initial solution is replaced by the new solution. If the new 
solution is worse than the initial solution then the initial solution is 
replaced by the new solution with the probability of exp �− 𝑎�𝑚′�−𝑎(𝑚)
𝜏
�; 
iv. After a sufficient number of iterations at each temperature, the new 
temperature is obtained by applying a cooling schedule; 
v. This process stops when one of the stopping criteria is met. 
 
SA can be stopped when the system reaches a sufficiently low temperature. 
However, other stopping criteria include CPU time limitation, the number of 
iterations without an improvement in the objective value, and reaching a pre-
determined threshold value.  
Simulated annealing has been applied in the literature to solve the hard-
optimisation problem. The theory and domains of application of SA can be seen in 
survey articles including Dowsland & Thompson (2012), Eglese  (1990), Henderson  
et al., (2003) and Suman and Kumar (2006). 
 
SA for the OPBS problem 
We have applied the SA algorithm to solve the OPBS problem. A generic 
pseudo code of simulated annealing is outlined in Algorithm 4.2.  
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Algorithm 4.2: Simulated Annealing for Solving OPBS problem 
 Input: Initial solution 𝑥0  
 Output: Solution x 
 
1 set SA parameters including initial temperature 𝜏, final temperature 𝒯𝑎, cooling ratio (CR), number of iterations executed at each temperature (K) 
2 𝑥 ← 𝑥0 
3 while stopping criteria is met 
4   𝑏 ← 1 
5   𝜏 ← Update 𝜏 according to the cooling ratio (see next section) 
6      for  k=1: K 
7           find  𝑥′ ∈ 𝑁(𝑥) (see Section 4.2) 
8                if 𝑓(𝑥′) − 𝑓(𝑥) ≤ 0 
9                      𝑥 ← 𝑥′ 
10               else 
11                     𝑥 ← 𝑥′ with the probability of exp �− 𝑎�𝑚′�−𝑎(𝑚)
𝜏
� 
12              end-if 
13           end-find 
14      end-for 
15 end-while 
16 return x 
 
The key element in an efficient simulated annealing is the cooling schedule which 
decreases the temperature from the initial temperature to the final temperature. 
 
Cooling schedule 
The cooling schedule consists of four elements: initial temperature; final 
temperature; cooling ratio and number of internal iterations (number of iterations 
executed at each temperature). Different strategies have been proposed in the 
literature to achieve the optimum cooling schedule.  In the concept of SA, the 
probability of accepting bad movements is higher at high temperatures compared to 
low temperatures. Therefore, if the search stays at high temperatures for a long time, 
the computational time increases. On the other hand, searching at a low temperature 
state may decrease the search’s diversity. Therefore, there is always a trade-off 
between computational time and search diversity.  
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The so-called static cooling schedule is the simplest cooling schedule which 
can be defined by the following equation:  
𝜏𝑘 = 𝛼𝜏𝑘−1         |  𝜏𝑘 ≥ 𝒯𝑎 ,    𝑏 = 1,2, … ,𝐾, 
Where, 𝜏𝑘 is the temperature at iteration k, 𝒯𝑎 is the final temperature and K is 
the number of internal iterations.  
According to the above equation, the temperature of each state is obtained by 
multiplying a constant coefficient 𝛼. To achieve a more efficient algorithm, several 
heuristics have been developed to adjust the cooling ratio (see Hajek (1988), Azizi 
and Zolfaghari (2004), and Triki et al.,  (2005)). However, these cooling schedules 
are problem-specific. It means that a good cooling schedule for a specific 
optimisation problem may not be good enough for another type of optimisation 
problem.  
Our investigations to obtain the best cooling schedules introduced four types of 
cooling schedules for OPBS problem: 
 
1- Static cooling schedule 
This schedule is the same as the conventional static schedule. A constant 
number is considered for the number of internal iterations. For example, 𝛼 = 0.9,
𝑤0 = 0.95 (initial temperature ),  𝑇𝑎 = 0.00001 (final temperature), 𝐾 = 50  
(number of iterations) represent parameters for a static cooling schedule.  
 
2- Ascending cooling schedule 
In the so-called ascending cooling schedule the number of internal iterations 
increases as the temperature decreases. This schedule is similar to the two-scaled 
simulated annealing proposed in the literature (Rodriguez-Tello et al., 2008; 
Varanelli & Cohoon, 1995). However, in two-stage simulated annealing a fast 
heuristic is applied at high temperatures and simulated annealing is only 
implemented at lower temperatures. In contrast to two-stage simulated annealing, we 
apply SA at all temperatures, while the number of internal iterations increases as the 
temperature decreases.  
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3- Static cooling schedule with a short-recorded strategy 
In this schedule, the static cooling schedule is applied, but a new 
neighbourhood solution 𝑥′ is selected from several neighbourhood solutions. In fact, 
the new neighbourhood solution 𝑥′ selected is the best solution among several 
feasible solutions in terms of objective value. Therefore, the chance of obtaining a 
better solution increases and the probability of accepting bad moves will decrease.   
 
4- Ascending cooling schedule with a short-recorded strategy  
This schedule applies both strategies in schedules 2 and 3 and applies an 
ascending schedule while the next neighbourhood solution is selected among several 
neighbourhood solutions.  
We have performed comprehensive numerical experiments to investigate the 
efficiency of the proposed cooling schedules and these are reported in the next 
chapter.  
 
4.4.2 Tabu search 
Tabu search (TS) is a class of metaheuristic method which uses a local search 
procedure to search the solution space by considering escaping from local optimality. 
The idea of TS was first suggested by Glover (1989, 1990). TS is initialised with a 
starting point, and then iteratively moves from the current solution to a neighbouring 
solution by a small shift from the current point. TS uses memory structures that 
record the visited solutions or user-defined rules.  Therefore, if a potential solution 
has been previously visited or if it has violated a rule, it is labelled as tabu (Smith & 
Cochran, 2010).  
TS can be identified as a dynamic neighbourhood search technique, since N(x) 
may change according to the search history.  In other words, TS uses a memory to 
record the previous visited neighbourhood solutions. Therefore, the neighbourhood 
solution set of solution x does not include the previous visited solutions, unless a pre-
defined rule is violated (Glover & Marti, 2006).  
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A key element of implementing TS is to strike a balance between search 
intensification and diversification. Intensification strategies are applied to focus more 
strongly on promising regions of the search space. Therefore, a move may be 
initiated to return to previously visited attractive regions.  On the other hand, 
diversification strategies try to move searching to the new area not explored yet 
(Ben-Daya & Al-Fawzan, 1998).  
Tabu is a distinctive element of TS compared to the local search. A tabu move 
is a move recently performed and not permitted to be done again. The same 
definition applies to a tabu solution.  Indeed, in order to prevent getting stuck in a 
cycle when the search is trying to move away from the local optimum, a tabu list is 
defined. Tabus also help to avoid searching the solution space currently visited.  
Tabus may be recorded in the short-term memory of the search, and only a 
limited portion of the information is stored. Since recording the complete solution to 
check whether a move is tabu or not is expensive, storing the whole solution in short-
term memory is seldom used. This type of recording is named attributive memory 
and only the information about solution properties (attributes) that change in moving 
from one solution to a neighbour solution is stored.  The most studied attributive 
memory structures are recency-based and frequency-based memory. The recency-
based memory keeps track of recently visited solution attributes, while the 
frequency-based memory contains ratios which show the number of times a specific 
attribute changes. In addition to short-term memory, to extend the diversification of 
search, a long-term memory may be constructed. In long term memory the 
diversification is reinforced by modifying choosing rules in order to consider 
infrequently used attributes (Glover & Marti, 2006).  
While tabus are applied to prevent cycling or going to the recent visited 
solutions, they may prohibit attractive moves. A simple algorithm could be one 
which allows a promising move even if it is tabu. This cancelation of a tabu move is 
called aspiration criterion and is widely used in TS implementation.  
 
TS for OPBS problem 
We have developed a TS algorithm to solve the OPBS problem. The following 
notations are defined to explain the developed TS algorithm: 
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𝑥0 : Initial solution. 
𝑥: Current solution. 
𝑥′: A neighbourhood solution. 
𝑥∗: The best known solution. 
𝑁(𝑥): Neighbourhood of solution 𝑥. 
𝑓(𝑥): The objective value of solution 𝑥. 
𝑓∗: The best known objective value. 
𝑁(𝑥): Admissible sub-set of 𝑁(𝑥) (non-tabu solutions or permitted by 
aspiration) 
𝑇�� : Tabu list.  
A generic pseudo-code of a tabu search is shown in Algorithm 4.3. The initial 
solution is obtained by developed constructive heuristics. To terminate the TS 
algorithm, different termination criteria have been reported in the literature. For the 
OPBS problem we defined four stopping conditions as follows: 
- Pre-specified number of iterations. 
- Pre-defined CPU time. 
- Number of iterations without improvement in the objective value. 
- Reaching to a pre-determined threshold value.  
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Algorithm 4.3: Tabu search  
1 Input: Initial solution 𝑥0   
2 Output: Solution x 
3  𝑥 ← 𝑥0, 𝑓∗ ← 𝑓(𝑥0) , 𝑥∗ ← 𝑥0,  𝑇�� ← ∅ 
4      while termination criteria are not satisfied  
5               select x′ ∈ 𝑁 (x) (see Section 4.2)  
6               If  f (x′) < 𝑓∗ then  
7                    𝑥 ← 𝑥 ′,  𝑓∗  ← 𝑓 (𝑥′) 
8              end 
9                               𝑇�� =  𝑇�� ∪  𝑥 ′ ,  𝑁 (𝑥) = 𝑁 (𝑥) −  𝑥 ′ 
10       end 
11 return x 
 
Tabu list for OPBS 
A new neighbourhood solution for the OPBS problem is constructed regarding 
the neighbourhood structure. For the OPBS problem, two tabu lists are defined and 
saved in the short-term memory, as follows: 
 
Block-based list  
The block-based list records the recent moves which bring an un-mined block 
to the mined candidates or removes a scheduled mined block to un-mined blocks.  
Suppose that block i is not in the extraction schedule in solution x. If a decision is 
made to extract block i in period t by machine m and be sent to destination d, then (𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑𝑡 , 0) and (𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑𝑡 , 1) moves are listed as tabu moves and stored in the block-based 
tabu list. Therefore, performing these moves is prohibited unless the aspiration 
condition is satisfied or a tabu condition has expired.   
 
Time-based tabu list 
In time-based tabu list, the recently changed extraction time of blocks is stored. 
Considering 2-opt move that transfers two blocks i and j from period t to period t+1, 
({i, j}, t) and ({i,j), t+1) are recorded as time-based tabu lists.  
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Although these tabu lists are very efficient in terms of memory usage, many 
non-tabu solutions can be rejected. For example, if block i be turned to a mined block 
(from un-mined block), then this move and the reverse move are recorded as tabu 
moves. If another block j changes to a mined block, then a move which changes 
block i to an unmined block can make a new solution, even though this move is tabu. 
To prevent losing such a solution, one may decrease the capacity of the short-term 
memory. However, a limited short-term memory may not effectively prevent cycling. 
The same condition may happen for the time-based tabu list.  
To overcome this drawback, we integrated both lists and recorded the tabu 
moves as a vector. This vector has the same length as the number of blocks in the 
OPBS problem (I). Each array of this vector can accept an integer number between 
zero and T (total number of time periods).  If an array is assigned zero, it means that 
the corresponding block is not extracted in this solution. Numbers 1 to T represented 
the extraction period. An example of a tabu list structure is shown in Figure  4.11.  In 
this example, 28 blocks are sequenced in three periods. In the given five iterations, 
new solutions are obtained by performing moves. The performed moves and the 
consequent tabu solutions are summarised in Table  4.8.   
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Figure  4.11  An example of tabu search  
 
This example shows how the vector-based tabu list can be applied to the OPBS 
problem. Regarding the information provided in Table  4.8, two reverse moves are 
performed in iteration 3. In this iteration, blocks 20 and 24 are turned to un-extracted 
blocks which are the reverse moves of iteration 1. In the initial solution both of these 
blocks are un-mined and change to mined blocks in iteration 1. Although tabu moves 
are visited again, the obtained solution is different from the initial solution. This 
example shows how partially recorded information in short-term in memory can 
result losing diversification and intensification. However, the vector-based tabu list 
still saves a portion of solution which can lead to efficiency in memory usage.  
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Table  4.8  An example of tabu search 
Iteration Move(block, time) Tabus (at the end of iteration) 
Initial 
solution 
- (1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,0,0,3,3,3,0,0,0,0,0) 
1 (20, 2); (24,3) (1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,0,0,3,3,3,0,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,0,2,3,3,3,3,0,0,0,0) 
2 (19, 2); (13,1) (1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,0,0,3,3,3,0,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,0,2,3,3,3,3,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,2,2,3,3,3,3,0,0,0,0) 
3 (20,0); (24,0) (1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,0,0,3,3,3,0,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,0,2,3,3,3,3,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,2,2,3,3,3,3,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,0,3,3,3,0,0,0,0,0) 
4 (20,3); (25,3) (1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,0,0,3,3,3,0,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,0,2,3,3,3,3,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,2,2,3,3,3,3,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,0,3,3,3,0,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,2,3,3,3,3,0,3,0,0,0) 
5 (22,0); (23,0) (1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,0,0,3,3,3,0,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,0,2,3,3,3,3,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,2,2,3,3,3,3,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,0,3,3,3,0,0,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,2,3,3,3,3,0,3,0,0,0) 
(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,2,3,3,0,0,0,3,0,0,0) 
 
The solution of the OPBS problem also involves machine allocations, 
destination assignments and stockpile to processing flows. However, these portions 
of the solution are not represented in the tabu list. As mentioned before, machine 
allocation is not reflected in the objective function. In other words, the best allocation 
of machine is performed for any new neighbourhood solution such that machine-
related constraints (e.g., machine capacity and machine working territory) be 
satisfied. Therefore, storing the historical information of machine allocations does 
not improve the quality of the solution.  
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Destination assignment is solved as a sub-problem using B&B or PSH 
algorithms. Therefore, for any partial neighbourhood solution (PNS) there is only 
one neighbourhood solution (NS) which is obtained after applying B&B or PSH. The 
following pre-position can be defined:  
 
Lemma 4.3: If a non-tabu PNS is created, then the resulting NS is a non-tabu 
solution.   
 
Proof: a binary decision variable of the OPBS problem (𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑑𝑡 ) consists of four 
components. i and t indices represent the block ID and extraction period. Suppose 
two PNS(𝑥′) are created based on the solutions x. Since PNS(𝑥′) is obtained by 
changing extracted block(s) or extracting period(s) and PNS(𝑥′) is non-tabu, at least 
one of the i and/or t index is different from x. When a NS(𝑥′) is constructed, the 
NS(𝑥′) will be different from x regardless of the allocated d and m.    
 
Finally, the stockpile to process flow decision variables depend on the 
destination assignments and the extraction schedule. The values for these variables 
are determined when the DA sub-problem is solved. Therefore, the condition of 
Lemma 4.3 is valid for these decision variables. Therefore, the historical information 
of stockpile to process flows is not recorded.    
 
Extensions for TS  
In addition to the basic concepts of the TS, some extensions have been added 
to the TS algorithm to enhance its efficiency. A degree of intensification is 
automatically satisfied by the local search embedded in the TS algorithm. However, 
a more effective intensification can be created by considering the aspiration level and 
medium-term memory. Aspiration ensures that if the objective value of a solution 
obtained by a move, is higher than the aspiration level, then this move is not stored in 
the tabu move lists.  Therefore, the potential portion of solution space has the chance 
to be investigated again. In addition to the aspiration criterion, we have considered a 
medium-term memory to increase the intensification of the search. Medium-term 
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memory records those moves which lead to a significant improvement. During the 
TS iterations, the search may go back to the solutions obtained by these highly 
significant moves to explore these regions more thoroughly.  
It is known that short-term memory can create a level of diversification. 
However, a more effective diversification can be achieved by certain forms of 
longer-term memory.  In the diversified TS, modifying choosing rules for moves can 
enhance the degree of diversification. A frequency-based memory was used to track 
the rules for selections of moves. As was mentioned regarding neighbourhood 
structure, one move may be applied to postpone stockpile-labelled blocks while 
another rule may be applied to compensate for the processing deficit. The selection 
of which rule should be selected at each iteration is guided by long term-memory. 
Therefore, long-term memory makes a balance between selection rules in order to 
visit rarely explored solution spaces.  
Finally, in order to overcome a situation in which a good solution is buried by 
an infeasible solution or low interest solution, a short-recorded strategy has been 
applied. According to this strategy, the best found solution is selected among several 
obtained neighbourhood solutions and the objective value is compared with the 
previous solution. In addition, infeasible solutions (those PNS which are infeasible in 
terms of grade or processing requirements) may be listed in the obtained solution. 
This strategy may help the algorithm to investigate more thoroughly. For the 
infeasible solutions, a penalty is applied in the objective function for each deviated 
constraint (Glover & Taillard, 1993).  
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 Algorithm 4.4: Tabu search for OPBS   
1 Input: Initial solution 𝑥0    
2 Output: Solution x   
3  𝑥 ← 𝑥0, 𝑓∗ ← 𝑓(𝑥0) , 𝑥∗ ← 𝑥0,  𝑇�� ← ∅   
4      while termination criteria are not satisfied    
5        Apply move rules to select move strategy  Long-term memory 
application  6        Select move type 
7        Replace x by the best solution in medium-term            ……memory if the condition is satisfied 
 Medium-term 
memory strategy 
8         𝑁∗(𝑥) ← Select a set of x′ ∈ 𝑁 (x)   Short-recorded 
strategy 9         𝑥′ ← Select the best solution in 𝑁∗(𝑥) 
10               if  f (x′) < 𝑓∗ then    
11                    𝑥 ← 𝑥 ′,  𝑓∗  ← 𝑓 (𝑥′)   
12               end-if   
13               if tabu list is full  
Short-term memory 
management 
14                𝑇�� =  𝑇�� − 𝑁1(𝑥),  𝑁 (𝑥) = 𝑁 (𝑥) ∓  𝑁1(𝑥) 
15              end-if 
16                𝑇�� =  𝑇�� ∪  𝑁∗(𝑥)  ,𝑁 (𝑥) = 𝑁 (𝑥) −                  𝑁∗(𝑥) 
17               if aspiration criterion is satisfied   
Aspiration criterion  18  𝑇�� =  𝑇�� −  𝑥′ ,𝑁 (𝑥) = 𝑁 (𝑥) + 𝑥 ′ 
19              end-if 
20        end-while   
21 return x   
  
In Algorithm 4.4, 𝑁∗(𝑥) is a set of neighbourhood solutions. When the short-
recorded strategy is applied, the best solution among the 𝑁∗(𝑥) is selected as a new 
neighbourhood solution 𝑥′. 𝑁1(𝑥) represents the first set of neighbourhood solutions 
which has been stored in the tabu list. When the tabu list capacity is full, the first set 
of tabu solutions is removed from the tabu list.  
 
4.4.3 Large neighbourhood search  
Large neighbourhood search (LNS)  was proposed and applied by Shaw 
(1998). The LNS algorithm belongs to the class of very large-scale neighbourhood 
search (VLSNS) algorithms (Pisinger & Ropke, 2010). A neighbourhood search 
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algorithm is categorised as a class of VLSNS algorithms if the neighbourhood space 
exponentially increases with the instance size. In other words, in a VLSNS 
algorithm, the neighbourhood is too large to be explored explicitly in practice (see 
Ahuja et al., (2002) for more details).  
Most neighbourhood algorithms explicitly find a neighbour solution by 
performing an operation called move.  Usually, a move makes a few changes in the 
current solution to create a new solution.  On the contrary, in LNS a destroy-and-
repair mechanism is applied to define a new solution.  According to this mechanism, 
a part of the solution is destroyed and then a repair technique rebuilds the solution 
(Pisinger & Ropke, 2010).   
The LNS was applied in the OPBS solution in order to search solution space 
more extensively. The proposed LNS for the OPBS problem destroys the assigned 
destinations and the new destinations are allocated to blocks by B&B or PSH. 
Regarding the huge number of precedence relationships in OPBS, only destination 
information is destroyed and other attributes of the solution such as the extraction 
period and machine allocation are searched by a normal local search procedure.  
  The LNS can improve the quality of the OPBS solution by covering two 
drawbacks of normal neighbourhood searches. 
Firstly, there are some blocks which should be extracted in a certain time 
period due to the precedence relationships. Since these blocks are fixed in a period, 
they are not considered in the neighbourhood search. An example of such a block is 
shown in Figure  4.12, where 27 blocks should be sequenced over two periods. In this 
figure, precedence relationships impose a restriction in which 15 blocks should be 
extracted before block 25. Since the machine capacity is fixed at 12 blocks, there is 
no chance for block 25 to be extracted in the first period. Therefore, this block is 
never considered in the regular neighbourhood moves.  
Secondly, destination allocation can dramatically affect the objective value. In 
the proposed mathematical model, cut-off grades are not pre-specified and blending 
is allowed. Therefore, the solution space exponentially grows with the number of 
blocks and number of destinations. In such a situation, a block can accept several 
destinations while in each case all constraints are satisfied. For example, in an iron 
ore mine a block with 60% of Fe can be sent to low-grade process, high grade 
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process, low-grade stockpile, or high grade stockpile.  In addition to the number of 
blocks and destination, impurities can make the destination assignments more 
complicated. Moreover, a decision for a given block should be made taking into 
account other blocks’ destinations. For example, when the accepting range of the 
low-grade process is 55-56% of Fe, then allocating blocks with 54 and 53% of Fe 
creates infeasible solutions. However, if a destination of a high-grade labelled block 
with 60% of Fe be changed to low-grade process, then both 54 and 53% blocks can 
be sent to the low-grade process and the objective may be improved.  
.  
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Figure  4.12  An example of blocks which have fixed extraction periods. Block 25 has 
no chance to be extracted in the first period due to machine capacity (12 blocks) and 
precedence relationships  
 
4.5 HYBRID HEURISTICS SOLUTION  
The so-called hybrid (meta)heuristic approaches are the combination of a 
(meta)heuristic with other optimisation techniques developed to achieve more 
flexibility in solving large-size problems. Hybrid heuristic approaches can be 
categorised into collaborative combinations and integration combinations. In 
collaborative combinations allow information exchange between several solution 
techniques which are run sequentially. In the integration combinations, one technique 
is embedded as a component of another technique. Thus, there is a master algorithm, 
which can be a mathematical technique or a metaheuristic algorithm, and at least one 
subordinate algorithm (Blum & Roli, 2008; Puchinger & Raidl, 2005). 
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As previously explained, SA and TS, two local search based metaheuristic 
approaches, have been applied to solve the OPBS problem. The B&B algorithm has 
been hybridised with both SA and TS in order to enhance the quality of destination 
assignments as well as the overall objective value. Furthermore, LNS was integrated 
with the SA and TS to achieve advantages of very large neighbourhood search 
features. Moreover, a hybrid TS and SA has been developed to search the solution 
space more thoroughly.  
 
4.5.1 Hybrid SA, B&B and LNS 
To solve the OPBS problem, simulated annealing (SA), large neighbourhood 
search (LNS) and branch and bound (B&B) have been hybridised.  In the proposed 
hybrid heuristic, a partial neighbourhood solution (PNS) is constructed in each 
iteration of the SA.  A PNS is created from the previous solution by applying some 
moves in the extraction period, machine assignment and block extraction.  Then a 
full neighbourhood solution (NS) is achieved by solving the DA sub-problem using 
the B&B algorithm.  The LNS is applied, with a specific probability, in some 
iterations to destroy assigned destinations of all blocks and reassign the destinations. 
A schematic representation of this algorithm is shown in Figure  4.13. 
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Initial Solution
Construct PNS1
Construct NS1 by applying B&B 
 Apply LNS with a probability  
Evaluate 
NS1
Construct PNS2
Evaluate 
NS2
Construct PNSk
Evaluate 
NSk
If objective is 
improved or SA 
probability is 
satisfied
x=NS2
x=NS1
x=NSk
Final Outcome: x as the best solution for MBS
Construct NS2 by applying B&B 
 Apply LNS with a probability  
Construct NSk by applying B&B 
 Apply LNS with a probability  
If objective is 
improved or SA 
probability is 
satisfied
If objective is 
improved or SA 
probability is 
satisfied
  
Figure  4.13  A schematic representation of proposed hybrid SA/B&B/LNS 
 
4.5.2 Hybrid TS/B&B/LNS 
In the proposed hybrid TS, B&B and LNS shown by TS/BB/LNS, a B&B 
algorithm is applied to solve the DA sub-problem. In addition, LNS is applied in 
some iteration to include more attributes in the TS solution exploration. The TS 
algorithm is a host of this hybrid heuristic. The steps of TS/BB/LNS are outlined 
below: 
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 Algorithm 4.5: Hybrid TS/B&B/LNS   
1 Input: Initial solution 𝑥0    
2 Output: Solution x   
3  𝑥 ← 𝑥0, 𝑓∗ ← 𝑓(𝑥0) , 𝑥∗ ← 𝑥0,  𝑇�� ← ∅   
4 Set TS parameters   
5 Set TS termination criteria    
6 Set LNS probability    
4      while termination criteria are not satisfied    
5        Apply move rules to select move strategy  Long-term memory 
application  
6        Select move type to create PNS 
7       Apply LNS if according to the specified probability   LNS application 
8       Apply B&B to create x′ from PNS B&B application 
9        Replace x by best solution in medium-term        ……memory if the condition is satisfied 
 medium-term        
memory 
10         𝑁∗(𝑥) ← Select a set of x′ ∈𝑁 (x)   Short-recorded strategy 
11         𝑥′ ← Select the best solution in 𝑁∗(𝑥) 
12               If  f (x′) < 𝑓∗ then    
13                    𝑥 ← 𝑥 ′,  𝑓∗  ← 𝑓 (𝑥′)   
14              end-if   
15               If tabu list is full  Short-term memory 
management 
16                     𝑇�� =  𝑇�� − 𝑁1(𝑥),𝑁 (𝑥) = 𝑁 (𝑥) ∓  𝑁1(𝑥) 
17             end-if 
18                    𝑇�� =  𝑇�� ∪  𝑁∗(𝑥)  ,𝑁 (𝑥) = 𝑁 (𝑥) −  𝑁∗(𝑥) 
19               If aspiration criterion is satisfied   Aspiration criterion  
20  𝑇�� =  𝑇�� −  𝑥′ ,𝑁 (𝑥) = 𝑁 (𝑥) +  𝑥 ′ 
21              end-if 
22       end-while   
23 return x   
 
4.5.3 Hybrid SA, TS, B&B and LNS 
As a more advanced solution algorithm, SA, TS, B&B and LNS have been 
hybridised to solve the OPBS problem. In this hybrid heuristic approach, any 
individual features of these algorithms are integrated in a framework to enhance the 
diversification and intensification of search procedure. A schematic flowchart of this 
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hybrid heuristic is shown in Figure  4.14. The proposed algorithm starts with an initial 
solution provided by a constructive heuristic algorithm.  In the next step a PNS is 
created by performing moves between blocks and periods. Prior to applying B&B 
and LNS, the tabu status of the move(s) is evaluated. If this move is not tabu, then a 
full NS is generated by solving the DA sub-problem using the B&B (or PSH) 
algorithm. The LNS is implemented with a certain probability to reset block 
destination and assign new destinations. If the obtained solution is a feasible one and 
the objective is improved, then this solution is accepted as the best obtained solution. 
If the NS is feasible but non-improving, then the probability of accepting this 
solution is evaluated by applying the SA algorithm. These steps are continued until 
one of the termination criteria is met.  The details of this hybrid heuristic are given in 
Algorithm 4.6. 
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Figure  4.14  A schematic representation of hybrid TS/SA/B&B/LNS 
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 Algorithm 4.6: Hybrid SA/TS/B&B/LNS for OPBS   
1 Input: Initial solution 𝑥0    
2 Output: Solution x   
3  𝑥 ← 𝑥0, 𝑓∗ ← 𝑓(𝑥0) , 𝑥∗ ← 𝑥0,  𝑇�� ← ∅   
4 Set TS parameters   
5 Set SA parameters   
6 Set TS/SA termination criteria    
7 Set LNS probability    
8      while termination criteria are not satisfied    
9        Apply move rules to select move strategy  TS Long-term 
memory 
application  10        Select move type to create PNS 
11        Apply LNS according to the specified probability   LNS application 
12        Apply B&B to create x′ from PNS  B&B application 
13        Replace x by best solution in medium-term memory if the condition is satisfied 
 medium-term        
memory 
14         𝑁∗(𝑥) ← Select a set of x′ ∈𝑁 (x)   TS short-recorded strategy 
15         𝑥′ ← Select the best solution in 𝑁∗(𝑥) 
16               If  f (x′) < 𝑓∗ then    
17                    𝑥 ← 𝑥 ′,  𝑓∗  ← 𝑓 (𝑥′)   
18               else    
19              𝑥 ← 𝑥′ with the probability of exp �− 𝑎�𝑚′�−𝑎(𝑚)
𝜏
� 
 SA acceptance 
probability  
20              end-if   
21   𝜏 ← Update 𝜏 according to cooling ration   
22              If tabu list is full  TS short-term 
memory 
management 23                     𝑇�� =  𝑇�� − 𝑁1(𝑥),𝑁 (𝑥) = 𝑁 (𝑥) + 𝑁1(𝑥) 
24             end-if 
25                    𝑇�� =  𝑇�� ∪  𝑁∗(𝑥)  ,𝑁 (𝑥) = 𝑁 (𝑥) −  𝑁∗(𝑥) 
26               If aspiration criterion is satisfied   TS- Aspiration 
criterion  
27  𝑇�� =  𝑇�� −  𝑥′ ,𝑁 (𝑥) = 𝑁 (𝑥) + 𝑥 ′ 
28              end-if 
29       end-while   
30 return x   
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4.6 CONCLUSION  
The proposed solution approaches for the OPBS problem have been explained 
in this chapter. A summary of the proposed techniques is as follows: 
- A constructive heuristic algorithm was developed to obtain a good initial 
solution for the OPBS problem. The proposed constructive heuristic 
initiates construction of a feasible solution from scratch by extracting those 
blocks which have no precedence.  As soon as a block is extracted, the no-
precedence blocks are updated. The solution is created period by period, 
and satisfying the process requirements is the first priority.  
- The neighbourhood structure to obtain a neighbourhood solution has been 
explained. According to this structure, two major moves, move between 
periods and move between destinations are proposed to be applied in the 
neighbourhood search.  
- To perform move between destinations, a sub-problem named destination 
assignments (DA) has been introduced and modelled. The objective of this 
problem is to assign blocks to the destinations such that direct feeding be 
maximised.  
- A so called priority sorting heuristic (PSH) and branch and bound (B&B) 
algorithm were proposed to solve the DA sub-problem. B&B is an exact 
solution for solving integer problems and PSH is a heuristic algorithm 
which is developed for solving DA based on the blocks grade and grade 
requirements at process.  
- Simulated annealing (SA) and tabu search (TS), two well-known 
metaheuristic techniques, were developed to solve the OPBS problem. In 
this chapter, a justified version of SA and TS, adopted for OPBS, has been 
explained. Different cooling schedules for SA have been proposed which 
will be investigated in the next chapter. For the TS algorithm, several 
memories including short, medium and long-term have been suggested. 
- A large neighbourhood search (LNS) is also proposed to be integrated with 
SA and TS to enhance the quality of the solution. The LNS destroys a part 
of the solution which is assigned destination, and again destinations are 
determined for all blocks on a period-by-period basis.  
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- To use both features of SA and TS and enhance the quality and efficiency 
of the solution algorithms, a hybrid SA and TS were proposed. In the 
proposed hybrid algorithm, SA is used to accept some non-improving 
moves in order to allow a more diversified investigation of the solution 
space. TS is applied to record the search history and prevent cycling and 
revisiting the currently visited solutions. TS can also enhance 
diversification and intensification of the search by using short, medium and 
long term memories.  
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 Computational Experiments Chapter 5:
5.1 INTRODUCTION  
The developed MIP model of the open pit block sequencing (OPBS) problem 
was modelled on the ILOG CPLEX version 12.3 (ILOG Cplex, 2012). Several sets 
of sample data were prepared as the test instances, based on data collected from an 
iron ore mine in Australia, and ILOG CPLEX was applied to solve these instances. 
The computational experiments show that real-scale instances are intractable for 
standard solvers such as CPLEX. 
The developed heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms have been used to solve 
the sample instances. The characteristics of the prepared instances are summarised as 
(#I, #M, #D, #T) in the tables, where I denotes the number of blocks, M is the 
number of excavators, D shows the number of destinations and T is the number of 
time periods. These data sets were prepared based on the real mine geometry such 
that small-size instances contain only one bench, while large-size instances may 
include several benches. The geometry of benches and the block dimension 
determine the number of blocks for each instance. The heuristic and metaheuristics 
techniques were coded in the MATLAB R2012a programming environment. The 
numerical experiments for the heuristic and metaheuristic techniques, including 
constructive heuristics, local search, simulated annealing (SA), tabu search (TS), and 
hybrid simulated annealing and tabu search (SA/TS) are discussed in the remaining 
sections of this chapter. The obtained solutions by CPLEX are considered as the 
lower bounds for instances and used to compare the solutions of the proposed 
heuristics. The comparison confirms the capability of these approaches for solving 
the OPBS problem. Other comparisons have been performed to investigate the 
efficiency of SA, TS and hybrid SA/TS, which show that the OPBS problem is best 
solved by hybrid SA/TS.  
 
5.1.1 MIP solution 
The MIP model of the OPBS problem was modelled on ILOG CPLEX and run 
by a PC Intel Core i7, 2.7 GHz, with 8 GB of RAM, running Windows 7.  
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The characteristics of several instances and the computational results are given 
in Table  5.1. In this table, the “best integer” represents a lower bound provided by 
CPLEX, and “GAP” is calculated as the difference between the best integer and the 
best obtained solution by CPLEX. Those instances marked by * in the “Best integer” 
columns have been successfully solved by CPLEX and their solutions are optimum. 
Finally, “-” symbol denotes that CPLEX was unable to obtain any feasible solution 
in the predetermined CPU time.  
Among the presented instances, there are some industry-scale instances which 
exist in real-life. The computational experiments show that the OPBS problem with a 
large number of blocks cannot be solved by the MIP solver in a reasonable time. For 
the last four instances, there is no solution after 24 hours running. Computational 
investigations demonstrate that standard MIP solvers are not capable of solving the 
large-scale instances of the OPBS, problem and this justifies the necessity of using 
heuristics to solve the problem. A detailed solution of a sample instance and the 
CPLEX model of the OPBS problem are given in Appendices C and D.  
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Table  5.1  Characteristics of instances and the results of CPLEX
Instance Characteristics (#I, #M, #D, #T) 
Number of 
Decision 
variables 
Number of 
Constraints 
Best integer 
(million $) 
MIP Solver 
Objective Value 
(× 10^5) GAP% CPU time (seconds) 
Ins1 (25,2,4,2) 402 146 0.05438* 0.05438 0.00 0.3 
Ins2  (50, 2, 4, 2) 802 246 0.20239* 0.20239 0.00 1.9 
Ins3 (75,2,4,2) 1202 344 0.13098* 0.13098 0.00 2.1 
Ins4 (100 ,2,4,2) 1602 444 0.13859 0.13919 0.43 7200 
Ins5 (180,2,4,2) 2882 766 0.21514* 0.21514 0.00 10 
Ins6 (242,2,4,2) 3874 1014 0.25886 0.26150 1.01 7200 
Ins7 (372,2,4,3) 8931 4209 0.40763 0.41318 1.34 7200 
Ins8 (412,2,4,3) 9891 4679 0.38194 0.38198 0.01 7200 
Ins9 (515,4,4,4) 32964 8646 0.55387 0.55589 0.36 7200 
Ins10 (620,4,4,4) 39684 9432 1.44580 - - 7200 
Ins11 (900,4,4,6) 86406 18114 - - - 86 400 
Ins12 (25,2,6,2) 608 172 0.09132* 0.09132 0.00 0.8 
Ins13 (50,2,6,2) 1208 272 0.20953* 0.20953 0.00 1 
Ins14 (75,2,6,2) 1808 372 0.20491* 0.20491 0.00 54.6 
Ins15 (100,2,6,2) 2 404 520 0.19030 0.19137 0.56 7200 
Ins16 (180,2,6,2) 4328 792 0.19897 0.20123 1.13 7200 
Ins17 (242,2,6,2) 1040 5816 0.34793 0.34946 0.44 7200 
Ins18 (372,2,6,3) 13404 4248 0.50071 0.50738 1.31 7200 
Ins19 (412,2,6,3) 14844 4718 0.65194 0.66133 1.42 7200 
Ins20 (515,4,6,4) 49456 8698 0.63255 0.66906 5.56 7200 
Ins21 (620,4,6,4) 59536 10100 0.78393 0.82079 4.49 7200 
Ins22 (900,4,6,6) 129624 19086 - - - 86 400 
Ins23 (1200,4,6,6) 172824 29262 - - - 86 400 
Ins24 (2500,6,6,12) 1 080 048 91 000 - -  - 86 400 
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5.1.2 Drop-cut consideration 
The objective function of the OPBS model consists of three parts: stockpiling 
cost, misclassification and drop-cut cost. The unit cost of these elements should be 
set in such a way that practical results are achieved. The stockpiling cost and the 
misclassification cost can be easily calculated for each block or for a unit of material 
and applied in the model. However, calculating the drop-cut cost is not 
straightforward. 
In reality, the priority is to extract the blocks with minimum movement. 
Therefore, it is desirable to achieve integrity of the excavation operation.  
Figure  5.1.a shows the sequences in which the block must be mined when the drop-
cut cost is not big enough (less than stockpiling cost). From a mining engineering 
point of view, the results of this circumstance are completely impractical, because 
there are several drop-cuts and jumps in the extraction pattern. This happens because 
the model tries to provide processing feed directly from the mine. Hence, ore blocks 
are selected from different parts of the mine and extracted. As a result of such a 
selective mining plan, stockpile rehandling costs decrease. However, following this 
plan imposes a huge cost on the mining operation in terms of blasting, excavation 
and haulage. In addition, the time of extraction may exceed the time period due to the 
difficulty of having drop-cuts and mining equipment’s movements. Figure  5.1.b 
shows the solution, when a sufficiently large drop-cut cost is taken into account. As 
it can be seen, this solution is applicable, although it has about 10% more stocking 
costs.  
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(a)without drop-cut cost 
 
 
(b) with drop-cut cost 
 
 
Figure  5.1  Graphically representation of block sequencing solution  
 
5.2 CONSTRUCTIVE HEURISTICS AND LOCAL SEARCH HEURISTICS  
The computational results for constructive heuristics (CH) and local search 
(LS) are given in Table  5.2, where the best known bound has been obtained by 
CPLEX after two hours running (except Ins.17 and Ins.18). The last two instances 
are industry-scale instances which exist in real-life and have been run for 24 hours by 
CPLEX.  
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The first finding of the accomplished computational investigation is that the 
proposed CH is able to find an initial solution for the OPBS problem as it is shown in 
Table  5.2. Even in those instances (e.g., instances 7, 8, and 15-18) where CPLEX is 
unable to obtain a feasible solution, CH provides an initial solution.  
Secondly, the LS heuristic significantly improved the CH solution. Figure  5.2 
shows how the local optimum objective values are obtained by the LN algorithm for 
Ins. 5 and Ins. 13 after 1000 iterations. The deviation column in Table  5.2 shows the 
difference between the best solution of CPLEX and the best solution of the LS 
method. The deviations demonstrate that the proposed LS can obtain the near 
optimum solution, but still it is trapped in a local optimum solution. The LS can only 
obtain the optimum solution for OPBS instance 1 (abbreviated as Ins.1) and it is 
unable to obtain the optimum in other small size instances. Therefore, simulated 
annealing and tabu search as two well-known metaheuristic algorithms have been 
developed to avoid trapping in the local optimum.  
Finally, unlike CPLEX, which applies the multi-stockpile strategy (see Chapter 
3), LS can dynamically calculate the average grade of the inventory. Therefore, an 
accurate stockpile status in terms of inventory quantity and quality is available in all 
time periods. 
It should be noted that to make a logical comparison, the same assumptions 
have been applied for both CPLEX and other heuristics. For the sake of comparison, 
the multi-stockpile strategy is applied to handle the stockpile inventory when OPBS 
problem is being solved. 
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Table  5.2  Computational results of the heuristics  
Instance 
Characteristics 
(#I, #M, #D, #T) 
Best 
Known 
Bound (a) 
Constructive 
Heuristic (b) 
Neighborhood 
Search (c) 
Deviation % 
(1-a/c)*100 
Ins1 (50,2,4,2) 0.3891* 0.6111 0.3891 0.00 
Ins2 (100,2,4,2) 0.6363* 0.7287 0.6501 2.12 
Ins3 (180,2,4,2) 0.9874* 1.6647 1.0325 4.36 
Ins4 (242,2,4,2) 1.3069 2.0566 1.3553 3.57 
Ins5 (372,2,4,3) 1.9735 3.8443 2.1348 7.56 
Ins6 (412,2,4,3) 1.9108 3.8667 2.0470 6.65 
Ins7 (515,4,4,4) - 3.5984 3.0366 - 
Ins8 (620,4,4,4) - 6.1003 3.4340 - 
Ins9 (50,2,6,2) 0.9637* 1.3173 0.9691 0.56 
Ins10 (100,2,6,2) 0.9671* 1.6278 0.9869 2.01 
Ins11 (180,2,6,2) 1.0077 1.6713 1.0157 0.78 
Ins12 (242,2,6,2) 1.7550 2.7875 1.7948 2.22 
Ins13 (372,2,6,3) 2.4820 4.7303 2.6867 7.62 
Ins14 (412,2,6,3) 3.3244 5.5412 3.5878 7.34 
Ins15 (515,4,6,4) - 5.6248 4.1018 - 
Ins16 (620,4,6,4) - 7.4105 4.2673 - 
Ins17 (1200,4,6,6) - 9.9323 7.0781 - 
Ins18 (2500,6,6,12) - 21.3055 17.6363 - 
*The obtained solution is optimum. 
 
 
(a) 
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 (b) 
 
Figure  5.2  Obtained objective values for: a) Ins. 5; b) Ins. 13  
 
5.2.1 PSH and B&B performance in solving OPBS problem  
As mentioned in the neighbourhood structure section (Section 4.2), both branch 
and bound (B&B) and priority sorting heuristic (PSH) can be applied to solve the 
destination assignments sub-problem (DA) and construct a new neighbourhood 
solution. Indeed, these algorithms re-adjust the assigned destination to the blocks and 
create new solutions. Both algorithms were integrated with metaheuristic techniques 
to solve the DA sub-problem. Since PSH is a heuristic method, it is fast and can be 
applied in large-size instances. B&B is an exact method which can find the optimum 
solution, but may take longer even in small size instances. However, the DA sub-
problem is only a small part of the OPBS problem and in many cases B&B can solve 
it quickly. We can say that DA is a small problem because: 
- It is solved on the basis of period by period. Therefore the input blocks are 
not entire input blocks and only those extracted in a certain period are 
considered. 
- For the DA sub-problem, only ore blocks are taken into account and waste 
blocks are ignored. Therefore, a significant portion of blocks are not 
considered. 
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- There is no need to assign machines, since they have already been assigned. 
- The decision should be made only for the appropriate process circuits and 
not for other destinations including stockpiles and waste dumps.  
An example of input data for a real case in the DA sub-problem is about 200 blocks 
to be assigned to a few process circuits (2 or 3). The above assumptions show that 
the DA sub-problem is not very complicated (compared to the original OPBS 
problem) for B&B. However, it may still be an intractable problem due to the 
inherent complexity of the DA sub-problem. On the other hand, it should be noted 
that the DA sub-problem should be solved several times for an instance. Indeed, in 
each iteration that a feasible PNS is created, the DA sub-problem should be solved.  
To ensure that the solution algorithm for the OPBS problem does not stick in 
B&B when it is applied to solve DA, a time limitation is set for B&B. If B&B is not 
able to find a solution within the time limit, then B&B is stopped and the DA is 
solved by PSH. B&B may obtain a solution within the time limitation, but the 
solution may not be the optimum. Since the optimum solution for DA does not 
guarantee to obtain an optimum solution for the OPBS problem, the solution 
obtained within the time limit is accepted regardless of optimality.  
Comparisons between the efficiency of B&B and PSH when integrated with 
solution techniques have been performed. In the numerical experiments conducted, a 
one-second time limit is set for B&B. If B&B is unable to find the solution in one 
second, then PSH is applied for that specific iteration. To assign blocks to the 
stockpiles, PSH is applied in both cases (even when B&B is applied for solving DA). 
Both B&B and PSH were embedded in the LS heuristic. The results of 
obtained objective value are given in Figure  5.3 and Figure  5.4. Figure  5.3 compares 
the objective value obtained by both techniques. As it is clear in many cases such as 
Ins. 1-9, both methods achieve the same or very close results. However, in some 
instances such as 22 and 24, integrating B&B with LS can lead to a better solution. 
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Figure  5.3  Objective values when B&B and PSH are applied in LS heuristic 
 
Figure  5.4 gives the percentage of B&B improvement over PSH. As shown, the B&B 
improvement increases when the number of processing and stockpiles are enhanced. 
This is because blending is allowed in the model. The basis of the PSH is to assign 
the blocks to the process which has the closest requirements to the block attributes. 
However, due to the blending, this closeness criterion may not always be the best 
option.  
 
 
Figure  5.4  percentage of B&B improvement over PSH 
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  As an example, the Fe% grade of blocks dispatched to the processing and stockpiles 
for Ins. 23 is given in Figure  5.5 for both B&B and PSH. The results state that both 
techniques obtain similar assignments for this instance.   
 
  
  
  
Figure  5.5  Fe% of blocks assigned to process circuits and stockpiles by B&B and 
PSH 
 
The above results denote that integrating the B&B technique in the neighbourhood 
structure can obtain the more attractive solution. Therefore, in the following 
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developed metaheuristics and hybrid heuristics, we have applied B&B for converting 
a PNS to NS. It should be noted that we have not coded B&B and we used CPLEX to 
apply B&B. 
 
5.3 PERFORMANCE OF SIMULATED ANNEALING 
The performance of simulated annealing (SA) to solve the OPBS problem was 
tested by using several realistic instances from small size to large-size. Firstly, we 
have performed computational investigation to obtain the best cooling schedule to be 
applied in the SA algorithm. Secondly, an extensive sensitivity analysis has been 
performed on the SA parameters including cooling ratio, final temperature and 
number of iterations in each temperature.  
 
5.3.1 Cooling schedule 
 As mentioned in the previous chapter, four cooling schedules have been 
investigated: 
- Static cooling schedule (SCS) 
- Ascending cooling schedule (ACS) 
- Static cooling schedule with a short-recorded strategy (SCSWSS) 
- Ascending cooling schedule with a short-recorded strategy (ACSWSS) 
To perform the efficiency comparison, 16 instances have been solved by SA under 
different cooling schedules where the following parameters have been considered: 
Initial temperature (𝑤0)=0.9;  
Final Temperature ( 𝒯𝑎) = 1E-06;  
Cooling Ratio (CR) = 0.85 
Number of internal iterations in a certain temperature (in SCS and SCSWSS) =20; 
Ascending pattern: Number of internal iterations in 𝜏𝑘= Number of internal iterations 
in 𝜏𝑘−1+2. 
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The values of objective functions for each instance under four cooling schedule 
patterns are summarised in Table  5.3 and Figure  5.6. The obtained results are the 
average results of 15 runs for each instance. 
Table  5.3  Objective values in different cooling schedules 
    SCS ACS SCSWSS ACSWSS 
Ins 1 (25,2,6,2) 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.91 
Ins 2 (25,2,4,2) 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 
Ins 3 (50,2,6,2) 2.10 2.11 2.10 2.11 
Ins 4 (50,2,4,2) 2.02 2.02 2.02 2.02 
Ins 5 (75,2,6,2) 2.05 2.05 2.05 2.05 
Ins 6 (75,2,4,2) 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 
Ins 7 (100,2,6,2) 1.91 1.92 1.91 1.92 
Ins 8 (100,2,4,2) 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 
Ins 9 (180,2,6,2) 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03 
Ins 10 (180,2,4,2) 2.15 2.15 2.15 2.15 
Ins 11 (242,2,6,2) 3.52 3.51 3.51 3.51 
Ins 12 (242,2,4,2) 2.65 2.64 2.64 2.63 
Ins 13 (372,2,6,3) 4.96 4.95 4.99 4.94 
Ins 14 (372,2,4,3) 4.11 4.08 4.10 4.06 
Ins 15 (412,2,6,3) 6.68 6.65 6.69 6.65 
Ins 16 (412,2,4,3) 3.83 3.83 3.83 3.83 
 
 
Figure  5.6  Objective values in different cooling schedules 
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As observed, all cooling schedule are able to obtain similar results, however in 
larger size instances (bolded in Table  5.3) ACSWSS can obtain a little better 
solution. In addition, the solution time is graphically shown in Figure  5.7. The results 
show that ascending patterns (ACS and ACSWSS) take more time to reach the final 
solution. This happens because ACS and ACSWSS involve more iterations at lower 
temperatures. The solution time means the time that the algorithm takes to reach the 
final temperature. Although initial temperature, final temperature and cooling ratio 
are same in all cooling schedules, the number of iterations are different in static and 
ascending patterns. To see which cooling schedule is faster in a specific time limit 
(or specific number of iterations), the process of converging to the final solution has 
been investigated. The results of obtained objective values in different iterations for 
Ins. 19 are shown in Figure  5.8 for four runs. As can be observed, in a specific 
iteration (e.g., 500) ACSWSS can obtain the better solution. The investigations for 
other instances state that the ACSWSS schedule has the largest gradient of 
converging to the optimum (or near optimum) solution. Therefore, applying 
ACSWSS is suggested, especially when the SA parameters including the final 
temperature, the initial temperature and cooling ratio may not be set correctly, or a 
time limit is applied.   
 
  
Figure  5.7  Solution time in different cooling schedules 
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Figure  5.8  Obtained solution for Ins. 19 for four runs with different cooling 
schedules   
 
5.3.2 Sensitivity analysis on key elements of SA 
A comprehensive sensitivity analysis has been performed on the parameters which 
affect the performance of SA, and is reported below.  
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Cooling ratio 
The main parameter of SA is the cooling ratio (CR), which shows the speed of 
reducing the temperature. Generally, a number which is less than one but close to 
one is considered for CR. However, if a small number is selected, then the 
optimisation process spends most of the time in low temperature degrees and may 
stop before finding a good solution. We have run several instances with different 
cooling ratios and the results of obtained value and solution times are summarised in 
Table  5.4. The objective values and the solution times are graphically shown in 
Figure  5.9 and Figure  5.10. In these cases we set constant numbers of iteration, final 
temperature, and initial temperature for all instances as follows:  
Initial Temperature (𝜏0)=0.95;  
Final Temperature ( 𝒯𝑎) = 1E-06;  
Number of internal iterations in a certain temperature (in SCS and SCSWSS) =20. 
As can be seen in Table  5.4, the quality of the solution is improved by increasing CR, 
however, the solution time enhances as well.  
Figure  5.9 shows the improvement percentages when CR enhances from 0.75 to 
0.95. We considered the obtained result of CR=0.75 as a bench mark solution and 
calculated the percentage of improvement when CR rises to 0.95. It can be observed 
that in some cases such as (412, 2, 4, 3), the effect of enhancing CR is not very 
significant. However, in some cases such as (620, 4, 4, 4) it can make a big 
improvement. Generally, we can say that the larger CR achieved a better solution. 
However, the solution time should be taken into account. As shown in Figure  5.10, 
solution time has a direct relation with CR and is increased by enhancing CR.    
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Table  5.4  Objective values and solution times in different cooling ratios 
 Cooling Ratio   (372,2,4,3) (372,2,6,3) (412,2,4,3) (412,2,6,3) (515,4,4,4) (515,4,6,4) (620,4,4,4) (620,4,6,4) 
0.75 
Time 
 (Second*10E+3) 
0.87 0.96 0.79 1.01 1.01 1.05 1.01 1.22 
Objective Value (*10E+5) 4.25 5.04 3.83 6.72 5.49 6.89 16.50 7.86 
0.80 
Time 
 (Second*10E+3) 
1.11 1.28 1.04 1.80 1.27 1.45 1.25 1.62 
Objective Value (*10E+5) 4.14 5.04 3.83 6.69 5.49 6.67 16.30 7.86 
0.85 
Time 
 (Second*10E+3) 
1.56 1.75 1.36 1.83 1.70 1.87 1.78 2.06 
Objective Value (*10E+5) 4.07 4.95 3.83 6.68 5.48 6.64 16.00 7.84 
0.90 
Time 
 (Second*10E+3) 
2.31 2.68 2.08 2.85 2.64 2.90 2.69 3.23 
Objective Value (*10E+5) 4.08 4.96 3.83 6.70 5.44 6.62 15.90 7.84 
0.95 
Time 
 (Second*10E+3) 
4.96 5.16 5.20 6.43 6.43 6.71 6.13 6.95 
Objective Value (*10E+5) 4.08 4.93 3.82 6.65 5.44 6.59 15.60 7.81 
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Figure  5.9  Comparing the objective values for different cooling ratios 
 
 
Figure  5.10  Comparing the solution times for different cooling ratios 
 
Final temperature  
Another key element of the SA algorithm is final temperature (FT). If SA 
reaches FT, then optimisation stops. Therefore, if FT is not small enough, then SA 
may not obtain a good solution. On the other hand, optimisation may take a long time 
if a high FT is set. We have analysed the effect of FT on several cases and the results 
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of obtained objective value and solution time are reported in Table  5.5. In addition, 
these results are graphically shown on Figure  5.11and Figure  5.12.  
As can be seen in these Table and Figures, the smaller FT can result in a better 
solution but more solution time. However, this end is case dependent. For case (412, 
2, 4, 3) there is no significant improvement when we decrease the FT from 1E-4 to 
1E-12. Nevertheless, the solution time for this case increases by 60% from FT=1E-4 
to FT=1E-12.  
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Table  5.5  Objective values and solution times in different final temperatures 
    (372,2,4,3) (372,2,6,3) (412,2,4,3) (412,2,6,3) (515,4,4,4) (515,4,6,4) (620,4,4,4) (620,4,6,4) 
1.00E-02 
Time 
(Second*10E+3) 0.55 0.61 0.55 0.68 0.63 0.71 0.64 0.80 
Objective Value 
(*10E+5) 4.47 5.14 3.89 6.78 5.92 7.45 17.00 8.18 
1.00E-04 
Time 
(Second*10E+3) 1.10 1.25 1.08 1.35 1.26 1.41 1.31 1.61 
Objective Value 
(*10E+5) 4.13 5.00 3.83 6.69 5.54 6.89 16.20 7.97 
1.00E-06 
Time 
(Second*10E+3) 1.51 1.64 1.43 1.90 1.88 2.01 1.98 2.24 
Objective Value 
(*10E+5) 4.07 4.95 3.83 6.68 5.48 6.70 16.00 7.86 
1.00E-08 
Time 
(Second*10E+3) 2.31 2.53 2.17 2.75 2.36 2.83 2.43 2.87 
Objective Value 
(*10E+5) 4.07 4.94 3.83 6.66 5.44 6.61 16.00 7.83 
1.00E-10 
Time 
(Second*10E+3) 2.45 2.66 2.47 3.28 2.63 3.28 2.90 3.51 
Objective Value 
(*10E+5) 4.07 4.96 3.82 6.67 5.41 6.59 15.70 7.84 
1.00E-12 
Time 
(Second*10E+3) 3.10 3.34 2.84 3.93 3.61 3.74 3.93 4.26 
Objective Value 
(*10E+5) 4.08 4.95 3.83 6.65 5.42 6.63 15.80 7.77 
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Figure  5.11  Comparing the objective values for different final temperatures 
 
 
Figure  5.12  Comparing the solution times for different final temperatures 
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Number of iterations  
In an SA algorithm the number of iterations shows how long the optimisation 
process stays at a certain temperature. Therefore, the number of iterations can 
directly affect the solution time and the quality of the solutions. In matter physics, 
the annealing process should stay for enough time at each temperature to achieve a 
steady energy state. The same strategy should be considered in optimisation to ensure 
that a no-improvement move can be achieved at a certain temperature. However, the 
solution time should be taken into account and the optimum number of iterations 
should be decided. For the OPBS problem, we have run several cases under different 
numbers of iteration and the results are reported in Table  5.6. The results are also 
graphically shown in Figure  5.13 and Figure  5.14.  
From the results obtained, it can generally be concluded that increasing the 
number of iterations improves the quality of the final solution. For most of the 
analysed instances, enhancing the number of iterations from 5 to 10 can significantly 
increase the solution quality. However, in some cases this may not be true (for 
instance (412, 2, 4, 3)). The solution time has a direct relation with the number of 
iterations and it increases as the number of iterations rises. It can be seen that 
increasing the number of iteration from 40 to 60 does not affect the quality of the 
solution significantly, but the solution time is enhanced about 20%.   
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Table  5.6  Objective values and solution times for the number of iterations  
    (372,2,4,3) (372,2,6,3) (412,2,4,3) (412,2,6,3) (515,4,4,4) (515,4,6,4) (620,4,4,4) (620,4,6,4) 
5 
Time (Second*10E+3) 0.49 0.57 0.49 0.62 0.59 0.76 0.68 0.82 
Objective Value 
(*10E+5) 4.45 5.13 3.84 6.74 5.63 7.75 16.70 8.03 
10 
Time (Second*10E+3) 0.98 1.13 1.11 1.23 1.17 1.33 1.19 1.46 
Objective Value 
(*10E+5) 4.13 4.97 3.84 6.70 5.50 6.78 16.40 7.90 
20 
Time (Second*10E+3) 2.04 2.11 1.99 2.59 2.28 2.70 2.21 2.67 
Objective Value 
(*10E+5) 4.07 4.95 3.83 6.68 5.44 6.61 16.00 7.86 
40 
Time (Second*10E+3) 4.62 4.96 4.33 5.54 5.18 5.84 4.52 5.99 
Objective Value 
(*10E+5) 4.04 4.94 3.83 6.64 5.40 6.60 15.70 7.83 
60 
Time (Second*10E+3) 5.91 6.50 5.57 7.20 7.20 7.20 7.13 7.17 
Objective Value 
(*10E+5) 4.04 4.93 3.83 6.64 5.39 6.60 15.60 7.72 
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Figure  5.13  Comparing the objective values for number of iterations  
 
 
 
Figure  5.14  Comparing the solution times for number of iterations  
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5.3.3 SA performance in solving OPBS 
Two different studies have been performed. Firstly, the solution of the 
proposed SA is compared with the CPLEX solution for those instances in which 
CPLEX obtained at least one solution. Secondly, a comparison was performed 
between the solution obtained by SA, and by hybrid SA and LNS (SA/LNS). 
Therefore, in the second comparison two metaheuristics are compared. The results of 
both algorithms as well as the best obtained objective value by CPLEX are reported 
in Table  5.7. In this table, for those values labelled by *, optimality is proved by 
CPLEX.  
The following parameters were used for the heuristic technique: initial 
temperature for SA=0.95, final temperature=1E-8, maximum run time for B&B=2 
seconds, probability of applying LNS=0.2. In addition to the final temperature, a 2-
hour time limit was applied to stop the SA in all instances except instances 10, 11, 
and 22-24, in which a 6-hour time limit was applied. For instances 10, 11 and 22-24 
the final temperature was 1E-12 in order to allow SA to have more iterations.  
The column labelled as deviation represents the deviation between the CPLEX 
solution and the proposed heuristic solution. Where the deviation is negative, the 
objective value of our SA or SA/LNS is better than the CPLEX solution.  
Furthermore, each instance was run 15 times in order to observe the variance of 
achieved solutions. The standard deviation and coefficient of variation (CV%) are 
calculated and summarised in Table  5.7. CV% is a ratio of standard deviation to the 
mean and represents the dispersion of the obtained results. 
Firstly, it can be observed that both SA and SA/LNS obtained good solutions 
for all instances, as shown in Table  5.7 and Figure  5.15. The reported deviations 
show that the SA/LNS reaches the optimum solutions for instances with known 
optimum values. Secondly, in only a few cases are there positive deviations which 
are less than 1%. As the size of the instances increases, the trend of the deviations 
becomes negative, which means that the quality of the solution obtained by SA/LNS 
is better than the CPLEX solution. The third important finding is that good solutions 
were obtained by the SA/LNS for industry-scale cases such as instances 22-24 where 
CPLEX was unable to find a solution. Finally, the outcomes show that SA can also 
provide good solutions. However, the quality of the solution is not as good as with 
SA/LNS. Nevertheless, the deviations for all instances are less than 3 %.  
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Table  5.7  Computational results for SA and SA/LNS 
Instance 
Characteristics 
(#I, #M, #D, 
#T) 
 
Best integer 
solution by 
CPLEX × 10^5 
 
(a) 
SA_B&B  SA_LNS_B&B 
Average 
objective 
value of runs × 10^5 
(b) 
Minimum 
objective 
value of runs × 10^5 
 
× 10^3 Standard deviation CV % Deviation % (1-a/b)*100  
Average 
objective value 
of runs × 10^5 
 
(c) 
Minimum 
objective 
value of runs × 10^5 
 
Standard 
deviation × 10^3 CV % Deviation % (1-a/c)*100 
Ins1 (25,2,4,2) 0.54* 0.54 0.54 0 0 0.00   0.54 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ins2 (50, 2, 4, 2) 2.02* 2.02 2.02 0 0 0.00   2.02 2.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ins3 (75,2,4,2)    1.31* 1.32 1.31 0.36 0.28 0.76   1.31 1.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ins4 (100,2,4,2) 1.39 1.4 1.4 0 0 0.71   1.40 1.40 0.00 0.00 0.71 
Ins5 (180,2,4,2) 2.15* 2.17 2.16 0.79 0.37 0.92   2.15 2.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ins6 (242,2,4,2) 2.62 2.7 2.66 2.91 1.08 2.96   2.64 2.61 2.76 1.05 0.76 
Ins7 (372,2,4,3) 4.13 4.16 4.08 5.12 1.23 0.72   4.05 3.98 3.87 0.95 -1.98 
Ins8 (412,2,4,3) 3.82 3.83 3.82 0.50 0.13 0.26   3.82 3.82 0.32 0.08 0.00 
Ins9 (515,4,4,4) 5.56 5.47 5.36 8.98 1.64 -1.65   5.37 5.32 3.32 0.62 -3.54 
Ins10 (620,4,4,4) - 15.4 1.52 21.2 1.37  -   15.60 15.30 20.34 1.30 - 
Ins11 (900,4,4,6) -  15.8 15.4 33.97 2.15 -    17.00 15.60 106.00 6.24 - 
Ins12 (25,2,6,2) 0.91* 0.91 0.91 0 0 0.00   0.91 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ins13 (50,2,6,2) 2.09* 2.12 2.09 2.32 1.1 1.42   2.11 2.10 1.86 0.88 0.95 
Ins14 (75,2,6,2) 2.05* 2.06 2.05 0.78 0.38 0.49   2.05 2.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ins15 (100,2,6,2) 1.91 1.94 1.92 2.01 1.04 1.55   1.92 1.91 0.52 0.27 0.52 
Ins16 (180,2,6,2) 2.01 2.07 2.04 1.35 0.65 2.90   2.03 2.00 1.58 0.78 0.99 
Ins17 (242,2,6,2) 3.49 3.52 3.5 0.49 0.14 0.85   3.51 3.49 0.47 0.13 0.57 
Ins18 (372,2,6,3) 5.07 4.93 4.92 1.79 0.36 -2.84   4.94 4.92 3.64 0.74 -2.63 
Ins19 (412,2,6,3) 6.61 6.74 6.65 5.11 0.76 1.93   6.63 6.60 2.07 0.31 0.30 
Ins20 (515,4,6,4) 6.69 6.61 6.43 19.9 3 -1.23   6.58 6.40 13.41 2.04 -1.67 
Ins21 (620,4,6,4) 8.21 7.81 7.71 9.68 1.24 -5.12   7.75 7.64 7.03 0.91 -5.94 
Ins22 (900,4,6,6) -  17.9 17.7 13.7 0.77  -   17.90 17.70 10.44 0.58  
Ins23 (1200,4,6,6) -  13.3 13.2 8.22 0.62  -   13.20 13.20 4.68 0.35  
Ins24 (2500,6,6,12) -  23.8 21.6 96.6 4.06  -   22.8 22.2 46.7 2.04  - 
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Figure  5.15  Amount of deviations for both SA_LNS_B&B and SA_B&B 
 
As shown in Figure  5.16, the reported CV% for both proposed heuristics shows 
that in many cases the value of CV% is zero. This means that in all 15 runs, the 
proposed heuristic converges to the same solution. However, in some cases a positive 
amount of CV% can be observed. The objective values for instance 22 in 15 runs are 
shown in Figure  5.17. This figure shows how the direction of the neighbourhood 
search can affect the final obtained solution. Although SA increases the 
diversification of the search, the direction of the neighbourhood search can affect the 
final obtained solution. The worst dispersion is observed in instance 24, which has 
5.25% of CV. The standard deviation for this instance is 126.1 × 10^3 for a mean of 24.0E + 5. If we assume that the obtained objective values in 15 runs for this 
instance have a normal distribution, then (23.4E+5, 24.6E+5) is a 95 % confidence 
interval for this instance. This result highlights that in 95% of runs, the solution 
provided by the hybrid SA/LNS is less than 24.6E + 5. 
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Figure  5.16  CV% for both proposed heuristic 
 
 
Figure  5.17  Obtained solutions for the instance 22 for 15 runs 
 
5.4 PERFORMANCE OF TABU SEARCH  
TS has also been applied to solve the OPBS problem. We have tested the 
performance of TS by using several cases. The obtained results of TS have been 
compared with CPLEX results, where CPLEX was successful in obtaining the 
optimum solution or at least a feasible solution. To enhance the quality of the 
solution, TS has been intergraded with LNS. A comprehensive sensitivity analysis 
has been performed to evaluate the effect of TS parameters when employed for 
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solving OPBS. In this section, the results of sensitivity analysis are presented and 
then the performance of TS is explained.  
 
5.4.1 Sensitivity analysis on key elements of TS 
There are two parameters which can affect the TS results. The first one is tabu 
list capacity and the second one is the number of iterations. The tabu list capacity 
includes all short, medium and long term capacities. In addition to the tabu list 
capacity, the number of iterations can affect the obtained solution and especially the 
solution time.  
Tabu list capacity  
We have applied three memories in the TS algorithm for the OPBS problem- 
short, medium and long term memories.  
Short term memory  
In the TS developed for OPBS, we have constructed two short-term memories. 
One keeps only a small portion of solution attributes (move-based memory) and one 
stores more information (vector-based memory). In the move-based memory we 
store the information about pervious blocks transferred to a certain time period. For 
example, if block i had been nominated to be transferred from tth period to (t+1)th 
period in the kth iteration,  then move (i, t, t+1) is stored as a tabu move in the move-
based memory. In the vector-based memory, as we mentioned in the previous 
chapter, a vector of decision variables which shows the period of extraction is stored. 
We have investigated the effects of these two short-term memories on the obtained 
solution and the following findings have been found: 
- As a general finding, the capacity of short-term memory is case dependent, 
which means that for different cases the optimum capacity may be 
different. An example of sensitivity analysis on short-term memories is 
shown in Figure  5.18. As can be seen, the best solution is obtained for Ins. 
24 when the capacity of the vector-based memory is 40 and the capacity of 
the move-based memory is 15, while for Ins. 17 the best result is achieved 
by considering 30 and 10 as the capacity of vector-based and move-based 
memories respectively.  
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- Within a specific solution time, increasing the tabu list capacity may 
improve the solution quality or decrease it. Therefore, increasing the tabu 
list capacity does not necessary improve the solution. This can be seen for 
both instances in Figure  5.18, where the maximum capacity of the tabu list 
does not obtain the best solution.  
-  When the capacity of the move-based memory increases, the number of 
visited tabu solutions decreases. This happens because move-based 
memory prevents selecting a move which has been performed in a previous 
search procedure. Unlike the move-based memory, increasing the capacity 
of the vector-based memory leads to increasing the number of visited tabu 
solutions. Since the larger capacity of the vector-based memory holds more 
solutions, it is more probable for a neighbourhood solution to be tabu. As 
an example, the number of visited tabu solutions for different capacities of 
short term memories is shown in Figure  5.19 for Ins. 24.  
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Figure  5.18  Effect of tabu list capacity on objective values for instances 17 and 24 
 
 
Figure  5.19  Effects of tabu list capacity on number of obtained tabu solutions for 
Ins. 24 
 
Medium and long-term memory 
In the developed TS for the OPBS problem, applied long-term memory is a 
frequency-based memory which saves previous moves between periods. A 
probability is defined to select those periods which are rarely selected (low-
frequency). Figure  5.20 shows the results of the TS with six different probabilities. 
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When the probability is zero, long-term memory is not active in the algorithm. As the 
probability increases, the chance of selecting a rarely-visited time period is enhanced. 
As can be observed in Figure 5.20, considering 0.01 as the probability to select low-
frequency periods can improve the solution obtained for some instances.   
  
 
Figure  5.20  Effects of considering long-term memory in obtained OPBS solution 
 
The performance of medium-term memory has also been also examined in 
solving the OPBS problem. In the medium-term memory for the OBPS problem, 
some high potential solutions are saved and the search will return to these regions 
later in the search to probe these areas more thoroughly. The sensitivity analysis has 
been performed on the key elements of medium-term memory, including the capacity 
of medium-term memory, the threshold at which a solution is saved in the medium-
term memory, and the probability of selecting a solution from the medium-term 
memory. Our computational results show that the medium term memory does not 
improve the quality of the obtained solutions and if the medium-term parameters are 
not set properly, the solution time may increase. An example of solutions obtained 
during a TS algorithm, when medium-term memory is considered, is shown in 
Figure  5.21. 
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Figure  5.21  The effect of considering medium-term memory 
 
Number of iterations  
The other important parameter in a TS algorithm is the number of iterations. 
Indeed, the number of iterations is a stopping criterion for TS. A small number of 
iterations may prevent a comprehensive search within the solution space. On the 
other hand, a large number of iterations may increase the solution time without 
obtaining a significant improvement. We solved the OBPS problem for eight 
instances with a different number of iterations. Firstly, the instances have been 
solved by applying 200 iterations and the results have been saved as the bench mark 
results. We increased the number of iterations to 500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 and 
investigated the outcomes. Figure  5.22 shows the percentage of improvement when 
the number of iterations increases. As can be seen in this figure, there is a significant 
improvement for Ins. (372, 2, 4, 3) when the number of iterations is enhanced from 
200 to 500. This can be observed for other instances such as (372, 2, 6, 3) and (515, 
4, 4, 4). However, the percentage of improvement is not so important for Ins. (412, 2, 
6, 3). As the number of iterations rises, the gradient of improvement decreases. For 
example, the maximum percentage of improvement is 2.1% for Ins. (620, 4, 6, 4) 
when the number of iteration increases from 2000 to 3000. On the other hand, 
increasing the number of iterations directly enhances the solution time. Figure  5.23 
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shows the solution time for different number of iterations, and Figure  5.24 gives the 
percentage of solution time enhancement. As can be observed, the solution time can 
be enhanced about 92% by increasing the number of iterations from 200 to 3000. 
Therefore, as a general rule we can say that increasing the number of iterations can 
improve the quality of solution and the solution time is enhanced. However, from a 
specific number of iterations for each instance, increasing the number of iterations 
does not significantly affect the quality of the solution.   
 
 
Figure  5.22   Effect of increasing the number of iterations on objective value 
obtained 
 
Figure  5.23  Solution time for different number of iterations for several instances 
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Figure  5.24  Effect of increasing number of iterations on solution time  
 
5.4.2 TS performance in solving OPBS  
The computational performance of TS has been evaluated by applying the TS 
to solve several case studies with different sizes from small to large. Firstly, the 
solutions of TS and CPLEX are compared for those instances in which CPLEX 
obtained at least one solution. Secondly, a comparison was performed between the 
solution obtained by TS, and by hybrid TS and LNS (TS/LNS). Therefore, in the 
second comparison, two metaheuristics are compared. The results of both algorithms 
as well as the best objective value obtained by CPLEX are reported in Table  5.8. It 
can be observed in this table that TS and TS/LNS are successful in obtaining good 
solutions for OBPS. However, as with SA/LNS, when LNS is integrated with TS, the 
quality of solutions increases.  
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Table  5.8  Computational results for TS and TS/LNS 
Instance 
Characteristics 
(#I, #M, #D, 
#T) 
 
Best integer 
solution by 
CPLEX × 10^5 
 
(a) 
TS_B&B  TS_LNS_B&B 
Average 
objective 
value of runs × 10^5 
(b) 
Minimum 
objective 
value of runs × 10^5 
 
× 10^3 Standard deviation CV % Deviation % (1-a/b)*100  
Average 
objective value 
of runs × 10^5 
 
(c) 
Minimum 
objective value 
of runs × 10^5 
 
Standard 
deviation × 10^3 CV % Deviation % (1-a/c)*100 
Ins1 (25,2,4,2) 0.54* 0.54 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.00   0.54 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ins2 (50, 2, 4, 2) 2.02* 2.02 2.02 0.00 0.00 0.00   1.84 2.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ins3 (75,2,4,2)    1.31* 1.31 1.31 0.49 0.37 0.00   1.31 1.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ins4 (100,2,4,2) 1.39 1.40 1.40 0.20 0.14 0.71   1.40 1.40 0.00 0.00 0.71 
Ins5 (180,2,4,2) 2.15* 2.17 2.17 0.58 0.27 0.92   2.15 2.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ins6 (242,2,4,2) 2.62 2.70 2.64 3.90 1.44 2.96   2.62 2.62 1.38 0.53 0.00 
Ins7 (372,2,4,3) 4.13 4.20 4.10 4.71 1.12 1.67   4.05 3.98 4.72 1.17 -1.98 
Ins8 (412,2,4,3) 3.82 4.08 3.82 1.35 0.33 6.37   3.97 3.82 1.11 2.83 3.78 
Ins9 (515,4,4,4) 5.56 5.64 5.30 98.34 17.44 1.42   5.33 5.25 8.07 1.51 -4.32 
Ins10 (620,4,4,4) - 15.90 15.60 24.62 1.55    15.50 15.30 20.27 1.31  
Ins11 (900,4,4,6) -  18.50 16.50 122.00 6.59    17.40 16.00 91.11 5.24  
Ins12 (25,2,6,2) 0.91* 1.09 1.09 0.00 0.00 16.51   0.91 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ins13 (50,2,6,2) 2.09* 2.15 2.10 4.05 1.88 2.79   2.10 2.10 0.00 0.00 0.48 
Ins14 (75,2,6,2) 2.05* 2.07 2.05 0.97 0.47 0.97   2.05 2.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ins15 (100,2,6,2) 1.91 1.96 1.91 5.28 2.69 2.55   1.92 1.91 0.49 0.25 0.52 
Ins16 (180,2,6,2) 2.01 2.07 2.03 1.35 0.65 2.90   2.02 1.99 2.03 1.00 0.50 
Ins17 (242,2,6,2) 3.49 3.52 3.51 1.31 0.37 0.85   3.51 3.49 0.62 0.18 0.57 
Ins18 (372,2,6,3) 5.07 5.51 4.97 45.2 8.20 7.99   4.93 4.89 2.12 0.43 -2.84 
Ins19 (412,2,6,3) 6.61 6.75 6.65 6.82 1.01 2.07   6.66 6.60 5.11 0.77 0.75 
Ins20 (515,4,6,4) 6.69 7.32 6.50 76.2 10.41 8.61   6.55 6.39 8.63 1.32 -2.14 
Ins21 (620,4,6,4) 8.21 8.70 7.72 104.00 11.95 5.63   7.75 7.68 6.67 0.86 -5.94 
Ins22 (900,4,6,6) -  17.9 18.10 13.62 0.76    18.00 17.70 16.82 0.93  
Ins23 (1200,4,6,6) -  13.3 13.30 205.00 15.41    13.20 13.20 7.89 0.60  
Ins24 (2500,6,6,12) -  24.1 23.1 97.1 4.03    22.6 21.2 103.2 4.56  
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A graphical view of deviation % is shown in Figure  5.25. It is observed that, 
compared to the CPLEX results, TS/LNS can significantly improve the initial 
solution and obtain a better solution than CPLEX. In the performed comparison of 
TS/LNS and CPLEX, a 2-hour (for small to medium size instances) and 48-hour (for 
large instances) time limits have been set for CPLEX. These limits have been set 
regarding the application of solving OPBS problem in real-life and it cannot be 
unlimited or very long.  The reason that TS/LNS creates better solution than CPLEX 
for medium to large-size instances is that TS/LNS works based on the 
neighbourhood structure, specifically designed for OPBS problem, and can quickly 
search the solution space and find a good solution.  CPLEX uses a branch and bound 
or branch and cut algorithm. When the solution space grows, CPLEX needs more 
time to explore the solution space. Therefore, within the determined solution time, 
CPLEX may not be very useful for some instances. In addition, the neighbourhood 
structure, implemented in TS/LNS search procedure, is uniquely constructed for 
OPBS problem which makes TS/LNS efficient in solving the OPBS problem, while 
branching and cutting procedure in CPLEX are generalised and may not be suitable 
for OPBS problem considering the OPBS characteristics.   
 
 
Figure  5.25  Deviation % for several instances for TS and TS/LNS 
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In addition, analysis of CV% demonstrates that TS/LNS is more reliable, since 
it provides less standard deviation. Therefore, we strongly recommend hybridising 
TS and LNS to obtain more a reliable and better solution. In the remaining parts of 
this section, when we refer to TS it involves LNS as well.  
 
 
 
Figure  5.26  CV% for several instances for TS and TS/LNS 
 
 
5.5 HYBRID SA/TS 
Finally, hybrid SA/TS has been tested by running several instances which have 
been previously solved by TS and SA. The obtained solutions for these 24 instances 
are reported in Table  5.9. Compared to the CPLEX results, hybrid SA/TS obtained 
promising results, as can be observed in the deviation% column in Table  5.9. 
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Table  5.9  Computational results for hybrid SA/TS 
Instance Characteristics (#I, #M, #D, #T) 
 
Best integer solution by 
CPLEX × 10^5 
 
(a) 
SA_TS  
Average objective 
value of runs × 10^5 
(b) 
Minimum objective 
value of runs × 10^5 
 × 10^3 Standard deviation CV % Deviation % (1-a/b)*100  
Ins1 (25,2,4,2) 0.54* 0.54 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.00   
Ins2 (50, 2, 4, 2) 2.02* 2.02 2.02 0.00 0.00 0.00   
Ins3 (75,2,4,2)    1.31* 1.31 1.31 0.00 0.00 0.00   
Ins4 (100,2,4,2) 1.39 1.40 1.39 0.20 0.14 0.71   
Ins5 (180,2,4,2) 2.15* 2.15 2.15 0.00 0.00 0.00   
Ins6 (242,2,4,2) 2.62 2.62 2.61 0.48 0.18 0.00   
Ins7 (372,2,4,3) 4.13 4.04 3.96 5.92 1.47 -2.23   
Ins8 (412,2,4,3) 3.82 3.82 3.82 0.27 0.07 0.00   
Ins9 (515,4,4,4) 5.56 5.35 5.29 3.19 0.60 -3.93   
Ins10 (620,4,4,4) - 15.60 15.20 22.55 1.45    
Ins11 (900,4,4,6) -  16.10 15.50 50.90 3.16    
Ins12 (25,2,6,2) 0.91* 0.91 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.00   
Ins13 (50,2,6,2) 2.09* 2.10 2.10 1.59 0.76 0.48   
Ins14 (75,2,6,2) 2.05* 2.05 2.05 0.00 0.00 0.00   
Ins15 (100,2,6,2) 1.91 1.91 1.91 0.15 0.08 0.00   
Ins16 (180,2,6,2) 2.01 2.01 1.98 2.12 1.05 0.00   
Ins17 (242,2,6,2) 3.49 3.51 3.51 0.65 0.18 0.57   
Ins18 (372,2,6,3) 5.07 4.93 4.92 1.72 0.35 -2.84   
Ins19 (412,2,6,3) 6.61 6.65 6.61 2.88 0.43 0.60   
Ins20 (515,4,6,4) 6.69 6.54 6.40 8.99 1.37 -2.29   
Ins21 (620,4,6,4) 8.21 7.78 7.65 7.01 0.90 -5.53   
Ins22 (900,4,6,6) -  17.80 17.60 12.83 0.72    
Ins23 (1200,4,6,6) -  13.30 13.20 18.48 1.39    
Ins24 (2500,6,6,12) -  22.7 22.0 61.2 2.70    
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5.6 COMPARISON OF SA, TS AND SA/TS 
To investigate the efficiency of the proposed SA, TS and hybrid SA/TS 
solutions to the OPBS problem, a comparison has been performed. For the sake of 
comparison, solution time, objective value obtained and standard deviation have 
been compared.   
 
Solution time 
The solution times of SA, TS and SA/TS have been compared for those 
instances for which at least a solution was provided by CPLEX. These instances have 
been solved by CPLEX in a 2-hour time limit and the solutions obtained by CPLEX 
have been set as the lower bounds. Then, the stopping condition for SA, TS and 
hybrid SA/TS was set to achieve the provided lower bound. The obtained solution 
times for SA, TS and SA/TS are shown in Figure  5.27. This figure shows that 
generally TS is the fastest method and the SA has the longest solution time. 
However, the solution time can be case dependent. For example, for instance (100, 2, 
6, 2) TS has the longest solution time.  The solution time of hybrid SA/TS is usually 
more than the TS but less than the SA. This result happens because hybrid SA/TS 
uses the features of both SA and TS. For example instance (25, 2, 4, 2) is easily 
solved by TS but takes a long time to be solved by SA. When hybrid SA/TS is 
applied, the capability of TS helps the algorithm to solve this instance quickly. This 
can be seen in other cases such as instance (75, 2, 4, 2) where the solution time of TS 
is longer than SA, but the solution time of hybrid SA/TS is around the same as the 
SA time.   
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Figure  5.27  Solution time for 7 instances by SA, TS and hybrid SA/TS 
 
Objective value  
The objective values obtained by SA, TS and SA/TS for all 24 instances are 
shown in Figure  5.28. The stopping condition for all algorithms was set as 100 
iterations without an improvement in the objective value. From this figure, it can be 
concluded that in small to medium-size cases SA, TS and hybrid SA/TS can obtain 
similar solutions. However, in larger instances such as instances (900, 4, 4, 6) and 
(1200, 4, 6, 6), hybrid SA/TS achieves a better solution. This comparison shows that 
SA can obtain better solution than TS, although TS is faster than SA in terms of CPU 
time. The hybrid SA and TS can achieve even a better solution than SA, while the 
CPU time of SA/TS is less (or similar) than SA. The hybrid SA/TS can provide a 
more reliable and better solution approach, as it combines individual features of both 
SA and TS. Therefore, when there is a difference between obtained solutions by SA 
and TS, hybrid SA/TS obtains a better solution or at least a solution close to the 
minimum objectives of SA and TS.  An example of developed algorithms converging 
to the final solution is shown in Figure  5.29. 
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Figure  5.28  SA, TS and hybrid SA/TS solutions of instances.  
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(b) 
 
(c) 
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 (d) 
 
Figure  5.29  An example of SA, TS and hybrid SA/TS converging to the final 
solution after six hours running 
 
Standard deviation 
Finally, we compared the CV% of 15 runs, as a normalised standard deviation, 
for these three algorithms. The results are shown in Figure  5.30. We can observe that 
CV% is case dependent and in some cases where TS obtains small CV%, SA may 
obtain a large amount of CV% ( e.g., Ins. 20) or may be inverse (e.g., Ins. 18). 
However, the CV% for hybrid SA/TS usually is between the CV% of SA and TS, or 
it is better than for individual SA and TS algorithms.  
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Figure  5.30  15 runs CV% for 24 instances by SA, TS and hybrid SA/TS 
 
Comparing SA, TS and hybrid SA/TS, it can be concluded that generally 
hybrid SA/TS can achieve better and more reliable results. This happens because 
hybrid SA/TS uses both SA and TS capabilities in solving the OPBS problem. The 
SA feature can help to pass the non-improving solution space and achieve the 
optimum (near optimum) solution. In addition, TS capability is used to avoid 
trapping in the cycle and to visit rarely-visited solution spaces.  
 
5.7 CONCLUSION 
Several case studies have been prepared based on the collected data from an 
iron ore mine, and the proposed algorithms have been applied to solve them. The 
prepared instances had different sizes and characteristics. For the industry-scale 
instances of the OPBS problem, the MIP formulation involves several hundred 
thousands of integer decision variables and thousands of constraints which make the 
problem too complicated to be solved. The following conclusions can be derived 
based on the performed computational experiments:  
- The current standard commercial solvers such as ILOG CPLEX are unable 
to solve the industry-scale instances of OPBS problem in a reasonable time. 
An example of industry-scale instance is a case with 2500 blocks, 6 
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destinations, 6 machine and 12 time periods. CPLEX was not able to find a 
feasible solution after 48 hours running. 
- The developed CH can obtain a good initial solution for all instances.  
- The computational experiments show that the LS heuristic can improve the 
CH solution significantly but it is trapped in the local optimum. LS was 
successful only in one small-size instance in obtaining the optimum 
solution.  
- The comparison of B&B and PSH demonstrates that both algorithms are 
promising. However, as the number of destinations increases, B&B can 
perform better. Therefore, it is suggested that B&B is applied and 
integrated with metaheuristics to achieve a better solution. 
- SA and TS algorithms as two metaheuristic algorithms are very promising 
for solving the OPBS problem. In addition, integrated LNS with SA and TS 
can improved the quality of the solution. Therefore, it is recommended to 
apply LNS where SA and TS are applied to solve OPBS. 
- The obtained results from hybrid SA/TS demonstrate that hybrid SA/TS 
can be applied as a good technique to solve the OPBS problem. The hybrid 
SA/TS method benefits from both SA and TS features. 
-  SA, TS and SA/TS have been compared in terms of solution time, 
objective value obtained and standard deviation. The first clue is that the 
solution time of hybrid SA/TS is less than SA but more than TS. The 
second important feature of the hybrid SA/TS is that hybrid SA/TS obtains 
a better solution or at least a solution close to the best of the SA and TS 
solutions. In other words, hybrid SA/TS overcomes the gap in which SA 
and TS are case dependant. Finally, the standard deviation obtained by 
applying hybrid SA/TS for an instance in different runs is in between the 
standard deviations of SA and TS or it is better than with individual SA and 
TS algorithms. Therefore, hybrid SA/TS is more efficient and reliable 
application for solving the OPBS problem. 
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 Case study Chapter 6:
The proposed model and solution approaches have been implemented in the 
real case study. The case study is an iron ore mine in Australia. The general 
information about the mine and the obtained results are discussed in this chapter.  
 
6.1 GENERAL INFORMATION 
A general layout of the mine is shown in Figure  6.1. This mining area consists 
of several pushbacks such that during a time period (e.g., one month), extraction can 
be performed through different pushbacks or different pits.  
The mined material is loaded from the mining area by excavators, shovels and 
front-end loader (FEL). In accordance with the quality of material, run-of-mine 
material is sent to the high-grade stockpiles or high-grade crusher, low-grade 
stockpiles or low-grade crusher, or waste dumps. Trucks are used to carry material 
from pit to crushers, stockpiles or dumps. The location of pits, crushing and 
processing, stockpiles and waste dumps can be seen in Figure  6.1. Additionally, a 
general ore material flow map is shown in Figure  6.2.  
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Figure  6.1  The mine layout on the satellite picture (Google map- September 2012) 
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 Figure  6.2  A general ore material flow map 
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6.1.1 Material type and destination 
There are three general material types in this mine known as: high-grade; low-
grade or bene; and waste. The main element, considered for categorising is the 
quantity of iron (Fe). However, based on other attributes such as phosphorus (p), 
sulphur (s), silica (Si) and alumina (Al2O3), each material category may be divided 
into several subclasses. High-grade material is sent to the crusher (C2) or stocked in 
high-grade mixed stockpile (MSP) and it is rehandled from MSP to C2 when direct 
feed is not enough. Low grade material is carried to the low-grade blending 
stockpiles (BSP) or sent to the beneficiation plant or crusher 3 (C3). In the blending 
stockpile, the low grade material is blended in order to provide qualified feed for the 
beneficiation plant. In addition, waste material that has no value is dumped in waste 
dumps. 
 
6.1.2 Mineral processing plant or beneficiation plant  
The percentage of Fe in the final product must be greater than 63%. Since the 
grade of low grade material is less than this value, low-grade material must be 
enriched. This process is done through the mineral processing plant or beneficiation 
plant. According to the design of the beneficiation plant of the mine, feed with the 
average grade of 55% of Fe comes to the beneficiation plant and the outcome is 
concentrated with 63.1 % of Fe. The beneficiation plant consists of several physical 
crushing and separation steps such that product with an appropriate grade and size is 
produced. The schematic beneficiation plant product flow sheet is shown in 
Figure  6.3. The beneficiation capacity is about 8.8 mt (million tonnes) which turns to 
about 6 mt product, and the rest will be waste and tailing.  
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Figure  6.3  The schematic beneficiation plant product flow sheet 
 
6.1.3 High-grade crushing 
High-grade material is sent to the crusher or stocked in the stockpile to be used 
in the future time periods. High-grade material does not need to be concentrated. 
Therefore, after primary and secondary crushing, it is sent to HUB to be blended 
with beneficiation plant product. The capacity of the crusher for high-grade crushing 
is 25-30 million tonnes per year. 
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6.1.4 Mining equipment 
To extract material, several types of equipment such as drills, excavators, 
trucks and dozers are used. The most important equipment is excavating equipment 
which is used to excavate and load material. Excavating equipment in the mine 
includes: excavators, shovels, and front-end loaders (FEL). In total, there are seven 
excavators and shovels, and six front-end loaders.  
 
6.1.5 Block model and material destination  
The mine planning and design are currently performed on the basis of a block 
model containing about 115,000 blocks. All blocks have same size, which is 20 by 
20 by 12 meters. A 3D plot of the current blocks, located in 14 pushbacks (PB1-
PB14), is shown in Figure  6.4. 
 
The current destination assignment in this mine is a static method for short-
term scheduling. In this method the blocks are assigned to the destination according 
to the following rules given in Table  6.1. Figure  6.5 shows the destination of blocks 
according to the current policy of destination determination.  
 
Table  6.1  Destination assignment information 
Material Type Destination Fe% Al2O3% S% 
High Grade Crusher 2 >=62 <=2.1 All 
Bene 
(Low Grade) 
Crusher 3 
(Bene Plant) 
>=50 and <62 
>=62 
All 
>2.1 
All 
All 
Waste Pyritic Waste <50 All >=0.2 
Waste Waste Dump <50 All <0.2 
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Figure  6.4  A 3D plot of block model 
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Figure  6.5  A 3D plot of block model which shows the pre-identified destination 
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6.2 Solving OPBS  
The proposed algorithm was applied to solve block sequencing for the case 
study. We selected 2,500 blocks to be extracted over 12 periods such that each period 
is two weeks. Therefore, the aim is to obtain the best sequencing plan over a six-
month horizon.   
Since the current mining operation is being performed in pushbacks PB1, PB4 
and PB5, we considered blocks from these three pushbacks. Each pushback has its 
own entrance ramp, as shown in Figure  6.6. In pushback 1 two benches should be 
mined in the sequencing time horizon (6 month) while pushback 2 and 3 undertake 
three benches. We kept the original size of blocks, which is 20m*20m*12 m.  
 
 
 
Figure  6.6  A plan view of blocks and entrance ramps location 
 
As in the current operation of the mine, we considered crusher 2 and crusher 3 (Bene 
plant) as two processing circuits for ore material and named them as C2 and C3. In 
addition, we named the two waste dumps WD and WDP for waste and pyritic waste 
respectively. As mentioned, in the current mine operation, a static destination 
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assignment approach is applied. According to this approach, blocks with Fe %> 62 
and Al2O3 <2.1 are assigned to C2 and all other blocks with Fe %> 50 are sent to 
C3. For the proposed model, a cut-off grade which distinguishes ore and waste is 
given, and it is 50%. However, the stockpiles and processing cut-off grades are 
dynamic. Moreover, we assumed that rehandling a tonne of material from stockpile 
costs $1 while holding a tonne of material in stockpile is $0.1 for one period. The 
considered parameters for crushers and stockpiles are summarised in Table  6.2. 
 
Table  6.2  Extraction of 2,500 blocks over 12 time periods 
 Processing circuits  
 C3 C2 
Target feed range 270-300 kt 570-600 kt 
Target %Fe range 55-56% 63-64% 
Target % Al2O3 range no limitation < 2.1% 
  Waste dumps  
 WD WDP 
Capacity unlimited unlimited 
Target %S no limitation >0.2 
  Stockpiles  
 BSP MSP 
Initial inventory 900 kt 1500 kt 
Safety level 300kt 600 kt 
Capacity unlimited unlimited 
Target Fe% range >50 >50 
Target Al2O3% range no limitation < 2.1 
 
 
In addition, excavator information including capacity, availability, utilisation 
and efficiency are reported in Table  6.3.  
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Table  6.3  Excavator information 
 
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 FL FL 
Units 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 
Availability (%) 85 81 43 81 78 81 83 82 
Utilisation (%) 84 84 84 84 82 84 84 84 
Efficiency (%) 69 69 69 59 34 34 59 59 
Production/hour 4420 3709 4660 3520 2232 1964 2674 1500 
Hours/month 355 337 177 288 156 166 889 585 
Total production (kt) 1567 1249 826 1014 347 326 2375 877 
Production/day (kt) 52.2 41.6 27.5 33.8 11.5 10.8 79.1 29.2 
 
The algorithms ran about six hours and the results are discussed below. The 
first important aspect of the results  is the practicality of the solution. A 3D visual 
plot of the extraction periods of blocks is shown in Figure  6.7. From this figure, it is 
observed that extraction starts from those blocks which are located close to the 
entrance ramp, and then extraction is expanded toward the opposite side of the ramp. 
As can be seen, several blocks are labelled as un-extracted blocks. Indeed, the 
available capacities of excavators are not enough to extract all blocks. Therefore, 
some blocks remain un-extracted.  
Figure  6.8 represents the assigned destination for each block. It is observed that 
big portions of Pushbacks PB4 and PB5 are waste material. In addition, several 
adjacent blocks may have different destinations. 
Finally, Figure  6.9 shows the assigned excavator for each block. In this case 
study, we assume pushback as territory for excavators. For example the territory of 
S1 is Pushback PB5. Therefore, S1 can only extract blocks which are located in PB5. 
However, FL4 and FL5 are flexible loaders which can move between pushbacks. 
Although the obtained machine allocation is feasible, the machine movements should 
decrease. This can be achieved by developing scheduling tools such that the current 
machine allocation will be the initial solution for the scheduling model. However, 
this scheduling project was outside the scope of this study, therefore it is proposed 
for future work.        
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Figure  6.7  A 3D view of extraction sequence 
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Figure  6.8  A 3D view of assigned destination 
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Figure  6.9  A 3D view of assigned excavators 
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The material flow, reported in Table  6.4, shows that a high percentage of 
processing demands (89%) is provided by direct feed. Furthermore, it is observed 
that in the first period in which the minimum demands of C3 (270 kt) and C2 (570 
kt) are not satisfied by run-of-mine material, rehandling provides the maximum 
demands of C3 and C2. However, there is a similar situation in period 10, but 
rehandling provides the minimum demands of C3 and C2. This happens because 
keeping a tonne of material in the stockpile from first period to last period costs 
$1.2(0.1*12) which is more than the $1 rehandling cost. Therefore, the difference 
between direct feed and maximum demand is rehandled. However, for period 10, 
holding a tonne of material is always cheaper than rehandling (refer to Chapter 4 to 
see the relation of holding and rehandling cost and time period).  
Figure  6.10 shows the status of stockpile inventory for the whole time horizon. 
As can be seen in this Figure and also the columns labelled BSP and MSP in 
Table  6.4, the model tries to mine stockpile labelled blocks as late as possible. In this 
case, most material is sent to the stockpiles in periods 5 to 9 and not too much in the 
last three periods. Investigation of the extraction periods, precedence relations and 
ramp points shows that the available blocks for the last three periods are mostly 
waste. Therefore, a large amount of waste is extracted in these three periods, 
especially in period 11. Figure  6.11 shows the stripping ratio (ratio of extracted waste 
to mined ore in a period) in different periods. As observed, there is a big stripping 
ratio in period 11 when a huge amount of waste is extracted. Investigating of the 
solution demonstrates that all blocks in Pushbacks PB1 and PB4 are extracted by 
period 10 and only blocks of PB5 remain to be mined in the last two periods. As 
mentioned in Section 3.2.3, machines should work on their determined territories 
(which are pushbacks in the presented case study), unless all blocks in their 
territories are extracted. Based on this permission, all machines are working on 
pushback PB5 in periods 11 and 12. On the other hand, grade distribution of blocks 
shows that most blocks of PB5, especially those blocks located in the first bench of 
this pushback, are waste. Therefore, there is no choice other than extraction a huge 
amount of waste material in period 11 to release some ore blocks in the second bench 
to be extracted in period 12. This causes an abnormal value in stripping ratio. 
Moreover, Figure  6.11 shows that the stripping ratio is not constant. Therefore, 
definition of the stripping ratio by a mining engineer is not required because it can be 
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obtained more accurately by the model, which is based on the accessibility of ore 
blocks and the processing requirements.  
 
 
Figure  6.10  Stockpile inventory 
 
 
 Figure  6.11  Stripping ratio 
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Table  6.4  Material flow and stockpile inventory 
 
Dispatched run-of-mine material (kt) 
Stockpiles to processing 
flow (kt) Final processing feed (kt) Stockpile inventory (kt) 
Time 
period 
C3 C2 BSP MSP WD WDP BSP to C3 MSP to C2 C3 C2 BSP MSP 
1 198.0 566.0 38.5 0.0 1790.0 519.0 101.7 33.8 300.0 600.0 837.0 1470.0 
2 300.0 600.0 238.0 81.8 1800.0 285.0 0.0 0.0 300.0 600.0 1080.0 1550.0 
3 200.0 600.0 0.0 0.0 1930.0 537.0 69.6 0.0 270.0 600.0 1010.0 1550.0 
4 295.0 600.0 0.0 169.0 1630.0 503.0 0.0 0.0 295.0 600.0 1010.0 1720.0 
5 300.0 600.0 134.0 324.0 1220.0 647.0 0.0 0.0 300.0 600.0 1140.0 2040.0 
6 300.0 600.0 147.0 383.0 1290.0 522.0 0.0 0.0 300.0 600.0 1290.0 2420.0 
7 300.0 600.0 253.0 508.0 1330.0 239.0 0.0 0.0 300.0 600.0 1540.0 2930.0 
8 300.0 600.0 327.0 618.0 1150.0 199.0 0.0 0.0 300.0 600.0 1870.0 3550.0 
9 300.0 600.0 81.3 192.0 1860.0 187.0 0.0 0.0 300.0 600.0 1950.0 3740.0 
10 147.0 448.0 0.0 0.0 2460.0 179.0 123.4 122.1 270.0 570.0 1820.0 3620.0 
11 17.5 153.0 0.0 0.0 3050.0 0.0 252.5 416.9 270.0 570.0 1570.0 3200.0 
12 277.0 599.0 0.0 350.0 2020.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 277.0 599.0 1570.0 3550.0 
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The results of Fe% and Al2O3% in run-of-mine material, final processing feed 
and stockpile inventory are shown in Table  6.5 and Table  6.6. Figure  6.12 
graphically shows the obtained grade control results for C3 and C2. Figure  6.12.a 
and Figure  6.12.b give the Fe% and Al2O3% of blocks assigned to C2 and C3 in 
each period. The green solid circles in these figures show the average grade of Fe% 
and Al2O3% provided by run-of-mine material for each period. Unlike the static 
approach currently used by the mine, the dynamic allocation assigns some blocks 
with Fe<62 and Al2O3>2.1 to C2. Furthermore, observation shows that the average 
grade of directed run-of-mine material may not satisfy mill requirements (e.g., period 
10 for C2). This shortage is compensated for by stockpile-provided feed. 
Figure  6.13.a and Figure  6.13.b present the final achieved average grades of Fe% and 
Al2O3% in processing feed provided by the mine and the stockpile. These figures 
confirm that grade requirements are completely satisfied for both processing circuits. 
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Table  6.5  Fe % results  
 
 
Fe % of dispatched run-of-mine material 
 
 
Fe % of stockpiles to 
processing flow 
 
Fe % of final 
processing feed 
 
Fe % of stockpile 
inventory 
 
Time 
period C3 C2 BSP MSP WD WDP BSP to C3 MSP to C2 C3 C2 BSP MSP 
1 54.511 62.974 50.695 0 38.932 20.681 56 63.5 55.016 63.003 55.782 63.5 
2 55.806 63.038 53.939 62.731 41.134 25.878 55.782 63.5 55.806 63.038 55.374 63.459 
3 56.128 63.595 0 0 37.65 22.522 55.374 63.459 55.934 63.595 55.374 63.459 
4 55.949 63.998 0 64.535 37.37 25.107 55.374 63.459 55.949 63.998 55.374 63.565 
5 55.978 63.075 57.686 63.744 38.028 22.561 55.374 63.565 55.978 63.075 55.646 63.594 
6 55.876 63.022 55.985 64.412 36.08 23.88 55.646 63.594 55.876 63.022 55.685 63.723 
7 55.93 63.377 57.174 62.891 34.173 30.557 55.685 63.723 55.93 63.377 55.93 63.579 
8 55.686 63.378 57.662 62.256 34.786 28.618 55.93 63.579 55.686 63.378 56.233 63.349 
9 55.921 63.948 55.309 62.916 35.31 26.238 56.233 63.349 55.921 63.948 56.195 63.326 
10 54.611 62.986 0 0 32.854 34.975 56.195 63.326 55.335 63.059 56.195 63.326 
11 51.441 61.991 0 0 32.07 0 56.195 63.326 55.886 63.012 56.195 63.326 
12 55.996 63.999 0 66.087 34.2 0 56 63.326 55.996 63.999 56.195 63.599 
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Table  6.6  Al2O3 % results 
 Al2O3 % of dispatched run-of-mine material 
Al2O3 % of Stockpiles to 
processing flow 
Al2O3 % of final 
processing feed 
Al2O3 % of stockpile 
inventory 
Time 
period C3 C2 BSP MSP WD WDP BSP to C3 MSP to C2 C3 C2 BSP MSP 
1 2.309 2.008 3.481 0.000 1.338 10.742 1.000 1.000 1.865 1.951 1.102 1.000 
2 2.042 1.877 1.506 1.947 1.294 7.819 1.102 1.000 2.042 1.877 1.191 1.050 
3 2.397 1.770 0.000 0.000 1.333 8.522 1.191 1.050 2.086 1.770 1.191 1.050 
4 2.913 1.549 0.000 1.474 1.750 8.198 1.191 1.050 2.913 1.549 1.191 1.092 
5 3.625 1.997 3.472 2.132 1.626 8.940 1.191 1.092 3.625 1.997 1.460 1.257 
6 3.512 2.072 3.124 1.973 2.140 9.585 1.460 1.257 3.512 2.072 1.650 1.370 
7 4.143 2.056 3.773 2.674 2.205 8.903 1.650 1.370 4.143 2.056 1.999 1.596 
8 3.618 2.084 3.141 2.552 3.263 8.904 1.999 1.596 3.618 2.084 2.199 1.762 
9 2.720 1.775 2.662 2.460 3.326 7.976 2.199 1.762 2.720 1.775 2.219 1.798 
10 5.159 2.167 0.000 0.000 3.174 8.338 2.219 1.798 3.816 2.088 2.219 1.798 
11 1.543 1.637 0.000 0.000 2.325 0.000 2.219 1.798 2.175 1.755 2.219 1.798 
12 1.432 1.305 0.000 1.219 2.088 0.000 2.219 1.798 1.432 1.305 2.219 1.741 
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a)  Fe% of blocks assigned to P1 and P2 
 
b) Al2O3% of blocks assigned to P1 and P2 
 
Figure  6.12  Grade control in processing feed 
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a) Average grade of Fe in processing feed  
 
 
b) Average grade of Al2O3 in processing feed  
 
Figure  6.13  Average grades of Fe and Al2O3 in processing feed. 
  
Figure  6.14 represents the grades of blocks dispatched to the stockpiles and the 
average grade of Fe and AL2O3 in the stockpile inventory is shown in Figure  6.15. 
As can be seen, the grade of direct material may vary in different time periods, but 
the average grade is always kept close to the required grade at processing. This helps 
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the operation manager to use the stockpile when direct feeding is disrupted. 
Therefore, if any unforeseen event happens, the processing operation can continue.     
 
a) Fe% of blocks assigned to BSP and MSP 
  
 
 
b) Al2O3% of blocks assigned to BSP and MSP  
 
 
Figure  6.14  Grade control in stockpile feed 
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a) Average of Fe% in BSP and MSP stockpiles 
 
b) Average of Al2O3% in BSP and MSP stockpiles 
 
 
Figure  6.15  Average grades of Fe and Al2O3 in Stockpile inventory 
 
 
The percentages of dispatched material to C3 & BSP and C2 & MSP for both 
static and dynamic approaches are given in Figure  6.16. According to this figure, 
applying dynamic allocation can allocate about 30% more material to C2 and MSP 
compared to the static approach, while all constraints are fulfilled. Since processing 
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at C2 is cheaper than C3, processing costs can be decreased by applying dynamic 
destination allocation. 
 
 
 
Figure  6.16  Percentage of dispatched material in static and dynamic allocation 
 
6.3 Sensitivity Analysis 
Sensitivity analysis can be performed to provide more insightful finding when 
an OPBS problem is solved. There are several parameters such as grade 
requirements, processing capacity, machine capacity and availability which can be 
investigated to observe the sensitivity of the solution obtained for the OPBS. We 
have performed sensitivity analysis for processing demands in terms of capacity and 
grade requirements and also for machine availability, which are discussed below.   
 
6.3.1 Grade requirements 
As discussed before, grade control is an important constraint which should be 
satisfied in the OPBS problem. We have run the model for the real case where the 
grade bounds for C3 and C2 are gradually relaxed. The results for objective values 
and rehandling percentages have been reported in Figure  6.17 and Figure  6.18.  The 
rehandling percentage is calculated as follows: 
Rehandling percentage = (rehandling amount/total provided feed for processing 
demand)*100 
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 As observed in Figure  6.17 and Figure  6.18, the objective value and 
rehandling percentage decrease as the grade bounds are relaxed. This is logical 
because in large ranges of the accepted grade, ore blocks can be sent directly to the 
processing and both rehandling and holding costs are reduced.  
 
 
 
 
Figure  6.17  Objective value for several grade bounds 
 
 
Figure  6.18  Rehandling percentage for different grade bounds 
6.3.2 Processing capacity  
 
We have also performed a sensitivity analysis for the processing demands. The 
real case study was solved under seven different processing demands. Figure  6.19 
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shows the amount of objective values for the tested cases. For those cases which 
have no bar in Figure  6.19, no feasible solution has been found. As can be observed, 
the objective value can decrease by increasing the maximum capacity of the process, 
because more material can be directly transferred to process instead of storing in the 
stockpile. On the other hand, increasing the minimum process demand may enhance 
the objective value, since the model is forced to compensate for the process deficit by 
rehandling from stockpiles.  The amounts of rehandling percentages are given in 
Figure  6.20. In Figure  6.19 and Figure  6.20 it is observed that although the objective 
value of case ((600-700), (300-400)) is less than for case ((500-520), (200-220)), the 
rehandling percentage goes up significantly. This can be explained by the holding 
cost which is a function of the stockpile inventory. Figure  6.21and Figure  6.22 show 
that in case ((600-700), (300-400)) the holding cost is less than case ((500-520),(200-
220)) as the inventory is much less.  
 
 
 
Figure  6.19  Objective value for different processing demands 
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Figure  6.20  Rehandling percentage for different processing demands 
 
 
Figure  6.21  BSP stockpile inventory for two cases 
 
 
Figure  6.22  BMSP stockpile inventory for two cases  
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6.3.3 Machine capacity, availability and flexibility 
The machine’s capacity, effectiveness and flexibility can directly affect the 
obtained solution. From the numerical investigations performed, the following 
statements can be derived:  
- The objective value of OPBS problem may decrease by enhancing the 
capacity of excavators. This result end happens because greater capacity of 
the machine can increase direct feeding and consequently decrease 
rehandling. On the other hand, in some cases enhancing the machine 
capacity may increase holding costs as a result of sending more material to 
the stockpile.  
- Enhancing the machine’s effectiveness has the same effect as machine 
capacity, because the effective capacity of machine is enhanced as a result 
of increasing its effectiveness. Therefore, more blocks can be extracted by 
enhancing machine effectiveness.  
- Using flexible machine can improve the objective value since it increase 
the extraction selectivity. Flexible machine is a machine that can easily 
move between benches and pushbacks and provide direct feed.  
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Figure  6.23  Effects of increasing machine effectiveness on inventory status  
 
6.3.4 Stockpiling costs  
Two main types of stockpiling costs have been considered for OPBS - 
rehandling and holding costs. The sequencing has been solved under different ratios 
of rehandling and holding costs, as listed in Table  6.7.  
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Table  6.7  Holding and rehandling costs in different scenarios  
Scenario  1 2 3 4 
Unit holding cost ($/tonne/period) 0.1 0.5 1 1.5 
Unit rehandling cost ($/tonne) 1 1 1 1 
Rehandling/Holding 10 2 1 0.666 
Transition time (𝑤𝑡𝑟 = (𝑇 − 𝑑𝑟𝑠𝜌
𝑑ℎ
𝑡 )  ) 2 10 11 12* 
*When the holding cost is greater than unit rehandling cost, 𝑤𝑡𝑟 = 𝑇 
 
As unit holding costs increase, the transition time also increases, as can be seen 
in Table  6.7. For those periods which are smaller than 𝑤𝑡𝑟, rehandling is cheaper than 
the holding cost. Therefore, when the 𝑤𝑡𝑟  increases, the amount of rehandled material 
also increases, as can be observed in Figure  6.24. This figure shows the rehandled 
tonnage for different holding costs. The rehandled amount increases because 
for 𝑤 < 𝑤𝑡𝑟, the difference between maximum process demand and direct provided 
feed is compensated for by the stockpile. For 𝑤 ≥ 𝑤𝑡𝑟the difference between 
minimum process demand and direct feed is compensated. This end can be seen in 
Table  6.8, in which final process demands are given for different holding costs.  
 
 
Figure  6.24  Rehandled tonnage with different holding costs 
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Table  6.8  Satisficed process demands in different scenarios  
 0.1 0.5 1 1.5 
Time 
Period C3 C2 C3 C2 C3 C2 C3 C2 
1 300 600 300 600 300 600 300 600 
2 299.94 599.99 300 600 300 600 300 600 
3 270 599.89 300 600 300 600 300 600 
4 295.46 599.96 300 600 300 600 300 600 
5 299.96 599.99 300 600 300 600 300 600 
6 299.99 600 300 600 300 600 300 600 
7 299.95 599.97 300 600 300 600 300 600 
8 299.99 599.99 300 600 300 600 300 600 
9 300 599.99 300 600 300 600 300 600 
10 270 570 270 570 300 600 300 600 
11 270 570 270 570 270 590.28 300 600 
12 276.76 599.11 296.82 599.99 276.63 600 292.96 599.18 
 
6.4 Conclusion  
In this chapter, a large case study was introduced and the OPBS problem was 
solved for this case. The case study is a large iron ore mine located in Western 
Australia. There are two processing circuits in this mine, which are fed by run-of-
mine material and the stockpiles. The processing circuits are sensitive to the Fe and 
Al2O3 content of input feed, and they work under determined processing capacities.  
 The fortnightly extraction sequences were obtained over a six-month time 
horizon. The results and the sensitivity analysis show that: 
- A large portion of processing feed (about 89%) is provided by run-of-mine 
material which leads to a decrease in stockpile rehandling. 
-  The obtained solution shows that material is stored at stockpiles at late as 
possible. This happens in order to decrease stockpile holding costs. 
However, due to the precedence constraints, some material may be sent to 
the stockpile in earlier periods.  
- Since the C2 processing circuit is cheaper than the C3, the model tries to 
send material to C2 and MSP as much as possible to decrease processing 
costs. Compared to the pre-determined destination assignments, the new 
proposed model sends 30% more material to the C2. 
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- Ore-blocks are allowed to be assigned to one out of four destinations, 
including C2, C3, MSP and BSP. However, the average grades of Fe and 
Al2O3 are completely satisfied for all periods for C2 and C3. The average 
grade of Fe% and Al2O3% in stockpile inventories are close to the required 
grade for processing.  
- The sensitivity analysis on grade control constraints shows that relaxing 
grade bounds can improve the objective because processing demands can 
be provided by run-of-mine.  
- Increasing processing capacity may increase or decrease the objective 
value. Increasing the capacity of processing circuits may lead to obtaining 
an infeasible solution, since there may not be enough ore material in the 
mine and stockpiles. 
- Depending on the capacity and the availability of excavators, some blocks 
may remain un-extracted. Increasing machine capacity or machine 
availability will increase extraction capacity. 
- The amount of rehandled material increases as the ratio of stockpile 
rehandling costs and holding costs decreases.  
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 Conclusions and Future Work Chapter 7:
The aims of this research are to develop a new integrated model for the open 
pit mine block sequencing problem, and to propose the new solution approaches to 
solve this problem in a reasonable time. The model is justified based on the smallest 
mining unit (block) to take the advantage of keeping the granularity of the block’s 
grade.  Therefore, unlike the usual approaches, no aggregation or clustering is 
needed. A multi-period inventory model is integrated with block sequencing to 
model the stockpile in the mining operation. Therefore, processing circuits can be fed 
by stockpiles in order to achieve processing requirements in terms of grade and 
capacity. The proposed multi-period inventory uses the average grade strategy, in 
which the average grade of stocked material is taken into account. The proposed 
model also takes advantage of handling dynamic destination assignments and 
allowing a blending process. Another main feature of the proposed model is 
considering the required width for mining machinery and allowing a block to be 
extracted from any one of four sides.  
The second main part of this thesis develops solution approaches to solve the 
real-size instances of the problem.  Since the real-life instances of the problem are 
intractable for standard solvers such as CPLEX, several heuristic techniques, 
including constructive heuristics, local search, simulated annealing and tabu search, 
are developed. A new constructive heuristic algorithm generates a good feasible 
initial solution for the OPBS problem. Neighbourhood search improves the initial 
solution by generating new neighbourhood solutions on the basis of neighbourhood 
structure specifically developed for the OPBS problem. In addition to the 
neighbourhood search, SA and TS are proposed and justified for the OPBS problem 
in order to avoid trapping in local optimum. Moreover, a large neighbourhood search 
(LNS) is also proposed to be integrated with SA and TS to enhance the quality of the 
solution. Finally, to take the benefits of use both features of SA and TS and enhance 
the quality and efficiency of the solution algorithms, a hybrid SA and TS is 
proposed. All the proposed solution techniques are coded using MATLAB 
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programming environment and validated by a number of numerical investigations on 
several case studies.    
The theoretical and practical contributions of this research and the direction of 
future research in this field are discussed in this chapter.  
 
7.1 Theoretical Contributions  
This thesis makes several contributions to the theory behind the generic MIP 
model and solution techniques developed for OPBS. The main theoretical 
contributions are as follows: 
- A new mathematical optimisation model was developed for the open pit 
block sequencing problem. The developed model aims to obtain the 
optimum sequences of open pit block extraction in the presence of several 
constraints, including precedence relations, machine capacity, grade 
requirements, processing demands and stockpile considerations. The 
sequence of block extraction is optimised, taking into account the objective 
of minimising stockpiling costs, misclassification and drop-cut costs.  
- The destinations of mined material are dynamically determined by the 
model, and the blending is allowed. The destinations are assigned to the 
blocks such that grade requirements are satisfied and misclassification costs 
are minimised.  Therefore, three main parameters in destination 
assignments including the value of blocks, grade, and tonnage distribution 
of the current mining area, are simultaneously taken into account. 
- Stockpiling was considered in the production operations and was integrated 
with block sequencing. The average grade strategy was modelled, in which 
the average grade of stocked material is calculated at the end of each 
period. Stockpile capacity, stockpile grade constraints on the accepted 
grade, and material flow between stockpiles and processing circuits, were 
considered as constraints in the developed model.  
- Another contribution of this thesis was to develop several efficient solution 
approaches for the OPBS problem. Since the OPBS problem is an NP-hard 
problem, standard MIP solvers are not capable of solving industry-scale 
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instances. Therefore, several efficient heuristic approaches were developed 
which are able to find high quality solutions for the large and real instances 
of the problem in a reasonable time.  
- A new constructive heuristic algorithm was developed to obtain a good 
initial solution for the OPBS problem. The proposed constructive heuristic 
creates a feasible solution from scratch on a period-by-period basis.    
- An efficient neighbourhood structure was developed to be embedded in the 
context of the metaheuristic algorithms.  The neighbourhood structure 
involves two main moves, which are a move between periods and a move 
between destinations.  
- For the sake of achieving the best destination for the blocks, a sub-problem 
named destination assignments (DA) was introduced and modelled. This 
sub-problem is solved as part of the original problem, and it assigns values 
to the destination decision variables. The objective of this sub-problem is to 
assign blocks to the destinations such that direct feeding of processing be 
maximised.  
- To solve the DA sub-problem, a so-called priority sorting heuristic (PSH) 
was developed and applied. The main idea of the PSH is to send the block 
to the processing circuit which has the requirements closest to the block’s 
attributes. In addition to PSH, DA can be solved by the branch and bound 
(B&B) algorithm, which is an exact solution. The performance of both 
B&B and PSH in several cases was investigated in terms of quality of 
solution and the solution time. Results demonstrate the capability of both 
algorithms and confirm that both algorithms are promising. However, as 
the number of destination increases, B&B can perform better.  Therefore, it 
is recommended that B&B is used for solving DA; however in those 
iterations at which B&B is unable to find a solution or takes too long, PSH 
is employed.  
- Simulated annealing (SA) and tabu search (TS) were developed and 
adjusted for solving the OPBS problem. Comprehensive computational 
experiments were performed on the SA parameters and performances.  An 
ascending cooling schedule with a short-recorded strategy (ACSWSS) is 
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proposed to be applied in the SA algorithm for solving the OPBS problem. 
The sensitivity analysis shows that the SA parameters are case-dependent 
and should be obtained for each individual case study. The performance of 
the TS algorithm was also analysed, and two types of memory, including 
short and long-term memories, are proposed to be considered for solving 
the OPBS problem.   
- To enhance the quality of the solution, obtained by SA and TS, a large 
neighbourhood search (LNS) was also proposed to be integrated with SA 
and TS. The LNS uses a mechanism in which a part of the solution is 
destroyed and re-built.  Integrating LNS with SA and TS significantly 
improves the solution’s quality.  
- SA and TS were hybridised in order to benefit from both individual 
features of these algorithms.  The SA feature is to accept some non-
improving moves in order to investigate the solution space more diversified 
and visit the regions behind the non-improving solutions. TS can enhance 
diversification and intensification by recording the previous search 
information.  The TS memories prevent cycling and revisiting the currently 
visited solutions.  
- The performance of SA, TS and SA/TS in solving different instances of the 
OPBS problem was compared in terms of solution time, obtained objective 
value and standard deviation. The comparison of SA and TS shows that TS 
is faster than SA and SA/TS, but SA and SA/TS obtain better solution. 
Hybridising TS with SA decreases the solution time of SA and improves 
the quality of the solution obtained by TS.  The results show that the 
performance of SA and TS may be case-dependant, which means that in 
some cases SA may perform better and in some instances TS may be more 
efficient. This case-dependency is also overcome by applying hybrid 
SA/TS. Generally, it can be concluded that the hybrid SA/TS takes priority 
over SA and TS in solving OPBS problem.  
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7.2 Practical Contributions  
In terms of practical aspects, this thesis makes several contributions, outlined 
below: 
- All practical mining rules were applied in the proposed model. These rules 
involve minimum required space for excavators, the extraction direction, 
excavator’s territory, drop-cut consideration, excavator’s availability, waste 
extraction priority and the number of active benches. Considering all these 
rules allows the planner to solve the sequencing problem for short time 
periods (e.g., a week).   
- The model is solved at the level of the smallest mining unit (original size of 
the blocks). This can save the resolution of grade estimation. Since it is 
assumed that the grade of a block is homogenously distributed within a 
block, solving the OPBS problem at the level of original block size 
increases the accuracy of the results.  
- The actual capacity of the excavator is applied in the model in order to 
control the excavator’s capacity constraint. In addition to controlling the 
extraction capacity, excavators are integrated in the model in order to 
control the number of active benches and to control the excavator’s 
working territory.  Moreover, in the new model, extraction rate can vary 
where rock types change.   Therefore, the obtained results are practical and 
the model prevents having deficit in production or over-production in 
practice. 
- The proposed model was coded in the ILOG CPLEX as an MIP problem. 
The developed heuristic techniques were coded in MATLAB programming 
environment. A visualisation module was developed for representing the 
obtained results in 3D. 
- The block sequencing problem was solved for a large-scale iron ore mine 
with multi-circuits processing. Analysis of the obtained solution for this 
case study shows that: 
o About 89% of processing demands is provided by run-of-mine 
material, which leads to a low rate of rehandling.  
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o The material is stored at stockpile as late as possible to decrease 
holding costs.  
o A smooth flow stream is provided for each process in terms of in-
demand tonnage and grade requirements.  
o The priority is to process the material in the cheapest processing 
circuit.  
o The stockpile inventory never drops below the safety level.  
o Excavators work in their defined territory. 
- Sensitivity analysis was performed on the key elements of the model which 
are grade bounds, process demands, machine capacity and availability and 
stockpiling cost and the results were given in Section 6.3.    
7.3 Future Work 
The proposed model is a generic model which is applicable for hard-rock open pit 
mines such as iron ore, copper and gold mining. However, future research can be 
conducted to improve and generalise the current model and solution approaches and 
to solve other related optimisation problems. For future work, the following research 
directions are proposed:  
- Developing a method to calculate a lower bound for this problem to better 
evaluate the efficiency and optimality performance of the proposed 
metaheuristics. 
- Performance measurement of the results obtained by the proposed 
methodology by mining engineers in a real-life mining operation.  
- Developing a multi-criteria objective version of the current model is 
proposed for the circumstances in which processing or grade requirements 
cannot be satisfied. In the multi-objective model of the OPBS problem, the 
deviation of grade bounds and the deviation of processing feeds can be 
added to the objective function.  
- As uncertainty is an inherent component of input data for the OBPS 
problem, it is proposed to consider uncertainty in future work. The 
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uncertainty of grade, block value and excavators’ availability are the main 
sources of uncertainty which can be taken into account.  
- An excavator scheduling model can be integrated with the current model to 
control the excavator movements and achieve a more detailed solution. The 
current model can be solved for even shorter time periods (e.g., a day or a 
shift) in an interactive framework with an excavator scheduling model. 
- An interactive framework can be developed between the medium-term plan 
and the proposed sequencing model in this thesis, so that the medium-term 
plan can be updated according to the results of the current sequencing 
model.  
- Other modules such as stockpile and waste dump construction modules can 
be developed and integrated with the current OPBS model.   
- The proposed methodology can be adapted to use for the underground 
mining optimisation.  
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Lerchs and Grossmann Algorithm 
To explain the details of the Lerchs and Grossmann (LG) algorithm, the 
following definitions are presented (see Ahuja et al., (1993) and Lerchs and 
Grossmann (1965)) .   
Graph or network: graph or network is defined by a set of nodes (or points or 
vertices) and arcs (or edges or lines). A G (N, A) represents a graph with n=|N| nodes 
and m=|A| arcs. 
Arc: arc is a line that shows a possible direction of a motion from one node to 
another node.  
Directed arc: directed arc is an arc in which the direction of the motion is 
determined. The arc and the directed arc are used interchangeably for directed arc 
and an undirected arc is called by an edge. An arc (i, j) represents an arc between 
node i and node j such that the arc starts from node i and terminates at node j.  
Directed network or directed graph: a network or a graph whit directed arcs 
is called a directed network or a directed graph. 
Chain: a sequence of arcs in which each arc has one node in common with the 
previous arc. 
Path: a chain without any repetition of nodes. 
Cycle: a path where the initial node and final node are same. 
Acyclic network: a network without any cycle is named acyclic network. 
Sub-graph: a graph 𝐺 = (𝑁′,𝐴′) is a sub-graph of 𝐺 = (𝑁,𝐴), if N′ ⊆
𝑁 and 𝐴′ ⊆ 𝐴. 
Tree: a connected graph such that there is no cycle in graph. 
Rooted-tree: a tree with a special node, called root node, is identified as rooted 
tree. Indeed, it seems that tree was hanging from its root. 
Branch (Ts): branch is a sub-graph of tree such that it does not contain root.  
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Lerchs and Grossmann presented two approaches to convert a block model to a 
tree and solve the ultimate pit limit problem.  
 
Lerchs and Grossmann algorithm: First approach 
 
To provide the more clear explanations, all steps of the LG algorithm are 
explained based on the network form of a 2D block model shown in Figure A-1. In 
Figure A-1, arcs represent the precedence relationships and the numbers in the circles 
show the block economic values. 
-4
-2+5+2+1
+3-1-4
-1
 
 
Figure A-1: Network form of a 2D block model 
 
Step1: Constructing an initial tree and adding a dummy root (node r) 
To create an initial tree arc (-2,-1) is deleted. The corresponded tree and the rooted 
tree are shown in  
Figure A- 2.  
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-4
-2+5+2+1
+3-1-4
-1
-4
-2+5+2+1
+3-1-4
-1
r
Branch 1
Branch 2
Branch 3
Branch 4
 
Figure A- 2: The initial tree and the rooted tree 
 
 
 
Step 2: arcs labelling 
Definitions: 
p-edge: an edge eij is called p-edge (labelled by p) if a corresponded arc aij points 
toward the branch Ts. Considering the branch 1 in  
Figure A- 2, edge (+1,-4) is a p-edge. 
m-edge: an edge ekl is called m-edge (labelled by m) if a corresponded arc akl 
points away from branch Ts’. The edge (+3,+5) in the branch 4 is a m-edge. 
A p-edge eij is called strong p-edge and labelled by SP, if the sum of node values 
(node weights or V) of branch Ts, containing eij, is positive. Otherwise eij is called 
weak and marked by WP. For example the p-edge (-1,+5) in  
Figure A- 2 is marked by SP because V=+5+3-2-1=+5  
A m-edge ekl is called strong m-edge and labelled by SM, if the sum of node 
values (node weights or V) of branch Ts’, containing ekl, is zero or negative. 
Otherwise eij is called weak and marked by WM. For example the m-edge (-4,+1) in 
Figure 6 is marked by SM because V=-4+1-4=-7. 
Strong node: a node i is called strong if there is at least one strong edge in the 
path from node i to the root. 
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-4
-2+5+2+1
+3-1-4
-1
r
WP
WP
WP
WP
WP
SM
SP
WM
 
 
Figure A- 3: Arcs labelling  
 
Step3: normalising a tree 
A tree is called a normalised tree if all strong edges (SP or SM) in the tree have 
the root node as an endpoint. As it is clear in Figure A- 3, there are two strong edges 
labelled by SP and SM. To normalise the tree, the following rules are applied: 
- if edge (l,k) is strong and m-edge, then arc (l,k) should be replaced by arc 
(r,l); 
- if edge (l,k) is strong and p-edge, then arc (l,k) should be replaced by arc 
(r,k). 
 
After implementing the mentioned rules, the step 2 (labelling) is repeated. The 
algorithm terminates when after step 2, the tree is a normalised tree. Figure A-4 
shows the rest of the LG iterations.  
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SP
-4
-2+5+2+1
+3-1-4
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r
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WP
WP
WP
SP
SP
SP
WM
(c)(b)
(a)
 
 
Figure A-4. Continuing the LG algorithm until the optimum results is achieved 
 
The nodes drawn by red colour in Figure A-4 are strong nodes. At the end of 
algorithm, strong nodes define a set of block with maximum value. This set of blocks 
is called maximum closure and form the ultimate pit. 
 
Lerchs and Grossmann algorithm: Second approach 
 
In the first approach of LG algorithm, it is difficult to create an initial tree. 
Therefore, Lerchs and Grossmann presented another approach to create an initial tree 
and solve the ultimate pit limit. The second approach is explained by considering a 
2D block model shown in Figure A-5. 
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-1
-133-1
-1-1-1
(1)
(8)(7)(6)(5)
(4)(3)(2) 4
1 2 3
(b)(a)
 
 
Figure A-5: a) A 2D block model (numbers in parentheses show block’s ID); b) Precedence pattern 
 
Step1: Adding a root to the network form of the block model and connect the 
root to the all nodes and label arcs. Clearly all edges are p-edge at this stage. Then 
strong branches are classified in a group {Y} and others branches is put in a set {N-
Y}. Then possible connections between {Y} and {N-Y} are defined according to 
precedence pattern. For example, considering Figure A-6, Y={2,3} and N-
Y={1,4,5,6,7,8} and possible connection are {(2,5), (2,6), (2,7), (3,6), (3,7), (3,8)}. 
 
 
 
2 3 4
5 6
1
87
r
SP
WP
SP
WP
WP
WP WP WP
 
Figure A-6. Creating an initial tree and labelling arcs 
 
Step 2: select a possible connection and connect the positive branch to a 
negative branch. Also cut the connection between the root and one of the positive or 
negative branches. If there is no possible connection, then go to the step 4. For 
example, connection (2, 5) is selected. Nodes 2 is connected to node 5 and arc (r, 2) 
is deleted. Results are shown in Figure A- 7. 
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2 3 4
5 6
1
87
r
WP
SP
WP
WP
WPWP
SP
WM
 
 
Figure A- 7: Merging branch {2} and branch {5} and cutting arc (r, 5) 
 
Step3: normalise the tree according to the instruction explained in the first 
approach of the LG and go to step 2. 
 
Step4: Finish. 
Those branches that directly connected to the root by strong edges form the 
maximum closure or the optimal pit limit. The rest of solving ultimate pit limit 
problem for block model in Figure A-5, is shown in Figure A- 8. 
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Y={{2,5}, 3},   Possible connections: {(2,6), (2,7), (3,7), (3,8)}
Selected connection: (2,6)
2 3 4
5 6
1
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r
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WP
WP
WPWP
SP
WM
2 3 4
5 6
1
87
r
WP
SP
WP
WP
WPWP
WP
WM
2 3 4
5 6
1
87
r
WP WP
WMSPWP
SP
WM
WP
2 3 4
5 6
1
87
r
WP WP
WMSPWP
SP
WM
WP
2 3 4
5 6
1
87
r
WP WP
WMSPWP
SP
WM WPY={{2,5,6}, {3,7}},   Possible connections: {(3,8)}
Selected connection: (3,8)
Normalization step
Y={{2,5,6,7}, 3},   Possible connections: { (3,7), (3,8)}
Selected connection: (3,7)
Y={{2,5,6}, 3},   Possible connections: { (2,7), (3,7), (3,8)}
Selected connection: (2,7)
 
Figure A- 8. Continuing the LG algorithm for the 2D block model in Figure A-5. Blocks {2,5,6,3,7,8) 
that connected to the root by strong edges form the optimal pit. 
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Appendix B 
Fillability and Swell Factor 
The fillability and swell factor for several rock types is shown in Table B 1. 
  
Table B 1: Fillability and swell factor for several rock types (Berkhimer, 2011) 
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Appendix C 
An Example of MIP Solution for the OPBS  
 
As an example, the input data for instance (100, 2, 6, 2) and the values of 
decision variables after solving the OPBS problem by CPLEX are given below. 
 
Table C 1: Blocks’ data 
Block 
ID 
X Y Z Density Tonnage Fe Al2o3 S Pushback 
B1 316260 294990 388 3.050573 14642.75 20.08901 9.465358 0.057508 2 
B2 316260 295010 388 3.267191 15682.52 37.9076 8.648292 0.173852 2 
B3 316260 295030 388 2.992698 14364.95 21.51651 11.61554 0.511392 2 
B4 316260 295050 388 2.911933 13977.28 16.22178 10.85319 2.191818 2 
B5 316260 295070 388 3.13196 15033.41 36.18063 8.2989 2.18707 2 
B6 316260 295090 388 3.974039 19075.39 63.47244 2.499421 0.005941 2 
B7 316260 295110 388 4.184237 20084.34 64.45468 2.14809 0.005177 2 
B8 316260 295130 388 3.965843 19036.05 63.79026 2.57374 0.005332 2 
B9 316260 295150 388 3.966812 19040.7 63.5721 2.682952 0.005098 2 
B10 316260 295170 388 4.001523 19207.31 63.09335 2.598812 0.011747 2 
B11 316280 294990 388 3.174427 15237.25 30.1787 9.668706 0.080833 2 
B12 316280 295010 388 3.164529 15189.74 35.86013 8.825423 0.380043 2 
B13 316280 295030 388 3.109598 14926.07 30.77692 9.865017 0.470777 2 
B14 316280 295050 388 2.923953 14034.97 18.40238 10.81972 1.489892 2 
B15 316280 295070 388 2.924804 14039.06 15.61031 11.1454 3.770028 2 
B16 316280 295090 388 3.62498 17399.9 47.58279 7.087993 0.527479 2 
B17 316280 295110 388 4.216763 20240.46 63.41729 2.525982 0.004747 2 
B18 316280 295130 388 4.203721 20177.86 63.55709 2.489974 0.005043 2 
B19 316280 295150 388 4.115829 19755.98 64.20991 2.229663 0.005202 2 
B20 316280 295170 388 4.309539 20685.79 65.43221 1.461748 0.004642 2 
B21 316300 294990 388 3.212055 15417.86 33.18702 8.971234 0.076631 2 
B22 316300 295010 388 3.534839 16967.23 53.63759 4.423313 0.188394 2 
B23 316300 295030 388 3.710759 17811.64 59.25846 3.267238 0.088183 2 
B24 316300 295050 388 3.403242 16335.56 44.76523 6.787185 0.615573 2 
B25 316300 295070 388 3.402119 16330.17 40.58546 8.14986 1.211827 2 
B26 316300 295090 388 4.100322 19681.55 63.23039 2.490759 0.014561 2 
B27 316300 295110 388 4.238786 20346.17 64.47765 2.071542 0.004546 2 
B28 316300 295130 388 4.045921 19420.42 60.22124 3.389452 0.005385 2 
B29 316300 295150 388 3.527827 16933.57 43.11485 9.190245 0.004697 2 
B30 316300 295170 388 3.861402 18534.73 56.15586 4.761268 0.005409 2 
B31 316320 294990 388 3.346859 16064.92 37.85329 5.869332 0.127764 2 
B32 316320 295010 388 3.924695 18838.54 66.61526 1.163939 0.013602 2 
B33 316320 295030 388 3.871148 18581.51 63.69309 2.888006 0.007158 2 
B34 316320 295050 388 3.841875 18441 61.73884 3.800509 0.006641 2 
B35 316320 295070 388 4.100886 19684.25 65.17115 1.916656 0.005239 2 
B36 316320 295090 388 4.10388 19698.62 64.09592 2.165128 0.00466 2 
B37 316320 295110 388 3.738727 17945.89 52.71321 6.08985 0.004633 2 
B38 316320 295130 388 3.392569 16284.33 39.24521 10.65244 0.005068 2 
B39 316320 295150 388 3.317412 15923.58 39.67102 10.50097 0.00389 2 
B40 316320 295170 388 3.936881 18897.03 61.79909 2.880774 0.005692 2 
B41 316340 294990 388 3.699849 17759.28 55.68214 2.414934 0.093945 2 
B42 316340 295010 388 4.06384 19506.43 67.58189 0.840319 0.005225 2 
B43 316340 295030 388 3.952483 18971.92 64.57735 2.458834 0.006636 2 
B44 316340 295050 388 3.826658 18367.96 61.78529 3.623234 0.007445 2 
B45 316340 295070 388 4.132133 19834.24 65.46938 1.802944 0.006407 2 
B46 316340 295090 388 3.737307 17939.07 52.84468 6.183853 0.005048 2 
B47 316340 295110 388 3.260432 15650.07 34.35956 12.85712 0.006015 2 
B48 316340 295130 388 3.233351 15520.08 33.22796 13.60735 0.006039 2 
B49 316340 295150 388 3.284005 15763.22 36.59027 12.30672 0.005419 2 
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B50 316340 295170 388 3.743315 17967.91 54.1152 5.922589 0.005296 2 
B51 316360 294990 388 4.037307 19379.07 64.53735 1.893336 0.009477 1 
B52 316360 295010 388 4.156781 19952.55 66.91635 1.169801 0.005591 1 
B53 316360 295030 388 4.021358 19302.52 65.31618 2.09406 0.006054 1 
B54 316360 295050 388 3.815227 18313.09 62.05072 3.486331 0.008349 1 
B55 316360 295070 388 4.097841 19669.64 65.38069 1.853641 0.006844 1 
B56 316360 295090 388 3.502425 16811.64 44.773 9.039668 0.005678 1 
B57 316360 295110 388 3.534085 16963.61 46.23345 8.490418 0.005764 1 
B58 316360 295130 388 3.442713 16525.02 42.14849 10.30889 0.006458 1 
B59 316360 295150 388 3.265519 15674.49 35.2814 13.37948 0.007452 1 
B60 316360 295170 388 3.41992 16415.62 38.97603 11.87851 0.005788 1 
B61 316380 294990 388 4.265348 20473.67 66.84106 1.220472 0.007674 1 
B62 316380 295010 388 4.222884 20269.84 66.8405 1.22894 0.005441 1 
B63 316380 295030 388 4.079174 19580.04 65.61727 1.919529 0.006082 1 
B64 316380 295050 388 3.78914 18187.87 62.14751 3.505111 0.008643 1 
B65 316380 295070 388 3.856934 18513.28 62.62399 3.219258 0.007471 1 
B66 316380 295090 388 3.688045 17702.62 52.40661 5.83978 0.007379 1 
B67 316380 295110 388 3.302055 15849.86 34.86784 12.83969 0.006689 1 
B68 316380 295130 388 3.394739 16294.75 38.33705 11.21632 0.00581 1 
B69 316380 295150 388 3.250427 15602.05 38.20087 11.49342 0.006268 1 
B70 316380 295170 388 3.327199 15970.56 36.36563 12.62779 0.006054 1 
B71 316400 294990 388 4.276138 20525.46 66.95393 1.15842 0.007956 1 
B72 316400 295010 388 4.227938 20294.1 66.70133 1.291897 0.006403 1 
B73 316400 295030 388 4.070475 19538.28 65.24522 2.02959 0.006277 1 
B74 316400 295050 388 3.792197 18202.55 63.33859 3.032352 0.008974 1 
B75 316400 295070 388 3.822824 18349.56 62.56305 3.239247 0.007851 1 
B76 316400 295090 388 3.629767 17422.88 53.7781 5.528912 0.007698 1 
B77 316400 295110 388 3.265583 15674.8 35.31747 12.45754 0.007226 1 
B78 316400 295130 388 3.268726 15689.88 35.05273 12.42008 0.005816 1 
B79 316400 295150 388 3.374189 16196.11 42.56809 10.17603 0.00495 1 
B80 316400 295170 388 3.219681 15454.47 36.26897 12.39174 0.005914 1 
B81 316420 294990 388 3.986361 19134.53 62.49362 2.426427 0.039103 1 
B82 316420 295010 388 4.253761 20418.05 66.43258 1.39828 0.007553 1 
B83 316420 295030 388 4.031244 19349.97 64.5988 2.251733 0.007345 1 
B84 316420 295050 388 3.858102 18518.89 63.41447 2.901825 0.009202 1 
B85 316420 295070 388 4.102559 19692.28 66.31598 1.436917 0.007837 1 
B86 316420 295090 388 3.650689 17523.31 51.76155 5.66509 0.006851 1 
B87 316420 295110 388 3.065416 14714 26.0864 14.2173 0.005748 1 
B88 316420 295130 388 3.087993 14822.37 26.13236 14.1297 0.005927 1 
B89 316420 295150 388 3.174922 15239.63 31.97154 12.93624 0.005322 1 
B90 316420 295170 388 3.172932 15230.07 32.03743 14.35555 0.006306 1 
B91 316440 294990 388 3.288782 15786.15 41.53225 7.735543 0.416731 1 
B92 316440 295010 388 4.233294 20319.81 66.68774 1.15083 0.008589 1 
B93 316440 295030 388 4.003133 19215.04 64.6978 2.186106 0.007443 1 
B94 316440 295050 388 3.963674 19025.64 64.80432 2.22933 0.009264 1 
B95 316440 295070 388 4.097623 19668.59 66.22964 1.351016 0.008505 1 
B96 316440 295090 388 3.438683 16505.68 44.56099 7.478493 0.004515 1 
B97 316440 295110 388 3.042486 14603.93 25.66374 13.89086 0.005616 1 
B98 316440 295130 388 3.044344 14612.85 28.71696 14.50731 0.005558 1 
B99 316440 295150 388 3.074143 14755.89 31.92759 14.08877 0.005416 1 
B100 316440 295170 388 3.099153 14875.93 50 14.86007 0.00697 1 
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Table C 2: Input parameters for processing, stockpile and machine 
 Processing circuits  
 P1 P2 
Target feed range 200-250 kt 600-650 kt 
Target %Fe range 55-59% 62-65% 
Target % Al2O3 range no limitation < 2.1% 
  Waste dumps  
 W1 W2 
Capacity unlimited unlimited 
Target %S no limitation >0.2 
  Stockpiles  
 S1 S2 
Initial inventory 600 kt 900 kt 
Safety level 300kt 600 kt 
Capacity unlimited unlimited 
Target Fe% range >50 >50 
Target Al2O3% range no limitation < 2.1 
 Excavator 
 M1 M2 
Capacity (m^3) 130000 130000 
 
 
Table C 3: Values of x(i, m, d, t) 
i m d t value i m d t value 
B1 M2 W1 1 1 B51 M1 P2 1 1 
B2 M2 W2 1 1 B52 M2 P2 1 1 
B3 M2 W2 1 1 B53 M2 P1 1 1 
B4 M1 W2 1 1 B54 M1 P2 1 1 
B5 M1 W2 1 1 B55 M1 P2 2 1 
B6 M1 P1 2 1 B56 M2 W1 2 1 
B7 M2 P2 2 1 B57 M2 W1 2 1 
B8 M2 P2 2 1 B58 M2 W1 2 1 
B9 M2 P2 2 1 B59 M1 W1 2 1 
B10 M1 P2 2 1 B60 M2 W1 2 1 
B11 M1 W1 1 1 B61 M2 P2 1 1 
B12 M2 W2 1 1 B62 M2 P2 1 1 
B13 M1 W2 1 1 B63 M2 P2 1 1 
B14 M1 W2 1 1 B64 M1 P2 1 1 
B15 M2 W2 1 1 B65 M1 P2 2 1 
B16 M2 W2 1 1 B66 M1 P1 2 1 
B17 M2 P2 2 1 B67 M1 W1 2 1 
B18 M1 P2 2 1 B68 M2 W1 2 1 
B19 M1 P1 2 1 B69 M2 W1 2 1 
B20 M1 P1 2 1 B70 M2 W1 2 1 
B21 M2 W1 1 1 B71 M2 P2 1 1 
B22 M1 P1 1 1 B72 M2 P2 1 1 
B23 M1 P2 1 1 B73 M2 P2 1 1 
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B24 M1 W2 1 1 B74 M1 P2 1 1 
B25 M2 W2 1 1 B75 M1 P2 2 1 
B26 M2 P2 2 1 B76 M2 P2 2 1 
B27 M2 P2 2 1 B77 M1 W1 2 1 
B28 M1 P2 2 1 B78 M2 W1 2 1 
B29 M2 W1 2 1 B79 M1 W1 2 1 
B30 M1 P2 2 1 B80 M1 W1 2 1 
B31 M2 W1 1 1 B81 M2 P2 1 1 
B32 M2 P2 1 1 B82 M1 P1 1 1 
B33 M1 P2 1 1 B83 M2 P2 1 1 
B34 M2 P2 1 1 B84 M1 P2 1 1 
B35 M2 P2 2 1 B85 M2 P2 1 1 
B36 M1 P2 2 1 B86 M1 P2 2 1 
B37 M1 P2 2 1 B87 M2 W1 2 1 
B38 M2 W1 2 1 B88 M1 W1 2 1 
B39 M2 W1 2 1 B89 M2 W1 2 1 
B40 M2 P2 2 1 B90 M1 W1 2 1 
B41 M1 P1 1 1 B91 M2 W2 1 1 
B42 M1 P2 1 1 B92 M2 P2 1 1 
B43 M1 P2 1 1 B93 M1 P2 1 1 
B44 M1 P2 2 1 B94 M1 P2 1 1 
B45 M2 P2 2 1 B95 M2 P2 1 1 
B46 M1 P1 2 1 B96 M2 W2 1 1 
B47 M2 W1 2 1 B97 M1 W1 2 1 
B48 M1 W1 2 1 B98 M1 W1 2 1 
B49 M2 W1 2 1 B99 M1 W1 2 1 
B50 M2 P1 2 1 B100 M2 P2 2 1 
 
 
Table C 4:Values of y(i, f, t) 
B f t v B f t v B f t v B f t v B f t v 
B1 1 1 1 B22 4 2 1 B42 1 1 1 B62 1 1 1 B80 2 2 1 
B1 1 2 1 B23 1 1 1 B42 1 2 1 B62 1 2 1 B80 3 2 1 
B2 1 1 1 B23 1 2 1 B42 2 2 1 B62 2 2 1 B81 1 1 1 
B2 1 2 1 B23 2 2 1 B42 3 2 1 B62 3 2 1 B81 1 2 1 
B2 3 2 1 B23 3 2 1 B42 4 2 1 B62 4 2 1 B82 1 1 1 
B2 4 2 1 B23 4 2 1 B43 1 1 1 B63 1 1 1 B82 1 2 1 
B3 1 1 1 B24 1 1 1 B43 1 2 1 B63 1 2 1 B82 2 2 1 
B3 1 2 1 B24 1 2 1 B43 2 2 1 B63 2 2 1 B82 3 2 1 
B3 3 2 1 B24 2 2 1 B43 3 2 1 B63 3 2 1 B82 4 2 1 
B3 4 2 1 B24 3 2 1 B43 4 2 1 B63 4 2 1 B83 1 2 1 
B4 1 1 1 B24 4 2 1 B44 1 2 1 B64 1 1 1 B83 2 2 1 
B4 1 2 1 B25 1 1 1 B44 2 2 1 B64 1 2 1 B83 3 1 1 
B4 3 2 1 B25 1 2 1 B44 3 2 1 B64 2 2 1 B83 3 2 1 
B4 4 2 1 B25 2 2 1 B44 4 2 1 B64 3 2 1 B83 4 2 1 
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B5 1 1 1 B25 3 2 1 B45 1 2 1 B64 4 2 1 B84 1 1 1 
B5 1 2 1 B25 4 2 1 B45 2 2 1 B65 1 2 1 B84 1 2 1 
B5 3 2 1 B26 1 2 1 B45 3 2 1 B65 2 2 1 B84 2 2 1 
B5 4 2 1 B26 2 2 1 B45 4 2 1 B65 3 1 1 B84 3 2 1 
B6 1 2 1 B26 3 2 1 B46 1 2 1 B65 3 2 1 B84 4 2 1 
B6 3 2 1 B26 4 2 1 B46 2 2 1 B65 4 2 1 B85 1 2 1 
B6 4 2 1 B27 1 2 1 B46 3 2 1 B66 1 2 1 B85 2 2 1 
B7 1 1 1 B27 2 2 1 B46 4 2 1 B66 2 2 1 B85 3 1 1 
B7 1 2 1 B27 3 2 1 B47 1 2 1 B66 3 2 1 B85 3 2 1 
B7 3 2 1 B27 4 2 1 B47 2 2 1 B66 4 2 1 B85 4 2 1 
B7 4 2 1 B28 1 2 1 B47 3 2 1 B67 1 2 1 B86 1 2 1 
B8 1 2 1 B28 2 2 1 B47 4 2 1 B67 2 2 1 B86 2 2 1 
B8 3 2 1 B28 3 2 1 B48 1 2 1 B67 3 2 1 B86 3 1 1 
B8 4 2 1 B28 4 2 1 B48 2 2 1 B67 4 2 1 B86 3 2 1 
B9 1 2 1 B29 1 2 1 B48 3 2 1 B68 1 1 1 B86 4 2 1 
B9 3 2 1 B29 2 2 1 B48 4 1 1 B68 1 2 1 B87 1 2 1 
B9 4 2 1 B29 3 2 1 B48 4 2 1 B68 2 2 1 B87 2 2 1 
B10 1 2 1 B29 4 2 1 B49 1 2 1 B68 3 2 1 B87 3 2 1 
B10 3 2 1 B30 1 2 1 B49 2 2 1 B68 4 2 1 B87 4 2 1 
B11 1 1 1 B30 2 2 1 B49 3 2 1 B69 1 2 1 B88 1 2 1 
B11 1 2 1 B30 3 2 1 B49 4 2 1 B69 2 2 1 B88 2 2 1 
B12 1 1 1 B31 1 1 1 B50 1 2 1 B69 3 1 1 B88 3 2 1 
B12 1 2 1 B31 1 2 1 B50 2 1 1 B69 3 2 1 B89 1 2 1 
B12 2 2 1 B32 1 1 1 B50 2 2 1 B69 4 1 1 B89 2 2 1 
B12 3 2 1 B32 1 2 1 B50 3 1 1 B69 4 2 1 B89 3 2 1 
B12 4 2 1 B32 2 2 1 B50 3 2 1 B70 1 2 1 B89 4 2 1 
B13 1 2 1 B32 3 2 1 B51 1 1 1 B70 2 2 1 B90 1 2 1 
B13 2 1 1 B32 4 2 1 B51 1 2 1 B70 3 2 1 B90 2 2 1 
B13 2 2 1 B33 1 1 1 B52 1 1 1 B71 1 1 1 B90 3 2 1 
B13 3 2 1 B33 1 2 1 B52 1 2 1 B71 1 2 1 B91 1 1 1 
B13 4 2 1 B33 2 2 1 B52 2 2 1 B72 1 1 1 B91 1 2 1 
B14 1 1 1 B33 3 2 1 B52 3 2 1 B72 1 2 1 B92 1 1 1 
B14 1 2 1 B33 4 2 1 B52 4 2 1 B72 2 2 1 B92 1 2 1 
B14 2 2 1 B34 1 1 1 B53 1 1 1 B72 3 2 1 B92 2 2 1 
B14 3 2 1 B34 1 2 1 B53 1 2 1 B72 4 2 1 B92 4 2 1 
B14 4 2 1 B34 2 2 1 B53 2 2 1 B73 1 1 1 B93 1 1 1 
B15 1 1 1 B34 3 2 1 B53 3 2 1 B73 1 2 1 B93 1 2 1 
B15 1 2 1 B34 4 2 1 B53 4 2 1 B73 2 2 1 B93 2 2 1 
B15 2 2 1 B35 1 2 1 B54 1 1 1 B73 3 2 1 B93 4 2 1 
B15 3 2 1 B35 2 2 1 B54 1 2 1 B73 4 2 1 B94 1 1 1 
B15 4 2 1 B35 3 2 1 B54 2 2 1 B74 1 2 1 B94 1 2 1 
B16 1 1 1 B35 4 2 1 B54 3 2 1 B74 2 2 1 B94 2 2 1 
B16 1 2 1 B36 1 2 1 B54 4 2 1 B74 3 1 1 B94 4 2 1 
B16 2 2 1 B36 2 2 1 B55 1 2 1 B74 3 2 1 B95 1 1 1 
B16 3 2 1 B36 3 2 1 B55 2 2 1 B74 4 2 1 B95 1 2 1 
B16 4 2 1 B36 4 2 1 B55 3 2 1 B75 1 2 1 B95 2 2 1 
B17 1 2 1 B37 1 2 1 B55 4 2 1 B75 2 2 1 B95 4 2 1 
B17 2 2 1 B37 2 2 1 B56 1 2 1 B75 3 2 1 B96 1 1 1 
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B17 3 2 1 B37 3 2 1 B56 2 2 1 B75 4 2 1 B96 1 2 1 
B17 4 2 1 B37 4 2 1 B56 3 2 1 B76 1 2 1 B96 2 2 1 
B18 1 2 1 B38 1 2 1 B56 4 2 1 B76 2 2 1 B96 4 2 1 
B18 2 2 1 B38 2 2 1 B57 1 2 1 B76 3 1 1 B97 1 1 1 
B18 3 2 1 B38 3 1 1 B57 2 2 1 B76 3 2 1 B97 1 2 1 
B18 4 2 1 B38 3 2 1 B57 3 2 1 B76 4 2 1 B97 2 1 1 
B19 1 2 1 B38 4 2 1 B57 4 2 1 B77 1 2 1 B97 2 2 1 
B19 2 1 1 B39 1 2 1 B58 1 2 1 B77 2 2 1 B97 4 1 1 
B19 2 2 1 B39 2 1 1 B58 2 2 1 B77 3 2 1 B97 4 2 1 
B19 3 2 1 B39 2 2 1 B58 3 2 1 B77 4 2 1 B98 1 1 1 
B19 4 2 1 B39 3 1 1 B58 4 2 1 B78 1 2 1 B98 1 2 1 
B20 1 2 1 B39 3 2 1 B59 1 2 1 B78 2 2 1 B98 2 2 1 
B20 2 1 1 B39 4 1 1 B59 2 2 1 B78 3 2 1 B98 4 2 1 
B20 2 2 1 B39 4 2 1 B59 3 1 1 B78 4 2 1 B99 1 1 1 
B20 3 2 1 B40 1 1 1 B59 3 2 1 B79 1 1 1 B99 1 2 1 
B21 1 1 1 B40 1 2 1 B59 4 2 1 B79 1 2 1 B99 2 1 1 
B21 1 2 1 B40 2 2 1 B60 1 2 1 B79 2 2 1 B99 2 2 1 
B22 1 1 1 B40 3 1 1 B60 2 2 1 B79 3 2 1 B99 4 2 1 
B22 1 2 1 B40 3 2 1 B60 3 2 1 B79 4 2 1 B100 1 2 1 
B22 2 2 1 B41 1 1 1 B61 1 1 1 B80 1 1 1 B100 2 1 1 
B22 3 2 1 B41 1 2 1 B61 1 2 1 B80 1 2 1 B100 2 2 1 
 
 
Table C 5: Values of z(s, p, t) 
Stockpiles  (size 2) Mills  
(size 2) 
t  (size 2) Value 
StockpileMill1 Mill1 1 125552.9 
StockpileMill1 Mill1 2 86873.24 
StockpileCrusher1 Crusher 1 118207.7 
StockpileCrusher1 Crusher 2 183447.8 
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Appendix D 
CPLEX Model 
//************************************************************* 
// Parameters  
int T=...;      // Number of time periods; 
int M=...;      // Number of machines; 
int P=...;      // Number of processing circuits; 
int S=...;      // Number of stockpiles; 
int W=...;      // Number of waste dumps; 
int I=...;      // Number of blocks; 
int MinExtraction=...;   // Minimum required mining production; 
int Drop_Cost=...;    // Drop-cut cost 
range t=1..T;    // Time period index, t=1,2,...,T; 
range h=1..5;    // Side index, h=1,2,…,5; 
{string} Mills=...;   // Names of processing circuits; 
{string} Stockpiles=...;   // Names of Stockpiles; 
{string} StockpilesMill=...;  // Names of the stockpiles for mills1;  
{string} StockpilesCrusher=...;  // Names of the stockpiles for Crushers; 
{string} Mills1=...;   // Name of Mills1; 
{string} Crushers=...;   // Name of crushers; 
{string} WasteDumps=...;   // Names of waste dumps; 
{string} Blocks=...;   // Blocks’ ID; 
{string} Machines=...;   // Machines’ name; 
{string} Destinations=...;  // Destinations’ name; 
{string} Times=...;   // Period’s name; 
{string} Attributes=...;   // Names of attributes; 
 
// Blocks’ information 
tuple BlockData { 
  float X; 
  float Y; 
  float Z; 
  float XINC; 
  float YINC; 
  float ZINC; 
  float Volume; 
  float Stratnum; 
  float Density; 
  float Tonnage; 
  float Fe; 
  float P; 
  float SiO2; 
  float Al2O3; 
  float S; 
  float Pushback; 
  float FillFactor; 
  float SwelFactor; 
  float Cost_Processing_Waste; 
  float Cost_Wasting_Ore; 
} 
BlockData Block[Blocks]=...;   
  
// Machine’s information 
tuple MachineData { 
  float Capacity; 
  float IX; 
  float IY; 
  float IZ; 
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   float Pushback; 
} 
MachineData Machine[Machines]=...;  
  
// Destination’s information 
// processing 
tuple Milldata{ 
  float TargetCapacity; 
  float MinCapacity; 
  float MaxCapacity; 
  float SafetyLevel; 
  float Ave_Fe_Saftey; 
  float Ave_P_Saftey; 
  float Ave_SiO2_Saftey; 
  float Ave_Al2O3_Saftey; 
} 
Milldata Mill[Mills]=...;  
 
tuple Attribute_MillData { 
   float TargetGrade; 
   float MaxGrade; 
   float MinGrade; 
} 
Attribute_MillData Attribute_Mill[Attributes]=...; 
   
tuple Attribute_CrusherData { 
   float TargetGrade; 
   float MaxGrade; 
   float MinGrade; 
 } 
 Attribute_CrusherData Attribute_Crusher[Attributes]=...; 
 
// Stockpile 
 tuple StockpileData {  
  float InitialInventory; 
  float Capacity; 
  float InitialFe; 
  float Initial_P; 
  float Initial_SiO2; 
  float Initial_Al2O3; 
  float UnitValue; 
  float UnitCost; 
  float HoldingCost; 
  float RehandlingCost; 
  float MinGrade; 
  float MaxGrade; 
  float MaxGrade_P; 
  float MaxGrade_SiO2; 
  float MaxGrade_Al2O3; 
  float AverageGrade; 
  float SafetyLevel;  
} 
 StockpileData Stockpile[Stockpiles]=...;  
 
tuple Attribute_Stockpile_MillData { 
  float Average; 
} 
Attribute_Stockpile_MillData Attribute_Stockpile_Mill[Attributes]=...; 
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tuple Attribute_Stockpile_CrusherData { 
  float Average; 
} 
Attribute_Stockpile_CrusherData 
Attribute_Stockpile_Crusher[Attributes]=...; 
 
// Waste Dumps 
tuple WasteDumpData { 
  float Capacity; 
  float MinGrade_S; 
  float MaxGrade_S; 
 
} 
WasteDumpData  WasteDump[WasteDumps]=...;  
 
 
// Precedence relations  
 int Relations[Blocks][Blocks]=...; 
 int First_Face[Blocks][Blocks]=...; 
 int Second_Face[Blocks][Blocks]=...; 
 int Third_Face[Blocks][Blocks]=...; 
 int Fourth_Face[Blocks][Blocks]=...; 
  
 
// Machines’ Effectiveness 
 float  Effectiveness[t][Machines]=...;  
 
 
//************************************************************* 
// Decision variables 
 
dvar boolean x[Blocks][Machines][Destinations][t]; // Equal to 1 if block 
i is mined in time period t by machine m and is sent to the destination d; 
 
dvar  float+ z[Stockpiles][Mills][t];  // Amount of material transferred 
to mill p from stockpile s in time period t; 
 
dvar boolean y[Blocks][h][t]; // binary decision variable to handle if-
then precedence constraint; 
 
 
//************************************************************* 
//objective 
   
minimize 
 
sum (tt in t) sum (s in Stockpiles) sum (p in Mills) 
z[s][p][tt]*(Stockpile[s].RehandlingCost)+ (sum(tt in t) sum (s in 
Stockpiles) (Stockpile[s].InitialInventory+ sum(ttt in 1..tt) sum (i 
in Blocks)sum (m in Machines) x[i][m][s][ttt]*Block[i].Tonnage-
sum(ttt in 1..tt) sum (p in Mills) 
z[s][p][ttt])*Stockpile[s].HoldingCost)+sum (tt in t) sum (i in 
Blocks) sum (m in Machines) sum (p in Mills, s in Stockpiles) 
(x[i][m][s][tt]*Block[i].Cost_Processing_Waste+x[i][m][p][tt]*Block[
i].Cost_Processing_Waste)+sum (tt in t) sum (i in Blocks) sum (m in 
Machines) sum (w in WasteDumps) 
x[i][m][w][tt]*Block[i].Cost_Wasting_Ore+sum (i in Blocks) sum(tt in 
t) y[i][5][tt]*Drop_Cost; 
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//************************************************************* 
// constraints 
subject to { 
  
//*************************************************************             
// Precedence constraint 
    // Top-down precedence relationships    
forall (i in Blocks) 
      forall (j in Blocks) 
         forall (tt in t) 
           if    (Relations[i][j]==1) { 
ctPrecedenceRelations: 
sum (r in 1..(tt-1)) sum (m in Machines) 
sum (d in Destinations)  x[j][m][d][r]-sum 
(m in Machines) sum (d in Destinations) 
x[i][m][d][tt] >=0 ;  
     }       
    
// In-bench precedence relationships 
forall (i in Blocks) 
        forall (k in Blocks) 
        forall (tt in t) 
          if    (First_Face[i][k]==1) { 
ctAdjRelations1: 
sum (m in Machines) sum (d in 
Destinations) x[i][m][d][tt]- sum (r in 
1..(tt))  sum (m in Machines) sum (d in 
Destinations)  x[k][m][d][r]-((100000*1-
100000*y[i][1][tt]))<=0 ;     
} 
 
forall (i in Blocks) 
        forall (k in Blocks) 
        forall (tt in t) 
          if    (Second_Face[i][k]==1) { 
          ctAdjRelations2: 
sum (m in Machines) sum (d in 
Destinations) x[i][m][d][tt]- sum (r in 
1..(tt))  sum (m in Machines) sum (d in 
Destinations)  x[k][m][d][r]-((100000*1-
100000*y[i][2][tt]))<=0 ;  
 
} 
 
forall (i in Blocks) 
        forall (k in Blocks) 
        forall (tt in t) 
          if    (Third_Face[i][k]==1) { 
          ctAdjRelations3: 
sum (m in Machines) sum (d in 
Destinations) x[i][m][d][tt]- sum (r in 
1..(tt))  sum (m in Machines) sum (d in 
Destinations)  x[k][m][d][r]-((100000*1-
100000*y[i][3][tt]))<=0 ;  
 
} 
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forall (i in Blocks) 
forall (k in Blocks) 
        forall (tt in t) 
          if   (Fourth_Face[i][k]==1) { 
          ctAdjRelations4: 
sum (m in Machines) sum (d in 
Destinations) x[i][m][d][tt]- sum (r in 
1..(tt))  sum (m in Machines) sum (d in 
Destinations)  x[k][m][d][r]-((100000*1-
100000*y[i][4][tt]))<=0 ;  
 
} 
 
forall (i in Blocks) 
    forall (tt in t)  
     if    (First_Face[i][i]==11111) { 
      ctFirstBorder:   
      y[i][1][tt]<=0;   
   } 
   
   forall (i in Blocks) 
    forall (tt in t)  
     if    (Second_Face[i][i]==11111) { 
       ctSecondBorder:     
      y[i][2][tt]<=0;   
   } 
   
   forall (i in Blocks) 
    forall (tt in t)  
     if    (Third_Face[i][i]==11111){ 
       ctThirdBorder:     
      y[i][3][tt]<=0;   
   } 
   
   forall (i in Blocks) 
    forall(tt in t)  
     if    (Fourth_Face[i][i]==11111){ 
       ctFourthBorder:     
      y[i][4][tt]<=0;   
   } 
 
     forall (i in Blocks) 
        forall (m in Machines) 
         forall (tt in t) 
           forall (d in Destinations) { 
           ctXandYRelation:        
x[i][m][d][tt]<= sum (hh in h) 
y[i][hh][tt]  ;       
} 
 
// Reserve constraint        
Forall (i in Blocks) { 
ctReserveConstraint: 
sum( tt in t) sum (m in Machines) sum (d in Destinations) 
x[i][m][d][tt]<=1;  
sum( tt in t) sum (m in Machines) sum (d in Destinations) 
x[i][m][d][tt]>=1;  
}       
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// Machine capacity constraint  
forall (m in Machines)  
forall (tt in t) { 
ctMachineCapacityPP: 
sum (i in Blocks) sum (d in Destinations) x[i][m][d][tt]* 
Block[i].Volume*Block[i].SwelFactor* Block[i].FillFactor <= 
(Machine[m].Capacity*Effectiveness[tt][m]); 
} 
                  
// Mineral processing plant capacity constraint 
forall (p in Mills) 
forall (tt in t) { 
ctMaxMillCapacity:  
sum (m in Machines) sum (i in Blocks) x[i][m][p][tt] * 
Block[i].Tonnage + sum (s in Stockpiles) z[s][p][tt] <= 
Mill[p].MaxCapacity; 
} 
                
forall (p in Mills) 
forall (tt in 1..(T)){ 
ctMinMillCapacity:  
sum (m in Machines) sum (i in Blocks) x[i][m][p][tt] * 
Block[i].Tonnage+ sum (s in Stockpiles) z[s][p][tt] >= 
Mill[p].MinCapacity; 
} 
       
//Stockpile capacity     
forall(tt in t) { 
ctStockpileMillCapacity: 
sum (s in StockpilesMill) (sum (ttt in 1..tt)  sum (m in 
Machines) sum (i in Blocks) x[i][m][s][ttt]*Block[i].Tonnage+ 
sum (s in StockpilesMill) Stockpile[s].InitialInventory- sum 
(tttt in 1..tt) sum (s in StockpilesMill) sum (p in Mills) 
z[s][p][tttt])- sum (s in StockpilesMill) 
Stockpile[s].Capacity <= 0;                     
} 
 
forall(tt in t) { 
ctStockpileCrusherCapacity: 
sum (s in StockpilesCrusher) (sum (ttt in 1..tt)  sum (m in 
Machines) sum (i in Blocks) x[i][m][s][ttt]*Block[i].Tonnage+ 
sum (s in StockpilesCrusher) Stockpile[s].InitialInventory- 
sum (tttt in 1..tt) sum (s in StockpilesCrusher) sum (p in 
Mills) z[s][p][tttt])- sum (s in StockpilesCrusher) 
Stockpile[s].Capacity <= 0; 
} 
 
// Material Flow Constraint  
forall (s in StockpilesMill) 
forall (tt in 2..T) { 
ctStockpilesOutgoingFlow: 
sum(p in Mills)    z[s][p][tt]- sum (ttt in 1..tt)  sum 
(i in Blocks)sum (m in Machines) 
x[i][m][s][ttt]*Block[i].Tonnage - 
Stockpile[s].InitialInventory + sum (p in Mills) sum 
(tttt in 1..(tt-1)) z[s][p][tttt] + 
Stockpile[s].SafetyLevel<=0; 
} 
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forall (s in StockpilesCrusher) 
forall (tt in 2..T) { 
ctStockpilesOutgoingFlow1: 
sum(p in Mills)    z[s][p][tt]- sum (ttt in 1..tt)  sum 
(i in Blocks)sum (m in Machines) 
x[i][m][s][ttt]*Block[i].Tonnage - 
Stockpile[s].InitialInventory + sum (p in Mills) sum 
(tttt in 1..(tt-1)) z[s][p][tttt] + 
Stockpile[s].SafetyLevel<=0; 
} 
 
forall (s in StockpilesMill) { 
ctFirstTimeStockpilesOutgoingFlow: 
sum(p in Mills) z[s][p][1]-Stockpile[s].InitialInventory- sum 
(i in Blocks)sum (m in Machines) 
x[i][m][s][1]+Stockpile[s].SafetyLevel<=0; 
}   
 
forall (s in StockpilesCrusher) { 
ctFirstTimeStockpilesOutgoingFlow1: 
sum(p in Mills) z[s][p][1]-Stockpile[s].InitialInventory- sum 
(i in Blocks)sum (m in Machines) 
x[i][m][s][1]+Stockpile[s].SafetyLevel<=0; 
}    
                
//Grade control for processing plant 
forall( tt in t) 
forall(a in Attributes) 
forall(p in Mills1) { 
ctMaxMillGrade:  
sum (m in Machines) sum (i in Blocks)  
x[i][m][p][tt]* (Grade[i][a]-
Attribute_Mill[a].MaxGrade)* Block[i].Tonnage + 
sum (s in Stockpiles) z[s][p][tt] * 
(Attribute_Stockpile_Mill [a].Average-
Attribute_Mill[a].MaxGrade) <=0;    
ctMinMillGrade:  
sum (m in Machines) sum (i in Blocks)  
x[i][m][p][tt]* (Grade[i][a]-
Attribute_Mill[a].MinGrade)*Block[i].Tonnage + 
sum (s in Stockpiles) z[s][p][tt] * 
(Attribute_Stockpile_Mill[a].Average-
Attribute_Mill[a].MinGrade) >= 0; 
}   
    
//Grade control for Stockpile 
forall( tt in t) 
forall(s in Stockpiles) {  
ctMaxStockpilesGrade:  
sum (m in Machines) sum (i in Blocks)  x[i][m][s][tt]* 
(Block[i].Fe - Stockpile[s].MaxGrade)*Block[i].Tonnage 
<= 0;    
ctMinStockpilesGrade:  
sum (m in Machines) sum (i in Blocks)  x[i][m][s][tt]* 
(Block[i].Fe- Stockpile[s].MinGrade)*Block[i].Tonnage 
>= 0;  
}    
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forall( tt in t) 
forall(s in StockpilesCrusher) {  
ctMaxStockpilesCrusherGrade_Al2O3:  
sum (m in Machines) sum (i in Blocks)  x[i][m][s][tt]* 
(Block[i].Al2O3 - 
Stockpile[s].MaxGrade_Al2O3)*Block[i].Tonnage <= 0;    
}  
 
//Grade control for waste dumps 
forall(tt in t, w in WasteDumps, m in Machines, i in Blocks) { 
ctMaxWasteDump1:  
x[i][m][w][tt]* Block[i].S<= WasteDump[w].MaxGrade_S ; 
ctMinWasteDumpPyritic:  
sum(tt in t, m in Machines, i in Blocks) 
x[i][m][w][tt]*Block[i].Tonnage*( Block[i].S-
WasteDump[w].MinGrade_S)>=0  ; 
} 
   
// No flow between Mill's Stockpiles and Crusher's Stockpiles     
forall (tt in t) 
forall (s in StockpilesMill) 
    forall (p in Crushers){ 
       ctStockpilMilltoCrusher: 
        z[s][p][tt]<=0; 
} 
forall (tt in t) 
forall (s in StockpilesCrusher) 
forall (p in Mills1){  
ctStockpileCrushertoMill:       
z[s][p][tt]<=0; 
}    
   
}                        
 
//************************************************************* 
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Appendix E  
MATLAB Code for SA 
************************************************************************** 
%% Defining the initial parameters 
Max_Time=7200;         % Solution time limit 
PSH_Pobability=1;      % Set one if you wish to use PSH 
SA=1;                  % Set one if you wish to use SA for solving OPBS 
    Te_Initial=.95;    % Initial temperature for SA 
    Cooling_Rate=.85;  % Cooling ratio for SA 
    Te_Final=1E-8;    % Final temperature for SA 
    Num_Itr=20;        % Number of internal iterations in the SA algorithm    
Lower_Bound=0;         % Lower bound for of the solution  
Num_Destinations=4;    % Number of destinations  
Num_Times=2;           % Number of time Periods 
Num_Machines=2;        % Number of machine 
P=2;                   % Number of processing circuits                                                        
Num_Stockpiles=2;      % Number of stockpiles                                                              
Cost_Rehand=[1;1];     % Unit cost for rehandling  
Cost_Holding=[.1;.1];  % Unit cost of holding  
C_of_Fe=[1;1];         % Priority weights for Fe (applies in PSH) 
C_of_Al2O3=[0;1];      % Priority weights for Al2O3 (applies in PSH) 
  
************************************************************************** 
%% Read input data from Excel 
% Results of constructive heuristic algorithm 
[ndata, text, alldata] = xlsread('Results180n_4D_FM_OPT1_NS_t.xls', 
'H_Results');              
[ndata1, text1, alldata1] = xlsread('Results180n_4D_FM_OPT1_NS_t.xls', 
'Stockpile_Flow');           
[ndata2, text2, alldata2] = xlsread('Results180n_4D_FM_OPT1_NS_t.xls', 
'Stockpile_Flow_Fe');         
[ndata3, text3, alldata3] = xlsread('Results180n_4D_FM_OPT1_NS_t.xls', 
'Stockpile_Flow_Al2O3');      
[ndata4, text4, alldata4] = xlsread('Results180n_4D_FM_OPT1_NS_t.xls', 
'Solution');     
 
% Read input data file       
[ndata5, text5, alldata5] = xlsread('Datan180_4D.xls', 'Processing');                                
[ndata3a, text3a, alldata3a] = xlsread('Datan180_4D.xls', 'Grade_Bound');                            
[ndata6, text6, alldata6] = xlsread('Datan180_4D.xls', 'StockpileMill');                             
[ndata9, text9, alldata9] = xlsread('Datan180_4D.xls', 
'StockpileCrusher');                          
[ndatap, textp, alldatap] = xlsread('Datan180_4D.xls', 'Precedence');                                
[ndatap18, textp18, alldatap18] = xlsread('Datan180_4D.xls', 
'Precedence1');                         
[ndatap19, textp19, alldatap19] = xlsread('Datan180_4D.xls', 
'Precedence2');                         
[ndatap20, textp20, alldatap20] = xlsread('Datan180_4D.xls', 
'Precedence3');                         
[ndatap21, textp21, alldatap21] = xlsread('Datan180_4D.xls', 
'Precedence4');                         
[ndatab, textb, alldatab] = xlsread('Datan180_4D.xls', 'Blocks');                                    
[ndata4m, text4m, alldata4m] = xlsread('Datan180_4D.xls', 'Machine');                                
[ndataef, textef, alldataef] = xlsread('Datan180_4D.xls', 'Effectivness');                           
  
************************************************************************** 
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%% Output file 
myFile='Results180n_4D_FM_TS_MILP.csv';  
 
************************************************************************** 
%% Extraction of input data 
X_Results=ndata; 
Z_Results=ndata1; 
Fe_Flow=ndata2; 
Al2O3_Flow=ndata3; 
Solution=ndata4(:,1:5); 
Solution(1,:)=[]; 
Solution(:,2)=[]; 
  
% Blocks  
Blocks=ndatab; 
IX_Blocks=[1:1:size(Blocks,1)]'; 
(Mohan & Jon C)=size(alldatab);                      
B.ID=alldata(:,1); 
B.X=ndatab(:,1); 
B.Y=ndatab(:,2); 
B.Z=ndatab(:,3); 
B.XINC=ndatab(:,4); 
B.YINC=ndatab(:,5); 
B.ZINC=ndatab(:,6); 
B.Volume=ndatab(:,7); 
B.Stratnum=ndatab(:,8); 
B.Density=ndatab(:,9); 
B.Tonnage=ndatab(:,10); 
B.Fe=ndatab(:,11); 
B.P=ndatab(:,12); 
B.SiO2=ndatab(:,13); 
B.Al2O3=ndatab(:,14); 
B.S=ndatab(:,15); 
B.Desig=ndatab(:,16); 
B.Pushback_Part=ndatab(:,17); 
B.Pushback=ndatab(:,18); 
B.FillFactor=ndatab(:,19); 
B.SwelFactor=ndatab(:,20); 
B.Distance=ndatab(:,21); 
B.W_Mill_Cost=ndatab(:,22); 
B.P_Waste_Cost=ndatab(:,23); 
  
% Machine data 
Machine=ndata4m; 
[n4, c4]=size(alldata4m); 
for i=1:size(ndata4m,1)                                        
  M.Name(i,1)=alldata4m(i+1,1); 
end 
M.Capacity=ndata4m(:,1); 
M.IX=ndata4m(:,2); 
M.IY=ndata4m(:,3); 
M.IZ=ndata4m(:,4); 
M.Pushback=ndata4m(:,5); 
Effectivness=ndataef; 
  
% Processing 
Processing=ndata5; 
[n5, c5]=size(alldata5); 
for i=1:size(ndata5,1)                                        
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    Processing.Name(i,1)=alldata5(i+1,1); 
end 
Processing.Target_Capacity=ndata5(:,1); 
Processing.Min_Capacity=ndata5(:,2); 
Processing.Max_Capacity=ndata5(:,3); 
Processing.Safety_Level=ndata5(:,4); 
Processing.Ave_Fe_Safety=ndata5(:,5); 
Processing.Ave_P_Safety=ndata5(:,6); 
Processing.Ave_SiO2_Safety=ndata5(:,7); 
Processing.Ave_Al2O3_Safety=ndata5(:,8); 
Grade_Bound=ndata3a; 
[n3, c3]=size(alldata3a); 
Attribute.Min_Mill=ndata3a(:,1); 
Attribute.Max_Mill=ndata3a(:,2); 
Attribute.Target_Mill=ndata3a(:,3); 
Attribute.Min_Crusher=ndata3a(:,4); 
Attribute.Max_Crusher=ndata3a(:,5); 
Attribute.Target_Crusher=ndata3a(:,6); 
Attribute.Min_Mill_Bound=ndata3a(:,7); 
Attribute.Max_Mill_Bound=ndata3a(:,8); 
Attribute.Min_Crusher_Bound=ndata3a(:,9); 
Attribute.Max_Crusher_Bound=ndata3a(:,10); 
Attribute.Target_StockpileMill=ndata3a(:,11); 
Attribute.Target_StockpileCrusher=ndata3a(:,12); 
  
% Stockpile 
StockpileMill=ndata6; 
[n6, c6]=size(alldata6); 
StockpileMill.Initial_Capacity=ndata6(:,1); 
StockpileMill.Max_Capacity=ndata6(:,2); 
StockpileMill.Initial_Fe=ndata6(:,3); 
StockpileMill.Initial_P=ndata6(:,4); 
StockpileMill.Initial_SiO2=ndata6(:,5); 
StockpileMill.Initial_Al2O3=ndata6(:,6); 
StockpileMill.Unit_Value=ndata6(:,7); 
StockpileMill.Unit_Cost=ndata6(:,8); 
StockpileMill.Unit_Holding_Cost=ndata6(:,9); 
StockpileMill.Unit_Rehandle_Cost=ndata6(:,10); 
StockpileMill.Min_Accept_Fe=ndata6(:,11); 
StockpileMill.Max_Accept_Fe=ndata6(:,12); 
StockpileMill.Max_Accept_P=ndata6(:,13); 
StockpileMill.Max_Accept_SiO2=ndata6(:,14); 
StockpileMill.Max_Accept_Al2O3=ndata6(:,15); 
StockpileCrusher=ndata9; 
[n9, c9]=size(alldata9); 
StockpileCrusher.Initial_Capacity=ndata9(:,1); 
StockpileCrusher.Max_Capacity=ndata9(:,2); 
StockpileCrusher.Initial_Fe=ndata9(:,3); 
StockpileCrusher.Initial_P=ndata9(:,4); 
StockpileCrusher.Initial_SiO2=ndata9(:,5); 
StockpileCrusher.Initial_Al2O3=ndata9(:,6); 
StockpileCrusher.Unit_Value=ndata9(:,7); 
StockpileCrusher.Unit_Cost=ndata9(:,8); 
StockpileCrusher.Unit_Holding_Cost=ndata9(:,9); 
StockpileCrusher.Unit_Rehandle_Cost=ndata9(:,10); 
StockpileCrusher.Min_Accept_Fe=ndata9(:,11); 
StockpileCrusher.Max_Accept_Fe=ndata9(:,12); 
StockpileCrusher.Max_Accept_P=ndata9(:,13); 
StockpileCrusher.Max_Accept_SiO2=ndata9(:,14); 
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StockpileCrusher.Max_Accept_Al2O3=ndata9(:,15); 
  
% Precedence information 
Precedence=ndatap; 
Precedence1=ndatap18; 
Precedence2=ndatap19; 
Precedence3=ndatap20; 
Precedence4=ndatap21; 
  
************************************************************************** 
%% Columns labelling 
% Delete un-necessary columns 
X_Results(:,13)=[];X_Results(:,12)=[];X_Results(:,10)=[];X_Results(:,2:4)=
[];      
% column labelling                  
X_Results(:,8)=B.Pushback;X_Results(:,9)=B.Volume;                                                       
BID=1;  Machine=2; Destination=3; Time=4; Fe=5; Tonnage=6;  
Al2O3=7;Pushback=8; Volume=9;  Z_amount=4; Time_Z=3; Sub_Stockpile=1;                                                              
Stockpile_Mill_Code=3; Mill_Code=1;                                                                 
Stockpile_Crusher_Code=4; Crusher_Code=2;                                                           
Stockpile_Fe=Fe_Flow;              
Stockpile_Al2O3=Al2O3_Flow;              
  
************************************************************************** 
%% Initial solution 
% save the initial solution as an original solution 
  
    % Direct tonnage for each destination 
for t=1:Num_Times  
    for d=1:Num_Destinations 
        [~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Destination),d); 
        [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
        Ton_Results(t,d)=sum (a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Tonnage)); 
    end 
end 
 
    % Machine usage 
for t=1:Num_Times  
    for m=1:Num_Machines 
        [~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Machine),m); 
        [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
        Machine_Results(t,m)=sum (a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Volume)); 
    end 
end 
 
    % Fe% in dispatched material 
for t=1:Num_Times 
    for d=1:Num_Destinations 
        [~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Destination),d); 
        [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
if Ton_Results(t,d)>0      
Fe_Results(t,d)=sum(a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Tonnage).*X_Results(:,Fe))/T
on_Results(t,d); 
       else 
            Fe_Results(t,d)=0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
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    % Al2O3% in dispatched material 
for t=1:Num_Times 
    for d=1:Num_Destinations 
        [~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Destination),d); 
        [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
if Ton_Results(t,d)>0     
Al2O3_Results(t,d)=sum(a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Tonnage).*X_Results(:,Al2
O3))/Ton_Results(t,d); 
        else 
            Al2O3_Results(t,d)=0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
    % Material flow between stockpiles and mills 
for t=1:Num_Times 
    for d=1:Num_Stockpiles 
        [~,a1]=ismember(Z_Results(:,Sub_Stockpile),d+P); 
        [~,a2]=ismember(Z_Results(:,Time_Z),t); 
        Stockpile_Out(t,d)=sum (a1.*a2.*Z_Results(:,Z_amount)); 
    end 
end 
 
    % The final feed at mills 
for t=1:Num_Times 
    k=1; 
    for i=1:P 
        Tem_Tonnage=0; 
        Tem_Tonnage=Stockpile_Out(t,k)+Tem_Tonnage; 
        k=k+1; 
        Final_Ton(t,i)=(Ton_Results(t,i)+Tem_Tonnage); 
    end  
end 
  
    % Final Fe in dispatched material to the mills 
for t=1:Num_Times 
    k=1; 
    for i=1:P 
        Tem_Tonnage=0; 
        Tem_Fe=0; 
        Tem_Fe=Stockpile_Out(t,k)*Stockpile_Fe(t,i)+Tem_Fe; 
        Tem_Tonnage=Stockpile_Out(t,k)+Tem_Tonnage; 
        k=k+1; 
        
Final_Fe(t,i)=(Ton_Results(t,i)*Fe_Results(t,i)+Tem_Fe)/(Ton_Results(t,i)+
Tem_Tonnage); 
    end  
end 
  
     % Final Al2O3 in dispatched material to the mills 
for t=1:Num_Times 
    k=1; 
    for i=1:P 
        Tem_Tonnage=0; 
        Tem_Al2O3=0; 
        Tem_Al2O3=Stockpile_Out(t,k)*Stockpile_Al2O3(t,i)+Tem_Al2O3; 
        Tem_Tonnage=Stockpile_Out(t,k)+Tem_Tonnage; 
        k=k+1; 
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Final_Al2O3(t,i)=(Ton_Results(t,i)*Al2O3_Results(t,i)+Tem_Al2O3)/(Ton_Resu
lts(t,i)+Tem_Tonnage); 
    end  
end 
  
    % Stockpile inventory 
k=1; 
for t=1:Num_Times 
    k=1; 
    for p=1:P 
if t==1       
Stockpile_Inventory(t,1)=StockpileMill.Initial_Capacity+Ton_Results(
t,P+1)-abs(Stockpile_Out(t,1));      
Stockpile_Inventory(t,2)=StockpileCrusher.Initial_Capacity+Ton_Resul
ts(t,P+2)-abs(Stockpile_Out(t,2)); 
    else 
Stockpile_Inventory(t,k)=Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)+Ton_Results(t,P+k)-Stockpile_Out(t,p); 
        k=k+1; 
    end 
    end 
end 
  
    % Fe % in stockpile inventory 
for t=1:Num_Times 
    k=1; 
    for p=1:P 
if t==1      
Fe_Stockpile_Inventory(t,1)=(StockpileMill.Initial_Capacity*Stockpil
eMill.Initial_Fe+Ton_Results(t,P+1)*Fe_Results(t,P+1))/(StockpileMil
l.Initial_Capacity+Ton_Results(t,P+1));     
Fe_Stockpile_Inventory(t,2)=(StockpileCrusher.Initial_Capacity*Stock
pileCrusher.Initial_Fe+Ton_Results(t,P+2)*Fe_Results(t,P+2))/(Stockp
ileCrusher.Initial_Capacity+Ton_Results(t,P+2)); 
        k=k+1; 
    else 
Fe_Stockpile_Inventory(t,p)=(Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)*Fe_Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)+Ton_Results(t,P+k)*Fe_Results(t,P+k))/(Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)+Ton_Results(t,P+k)); 
        k=k+1; 
    end 
    end 
end 
  
    % Al2O3 % in stockpile inventory 
for t=1:Num_Times 
    k=1; 
    for p=1:P 
if t==1     
Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory(t,1)=(StockpileMill.Initial_Capacity*Stock
pileMill.Initial_Al2O3+Ton_Results(t,P+1)*Al2O3_Results(t,P+1))/(Sto
ckpileMill.Initial_Capacity+Ton_Results(t,P+1));        
Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory(t,2)=(StockpileCrusher.Initial_Capacity*St
ockpileCrusher.Initial_Al2O3+Ton_Results(t,P+2)*Al2O3_Results(t,P+2)
)/(StockpileCrusher.Initial_Capacity+Ton_Results(t,P+2)); 
       k=k+1; 
    else 
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Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory(t,k)=(Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)*Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)+Ton_Results(t,P+k)*Al2O3_Results(t,P+k))/(Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)+Ton_Results(t,P+k)); 
        k=k+1; 
    end 
    end 
end 
  
% Objective value for the initial solution  
f_Objective_Original=0; 
for t=1:Num_Times 
    for p=1:P 
f_Objective_Original= 
f_Objective_Original+Stockpile_Inventory(t,p)*Cost_Holding(p,1)+Stoc
kpile_Out(t,p)*Cost_Rehand(p,1); 
    end 
end 
  
% keeping the initial solution as original results 
Original_Solution=Solution; 
Original_X_Results=X_Results; 
Original_Z_Results=Z_Results; 
Original_Fe_Flow=Fe_Flow; 
Original_Al2O3_Flow=Al2O3_Flow; 
Original_Final_Ton=Final_Ton; 
Original_Ton_Results=Ton_Results; 
Original_Machine_Results=Machine_Results; 
Original_Final_Fe=Final_Fe; 
Original_Final_Al2O3=Final_Al2O3; 
Original_Al2O3_Results=Al2O3_Results; 
Original_Fe_Results=Fe_Results; 
Original_Stockpile_Out=Stockpile_Out; 
Original_Stockpile_Inventory=Stockpile_Inventory; 
Original_Fe_Stockpile_Inventory=Fe_Stockpile_Inventory; 
Original_Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory=Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory; 
Copy_f_Objective_Original=f_Objective_Original; 
 
************************************************************************** 
%% Identifying the successors of blocks 
for i=1:size(Precedence,1) 
    k=1;k1=1;  k2=1;k3=1;  k4=1; 
 
% Top-Down immediate successor 
    [rrp ccp]=find(Precedence==i); 
        if size(rrp,1)>0 
            for j=1:size(rrp,1) 
                Successor(i,k)=rrp(j,1); k=k+1; 
            end 
        else 
            Successor(i,k)=0; 
        End 
 
% In_Bench immediate successor from side 1 (south) 
   [rrp1 ccp1]=find(Precedence1==i); 
        if size(rrp1,1)>0 
            for j=1:size(rrp1,1) 
                Successor1(i,k1)=rrp1(j,1); k1=k1+1; 
            end 
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        else 
            Successor1(i,k1)=0; 
        end 
end 
  
% Identifying total predecessor and successors for each block 
[ Total_Successor ] = f_Total_Successor( Successor,Successor1, Solution ); 
[ Total_Precedence ] = f_Total_Precedence( Precedence,Precedence1, 
Solution ); 
  
************************************************************************** 
%% Original Solution 
Solution=Original_Solution; 
X_Results=Original_X_Results; 
Z_Results=Original_Z_Results; 
Fe_Flow=Original_Fe_Flow; 
Al2O3_Flow=Original_Al2O3_Flow; 
Final_Ton=Original_Final_Ton; 
Ton_Results=Original_Ton_Results; 
Machine_Results=Original_Machine_Results; 
Final_Fe=Original_Final_Fe; 
Final_Al2O3=Original_Final_Al2O3; 
Al2O3_Results=Original_Al2O3_Results; 
Fe_Results=Original_Fe_Results; 
Stockpile_Out=Original_Stockpile_Out; 
Stockpile_Inventory=Original_Stockpile_Inventory; 
Fe_Stockpile_Inventory=Original_Fe_Stockpile_Inventory; 
Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory=Original_Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory; 
Ejected_Block_So_Far=[]; 
improvment=0; 
itr_ind=1;  
Total_Itr=1; 
Best_Objective=Copy_f_Objective_Original; 
f_Objective=Copy_f_Objective_Original; 
The_Best_Objective=Copy_f_Objective_Original; 
No_Insert=0; 
tic; 
Run_Time=0; 
Te_K=Te_Initial; 
Num_OPT=0;  
It_One_OPT=0;  
Eject_ind=1; 
  
************************************************************************** 
%% Start of the SA algorithm 
 
while Te_K>Te_Final & Run_Time<Max_Time & Best_Objective>Lower_Bound 
           
    Probability_Selection_Eject=[]; 
    improvment=0;   
    itr=1; 
    kk=1; 
  
    while itr<=Num_Itr & Best_Objective>Lower_Bound  & Run_Time<Max_Time  
     
% Identifying the nominated blocks to be moved to the next or pervious 
time period 
        for p=1:P 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
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                 if Ton_Results(t,p)<Processing.Min_Capacity(p,1) 
                      
Ton_Results_Deviation(t,p)=abs(Processing.Max_Capacity(
p,1)-Ton_Results(t,p)); 
                 else  
Ton_Results_Deviation(t,p)=0; 
                 end 
            end 
        end 
        
[Deviation_Amount,Period_Priority]=sort(sum(Ton_Results_Deviation'),'desce
nd'); 
        Selection_Probability=zeros(1,Num_Times)+.1; 
        Selection_Probability(1,1)=.8; Selection_Probability(1,2)=.2; 
        rand_num159=randsample([1 2],1,true,[.7 0.3]);  
        T_Trans=(-1/Cost_Holding(1,1)+Num_Times); 
            if Num_OPT==1 & It_One_OPT<=10 
            else 
                if rand_num159==1 
T_Insert=randsample(Period_Priority,1,true, 
Selection_Probability);  
                     if T_Insert==1 
                        T_Eject=2; 
                     else 
                        if  T_Insert==Num_Times 
                            T_Eject=Num_Times-1; 
                        else 
                            if max(max(Ton_Results(T_Insert-
1,3),Ton_Results(T_Insert+1,3)),max(Ton_Results(T_Insert-
1,4),Ton_Results(T_Insert+1,4)))<=0 
                               T_Eject=randsample([ T_Insert-1 
T_Insert+1],1); 
                            else 
                               [rrl 
jjl]=find(Ton_Results==max(max(Ton_Results(T_Insert-
1,3),Ton_Results(T_Insert+1,3)),max(Ton_Results(T_Insert-
1,4),Ton_Results(T_Insert+1,4)))); 
                               T_Eject=rrl;  
                            end 
                        end 
                     end 
                else 
                     if 
size(find(Ton_Results==max(max(Ton_Results(:,3:4)))),1)>=2 
                        T_Eject=randsample([1:1:Num_Times],1); 
                     else 
                        [rrl 
jjl]=find(Ton_Results==max(max(Ton_Results(:,3:4))));                    
Probablity_Selection2=(Ton_Results(:,3)+Ton_Results(:,4))/(max(max(Ton_Res
ults(:,3)+Ton_Results(:,4)))+1);                       
T_Eject=randsample([1:1:Num_Times],1,true,Probablity_Selection2);                     
end 
                     if T_Eject==Num_Times 
                        T_Eject=T_Eject-1; 
                        T_Insert=T_Eject+1; 
                     else 
                        T_Insert=T_Eject+1; 
                     end 
                end 
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            end 
        if Num_OPT==1 & It_One_OPT<=10 
           One_OPT=1; 
           It_One_OPT=It_One_OPT+1; 
        else It_One_OPT=0;One_OPT=0; 
        end 
        if One_OPT==0 
            Num_OPT=randsample([1 2 1000 ],1,true,[ .2 .2 .6 ]); 
        else Num_OPT=1; 
        end 
        if T_Insert>T_Eject 
% Identifying blocks which move from T_eject to T_insert  
 
            [ Eject_Nominated_Blocks, Relax_Num_OPT ] = f_Eject_Blocks( 
Num_OPT, Solution, Total_Successor, T_Eject, Probability_Selection_Eject 
); 
% Identifying blocks which move from T_insert to T_Eject 
            [ Insert_Nominated_Blocks ] = f_Insert_Blocks(  Num_OPT, 
Solution,Eject_Nominated_Blocks , T_Insert, Total_Precedence, 
Relax_Num_OPT); 
     else 
% Identifying blocks which move from T_eject to T_insert   
            [ Eject_Nominated_Blocks , Relax_Num_OPT] = 
f_Eject_Blocks_inv(Num_OPT, Solution, Total_Precedence, T_Eject, 
Probability_Selection_Eject );% Identify blocks which move from T_insert 
to T_Eject 
% Identify blocks which move from T_insert to T_Eject 
            [ Insert_Nominated_Blocks ] = f_Insert_Blocks_inv( 
Num_OPT,Solution,Eject_Nominated_Blocks , T_Insert, Total_Successor, 
Relax_Num_OPT); 
     end 
  
% End of Identifying insert block 
  
************************************************************************** 
        if  size(Insert_Nominated_Blocks,2)== 
size(Eject_Nominated_Blocks,2)   
%% Make a copy of the improved feasible solution 
            Old_Solution=Solution; 
            Old_X_Results=X_Results; 
            Old_Z_Results=Z_Results; 
            Old_Fe_Flow=Fe_Flow; 
            Old_Al2O3_Flow=Al2O3_Flow; 
            Old_Final_Ton=Final_Ton; 
            Old_Machine_Results=Machine_Results; 
            Old_Ton_Results=Ton_Results; 
            Old_Final_Fe=Final_Fe; 
            Old_Final_Al2O3=Final_Al2O3; 
            Old_Al2O3_Results=Al2O3_Results; 
            Old_Fe_Results=Fe_Results; 
            Old_Stockpile_Out=Stockpile_Out; 
            Old_Stockpile_Inventory=Stockpile_Inventory; 
            Old_Fe_Stockpile_Inventory=Fe_Stockpile_Inventory; 
            Old_Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory=Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory; 
            Insert_Nominated_Blocks=Insert_Nominated_Blocks'; 
            Eject_Nominated_Blocks=Eject_Nominated_Blocks'; 
  
% Applying moves for those selected blocks 
            for oi=1:size(Eject_Nominated_Blocks,1) 
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                X_Results(find(X_Results(:,BID)== 
Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1)),Time)=T_Insert; 
                M_Eject=Solution(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),2); 
                Solution(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),4)=T_Insert;            
            end 
            for oi=1:size(Insert_Nominated_Blocks,1) 
                X_Results(find(X_Results(:,BID)== 
Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1)),Time)=T_Eject; 
                M_Insert=Solution(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),2); 
                Solution(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),4)=T_Eject;         
            end 
  
%% Machine allocation 
% Deleting the pervious allocation 
            for oi=1:size(Insert_Nominated_Blocks,1) 
                
Machine_Results(T_Insert,Solution(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),2))=Machin
e_Results(T_Insert,Solution(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),2))-
B.Volume(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)*B.SwelFactor(Insert_Nominated_Bl
ocks(oi,1),1)/B.FillFactor(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1); 
            end 
            for oi=1:size(Eject_Nominated_Blocks,1) 
                
Machine_Results(T_Eject,Solution(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),2))=Machine_
Results(T_Eject,Solution(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),2))-
B.Volume(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)*B.SwelFactor(Eject_Nominated_Bloc
ks(oi,1),1)/B.FillFactor(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1); 
            end 
  
% New Alocation 
            for oi=1:size(Eject_Nominated_Blocks,1) 
                for m=1:Num_Machines 
                    Dis(m,1)=sqrt((B.X(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)-
M.IX(m))^2+(B.Y(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)-
M.IY(m))^2+(B.Z(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)-M.IZ(m)^2)); 
                end 
                [Dis_Mat,IX_M]=sort(Dis,'ascend');  %sort the Machine 
according to the distance from the block 
                sc=0; 
                Used_Machine=0; 
                for m=1:Num_Machines 
                    Used_Machine=Used_Machine+1; 
                    if  sc==0 
                        S_M1=IX_M(m,1); 
                        if 
(B.Volume(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)*B.SwelFactor(Eject_Nominated_Blo
cks(oi,1),1)/B.FillFactor(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)+Machine_Results(
T_Insert,S_M1))<= M.Capacity(S_M1,1)*Effectivness(T_Insert,S_M1) & 
(M.Pushback(S_M1,1)==0|M.Pushback(S_M1,1)==B.Pushback(find(ismember(B.ID,E
ject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1)))))% effictvness 
                            S_M=S_M1;sc=1; 
                            
Machine_Results(T_Insert,S_M)=Machine_Results(T_Insert,S_M)+(B.Volume(Ejec
t_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)*B.SwelFactor(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)/B
.FillFactor(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)); 
                            Solution (Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),2)=S_M; 
                            X_Results(find(X_Results(:,BID)== 
Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1)),Machine)=S_M; 
                        end 
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                    end 
                end 
            end 
  
            for oi=1:size(Insert_Nominated_Blocks,1) 
                for m=1:Num_Machines 
                    Dis(m,1)=sqrt((B.X(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)-
M.IX(m))^2+(B.Y(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)-
M.IY(m))^2+(B.Z(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)-M.IZ(m)^2)); 
                end 
                [Dis_Mat,IX_M]=sort(Dis,'ascend');  %sort the Machine 
according to the distance from the block 
                sc=0; 
                Used_Machine=0; 
                for m=1:Num_Machines 
                    Used_Machine=Used_Machine+1; 
                    if  sc==0 
                        S_M1=IX_M(m,1); 
                        if 
(B.Volume(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)*B.SwelFactor(Insert_Nominated_B
locks(oi,1),1)/B.FillFactor(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)+Machine_Resul
ts(T_Eject,S_M1))<= M.Capacity(S_M1,1)*Effectivness(T_Eject,S_M1) & 
(M.Pushback(S_M1,1)==0|M.Pushback(S_M1,1)==B.Pushback(find(ismember(B.ID,I
nsert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1)))))% effictvness 
                            S_M=S_M1;sc=1; 
                            
Machine_Results(T_Eject,S_M)=Machine_Results(T_Eject,S_M)+(B.Volume(Insert
_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)*B.SwelFactor(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)/B
.FillFactor(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),1)); 
                            Solution 
(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1),2)=S_M; 
                            X_Results(find(X_Results(:,BID)== 
Insert_Nominated_Blocks(oi,1)),Machine)=S_M; 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
  
  
%% End of Machine allocation 
% Calculating the priority of changing destination 
            Copy_of_Solution=Solution; 
            Copy_of_X_Results=X_Results; 
            if  PSH_Pobability==1  
                Var_Times1=sort([T_Eject T_Insert]); 
                Z_Results(:,4)=0; 
                applied_once=0; 
                if  applied_once==0 
                    Var_Times=[1:1:Num_Times]; 
                    applied_once=0; 
                else 
                    Var_Times=[Var_Times1(1,1):1:Num_Times]; 
                end 
                for tt1=1:size(Var_Times,2) 
                    t1=Var_Times(1,tt1); 
                    Copy1_of_Solution=Solution; 
                    Copy1_of_X_Results=X_Results; 
                    for j=1:size(Insert_Nominated_Blocks,1) 
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                        if   Solution(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),3)==1 & 
Solution(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),4)==t1 
                             Solution(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),3)=3; 
                             
X_Results(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),Destination)=3; 
                        else 
                            if  
Solution(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),3)==2& 
Solution(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),4)==t1 
                                
Solution(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),3)=4; 
                                
X_Results(Insert_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),Destination)=4; 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
                    for j=1:size(Eject_Nominated_Blocks,1) 
                        if  Solution(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),3)==1 & 
Solution(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),4)==t1 
                            Solution(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),3)=3;                            
X_Results(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),Destination)=3; 
                        else 
                            if  
Solution(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),3)==2& 
Solution(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),4)==t1 
                                Solution(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),3)=4; 
                                
X_Results(Eject_Nominated_Blocks(j,1),Destination)=4; 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
                    x=[];  
                    Time_Blocks=[]; 
                    Constraint_Mat=[]; 
                    Beq=[]; 
                    Num_Attributes=5; 
% Direct Tonnage Results 
                    for t=1:Num_Times  
                        for d=1:Num_Destinations 
                            [~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Destination),d); 
                            [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
                            Ton_Results(t,d)=sum 
(a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Tonnage)); 
                        end 
                    end 
  
% Fe Results 
                    for t=1:Num_Times 
                        for d=1:Num_Destinations 
                            [~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Destination),d); 
                            [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
                            if  Ton_Results(t,d)>0 
                                
Fe_Results(t,d)=sum(a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Tonnage).*X_Results(:,Fe))/Ton_Res
ults(t,d); 
                            else 
                                Fe_Results(t,d)=0; 
                            end 
                        end 
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                    end 
  
% Al2O3 Results 
                    for t=1:Num_Times 
                        for d=1:Num_Destinations 
                            [~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Destination),d); 
                            [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
                            if  Ton_Results(t,d)>0 
                                
Al2O3_Results(t,d)=sum(a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Tonnage).*X_Results(:,Al2O3))/T
on_Results(t,d); 
                            else 
                                Al2O3_Results(t,d)=0; 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
  
                    if  t1==1 
                        Temp_Inv(1,1)=StockpileMill.Initial_Capacity; 
                        Temp_Inv(1,2)=StockpileCrusher.Initial_Capacity; 
                        Temp_Inv_Fe(1,1)=StockpileMill.Initial_Fe; 
                        Temp_Inv_Fe(1,2)=StockpileCrusher.Initial_Fe; 
                        Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,1)=StockpileMill.Initial_Al2O3; 
                        
Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,2)=StockpileCrusher.Initial_Al2O3; 
                    else 
                        Stockpile_Inventory(t1-1,1)=Temp_Inv(1,1); 
                        Stockpile_Inventory(t1-1,2)=Temp_Inv(1,2); 
                        Temp_Inv(1,1)= Stockpile_Inventory(t1-1,1); 
                        Temp_Inv(1,2)=Stockpile_Inventory(t1-1,2); 
                    end 
                    Temp_Inv_Fe(1,1)=StockpileMill.Initial_Fe; 
                    Temp_Inv_Fe(1,2)=StockpileCrusher.Initial_Fe; 
                    Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,1)=StockpileMill.Initial_Al2O3; 
                    Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,2)=StockpileCrusher.Initial_Al2O3; 
                    Time_Blocks=find((Solution(:,4)==t1) & 
(Solution(:,3)==3 | Solution(:,3)==4 | Solution(:,3)==0) ); 
  
                    if  isempty (Time_Blocks)==0 & isempty 
(find(t1==Var_Times))==0 
                        Constraint_Mat=zeros(1,P*size(Time_Blocks,1)+P); 
                        
Constraint_Mat=repmat(Constraint_Mat,(P*2+Num_Attributes)+P,1); 
                        for i=1:size(Time_Blocks,1) 
                            Constraint_Mat(1,i)=-
B.Tonnage(Time_Blocks(i,1),1); 
                            
Constraint_Mat(2,i)=B.Tonnage(Time_Blocks(i,1),1); 
                            Constraint_Mat(3,i+size(Time_Blocks,1))=-
B.Tonnage(Time_Blocks(i,1),1); 
                            
Constraint_Mat(4,i+size(Time_Blocks,1))=B.Tonnage(Time_Blocks(i,1),1); 
                            Constraint_Mat(5,i)=-
B.Tonnage(Time_Blocks(i,1),1)*(B.Fe(Time_Blocks(i,1),1)-
Attribute.Min_Mill(1,1)); 
                            
Constraint_Mat(6,i)=B.Tonnage(Time_Blocks(i,1),1)*(B.Fe(Time_Blocks(i,1),1
)-Attribute.Max_Mill(1,1)); 
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                            Constraint_Mat(7,i+size(Time_Blocks,1))=-
B.Tonnage(Time_Blocks(i,1),1)*(B.Fe(Time_Blocks(i,1),1)-
Attribute.Min_Crusher(1,1)); 
                            
Constraint_Mat(8,i+size(Time_Blocks,1))=B.Tonnage(Time_Blocks(i,1),1)*(B.F
e(Time_Blocks(i,1),1)-Attribute.Max_Crusher(1,1)); 
                            Constraint_Mat(9,i+size(Time_Blocks,1))=-
B.Tonnage(Time_Blocks(i,1),1)*(B.Al2O3(Time_Blocks(i,1),1)-
Attribute.Min_Crusher(4,1)); 
                            
Constraint_Mat(10,i+size(Time_Blocks,1))=B.Tonnage(Time_Blocks(i,1),1)*(B.
Al2O3(Time_Blocks(i,1),1)-Attribute.Max_Crusher(4,1)); 
                            Constraint_Mat(12+i,i)=1; 
Constraint_Mat(12+i,i+size(Time_Blocks,1))=1; 
                        end 
                        Constraint_Mat(1,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+1)=-1; 
                        Constraint_Mat(2,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+1)=+1; 
                        Constraint_Mat(3,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+2)=-1; 
                        Constraint_Mat(4,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+2)=1;  
                        Constraint_Mat(5,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+1)=-
(Temp_Inv_Fe(1,1)-Attribute.Min_Mill(1,1)); 
                        
Constraint_Mat(6,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+1)=(Temp_Inv_Fe(1,1)-
Attribute.Max_Mill(1,1)); 
                        Constraint_Mat(7,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+2)=-
(Temp_Inv_Fe(1,2)-Attribute.Min_Crusher(1,1)); 
                        
Constraint_Mat(8,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+2)=(Temp_Inv_Fe(1,2)-
Attribute.Max_Crusher(1,1)); 
                        Constraint_Mat(9,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+2)=-
(Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,2)-Attribute.Min_Crusher(4,1)); 
                        
Constraint_Mat(10,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+2)=(Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,2)-
Attribute.Max_Crusher(4,1)); 
                        Constraint_Mat(11,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+1)=1; 
                        Constraint_Mat(12,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+2)=1; 
                        indices = find(isnan(Constraint_Mat) == 1); 
                        [nfr nfc]=ind2sub(size(Constraint_Mat),indices); 
                        for hfr=1:size(nfr,1) 
                            Constraint_Mat(nfr(hfr,1),nfc(hfr,1))=0; 
                        end 
  
                        f=Constraint_Mat(1,:)+Constraint_Mat(3,:);f=f.*1 ; 
                        if  t1>= T_Trans 
                            f(1,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+1)=1; 
f(1,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+2)=1; 
                        else f(1,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+1)=0; 
f(1,size(Time_Blocks,1)*P+2)=0; 
                        end 
                        Beq=zeros(size(Constraint_Mat,1),1); 
                        Beq(1,1)=Ton_Results(t1,1)-
Processing.Min_Capacity(1,1);Beq(2,1)=Processing.Max_Capacity(1,1)-
Ton_Results(t1,1); 
                        Beq(3,1)=Ton_Results(t1,2)-
Processing.Min_Capacity(2,1); 
                        Beq(4,1)=Processing.Max_Capacity(2,1)-
Ton_Results(t1,2); 
                        Beq(5,1)=Ton_Results(t1,1)*(Fe_Results(t1,1)-
Attribute.Min_Mill(1,1)); 
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Beq(6,1)=Ton_Results(t1,1)*(Attribute.Max_Mill(1,1)-Fe_Results(t1,1)); 
                        Beq(7,1)=Ton_Results(t1,2)*(Fe_Results(t1,2)-
Attribute.Min_Crusher(1,1)); 
                        
Beq(8,1)=Ton_Results(t1,2)*(Attribute.Max_Crusher(1,1)-Fe_Results(t1,2)); 
                        Beq(9,1)=Ton_Results(t1,2)*(Al2O3_Results(t1,2)-
Attribute.Min_Crusher(4,1)); 
                        
Beq(10,1)=Ton_Results(t1,2)*(Attribute.Max_Crusher(4,1)-
Al2O3_Results(t1,2)); 
                        Beq(11,1)=Temp_Inv(1,1)-
Processing.Safety_Level(1,1); 
                        Beq(12,1)=Temp_Inv(1,2)-
Processing.Safety_Level(2,1); 
                        for i=13:size(Beq,1) 
                            Beq(i,1)=1; 
                        end 
                        Aineq=Constraint_Mat; 
                        bineq=Beq; 
                        Nominated_Blocks_SP=Time_Blocks; 
                        Pr_Nominated_Blocks=[]; 
                        Total_Nominated_Blocks_SP=[]; 
                        Nominated_Blocks_SP1=[]; 
                        lkj=1; 
                        ika=1; 
                        if  isempty(Nominated_Blocks_SP)~=1 
                            for i=1:size(Nominated_Blocks_SP,1) 
                                
Pr_Nominated_Blocks(ika,1)=Nominated_Blocks_SP(i,1); 
                                Pr_Nominated_Blocks(ika,2)=1; 
                                
Pr_Nominated_Blocks(ika,3)=C_of_Fe(1,1)*abs(Attribute.Target_Mill(1,1)-
X_Results(find(X_Results(:,BID)==Nominated_Blocks_SP(i,1)),Fe))+C_of_Al2O3
(1,1)*abs(Attribute.Target_Mill(4,1)-
X_Results(find(X_Results(:,BID)==Nominated_Blocks_SP(i,1)),Al2O3)); 
                                ika=ika+1; 
                                if  Processing.Max_Capacity(2,1)>0 
                                    
Pr_Nominated_Blocks(ika,1)=Nominated_Blocks_SP(i,1); 
                                    Pr_Nominated_Blocks(ika,2)=2; 
                                    
Pr_Nominated_Blocks(ika,3)=C_of_Fe(2,1)*abs(Attribute.Target_Crusher(1,1)-
X_Results(find(X_Results(:,BID)==Nominated_Blocks_SP(i,1)),Fe))+C_of_Al2O3
(2,1)*abs(Attribute.Target_Crusher(4,1)-
X_Results(find(X_Results(:,BID)==Nominated_Blocks_SP(i,1)),Al2O3)); 
                                    ika=ika+1; 
                                end 
                            end 
                            [Sorted_Pr_Nominated_Blocks 
ind_Pr_Nominated_Blocks]=sortrows(Pr_Nominated_Blocks,3); 
                        else Sorted_Pr_Nominated_Blocks=[]; 
                        end  
                        ProcessingSafety_Level=Processing.Safety_Level; 
                        ProcessingMin_Capacity=Processing.Min_Capacity; 
                        ProcessingMax_Capacity=Processing.Max_Capacity; 
                        BTonnage=B.Tonnage; 
% f_PSH is a function to apply PSH 
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                        [ x,exitflag ] = f_PSH( t1,f, Time_Blocks, Beq, 
X_Results,Solution, Aineq, 
Nominated_Blocks_SP,Pr_Nominated_Blocks,Sorted_Pr_Nominated_Blocks, 
T_Trans, ProcessingSafety_Level, ProcessingMin_Capacity, 
ProcessingMax_Capacity, Ton_Results, Temp_Inv ,Temp_Inv_Fe, BTonnage ); 
                        tem_Sum1=0; tem_Sum=0; 
                        exitflag; 
                        if  exitflag>=1 
                            for i=1:size(Time_Blocks,1) 
                                if  x(i,1)>=1 
                                    Solution(Time_Blocks(i,1),3)=1; 
                                    
X_Results(Time_Blocks(i,1),Destination)=1; 
                                    
tem_Sum=X_Results(Time_Blocks(i,1),Tonnage)+tem_Sum; 
                                else 
                                    if  x(i+size(Time_Blocks,1),1)>=1 
                                        Solution(Time_Blocks(i,1),3)=2; 
                                        
X_Results(Time_Blocks(i,1),Destination)=2; 
                                        
tem_Sum1=X_Results(Time_Blocks(i,1),Tonnage)+tem_Sum1; 
                                    else 
                                    end 
                                end 
                            end 
                            for t=1:Num_Times  
                                for d=1:Num_Destinations 
                                    
[~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Destination),d); 
                                    [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
                                    Ton_Results(t,d)=sum 
(a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Tonnage)); 
                                end 
                            end 
  
                            for t=1:Num_Times 
                                for d=1:Num_Destinations 
                                    
[~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Destination),d); 
                                    [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
                                        if  Ton_Results(t,d)>0 
                                            
Fe_Results(t,d)=sum(a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Tonnage).*X_Results(:,Fe))/Ton_Res
ults(t,d); 
                                        else 
                                            Fe_Results(t,d)=0; 
                                        end 
                                end 
                            end 
  
                            for t=1:Num_Times 
                                for d=1:Num_Destinations 
                                    
[~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Destination),d); 
                                    [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
                                    if  Ton_Results(t,d)>0 
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Al2O3_Results(t,d)=sum(a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Tonnage).*X_Results(:,Al2O3))/T
on_Results(t,d); 
                                    else 
                                        Al2O3_Results(t,d)=0; 
                                    end 
                                end 
                            end 
                            Temp_SP(1,1)=x(P*size(Time_Blocks,1)+1,1); 
                            Temp_SP(1,2)=x(P*size(Time_Blocks,1)+2,1); 
                            
Temp_Inv1(1,1)=Temp_Inv(1,1)+Ton_Results(t1,3)-Temp_SP(1,1); 
                            
Temp_Inv1(1,2)=Temp_Inv(1,2)+Ton_Results(t1,4)-Temp_SP(1,2); 
                            Temp_Inv_Fe(1,1)=((Temp_Inv(1,1)-
Temp_SP(1,1))*Temp_Inv_Fe(1,1)+Ton_Results(t1,3)*Fe_Results(t1,3))/((Temp_
Inv(1,1)-Temp_SP(1,1))+Ton_Results(t1,3)); 
                            Temp_Inv_Fe(1,2)=((Temp_Inv(1,2)-
Temp_SP(1,2))*Temp_Inv_Fe(1,2)+Ton_Results(t1,4)*Fe_Results(t1,4))/((Temp_
Inv(1,2)-Temp_SP(1,2))+Ton_Results(t1,4)); 
                            Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,1)=((Temp_Inv(1,1)-
Temp_SP(1,1))*Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,1)+Ton_Results(t1,3)*Al2O3_Results(t1,3))/(
(Temp_Inv(1,1)-Temp_SP(1,1))+Ton_Results(t1,3)); 
                            Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,2)=((Temp_Inv(1,2)-
Temp_SP(1,2))*Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,2)+Ton_Results(t1,4)*Al2O3_Results(t1,4))/(
(Temp_Inv(1,2)-Temp_SP(1,2))+Ton_Results(t1,4)); 
                            Temp_Inv(1,1)=Temp_Inv1(1,1); 
                            Temp_Inv(1,2)=Temp_Inv1(1,2); 
                            Z_Results(t1,4)=Temp_SP(1,1); 
                            Z_Results(t1+Num_Times,4)=Temp_SP(1,2); 
                        else  
                            Solution=Copy1_of_Solution; 
                            X_Results=Copy1_of_X_Results; 
                            Temp_SP(1,1)=0; 
                            Temp_SP(1,2)=0; 
                            
Temp_Inv1(1,1)=Temp_Inv(1,1)+Ton_Results(t1,3)-Temp_SP(1,1); 
                            
Temp_Inv1(1,2)=Temp_Inv(1,2)+Ton_Results(t1,4)-Temp_SP(1,2); 
                            Temp_Inv_Fe(1,1)=((Temp_Inv(1,1)-
Temp_SP(1,1))*Temp_Inv_Fe(1,1)+Ton_Results(t1,3)*Fe_Results(t1,3))/((Temp_
Inv(1,1)-Temp_SP(1,1))+Ton_Results(t1,3)); 
                            Temp_Inv_Fe(1,2)=((Temp_Inv(1,2)-
Temp_SP(1,2))*Temp_Inv_Fe(1,2)+Ton_Results(t1,4)*Fe_Results(t1,4))/((Temp_
Inv(1,2)-Temp_SP(1,2))+Ton_Results(t1,4)); 
                            Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,1)=((Temp_Inv(1,1)-
Temp_SP(1,1))*Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,1)+Ton_Results(t1,3)*Al2O3_Results(t1,3))/(
(Temp_Inv(1,1)-Temp_SP(1,1))+Ton_Results(t1,3)); 
                            Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,2)=((Temp_Inv(1,2)-
Temp_SP(1,2))*Temp_Inv_Al2O3(1,2)+Ton_Results(t1,4)*Al2O3_Results(t1,4))/(
(Temp_Inv(1,2)-Temp_SP(1,2))+Ton_Results(t1,4)); 
                            Temp_Inv(1,1)=Temp_Inv1(1,1); 
                            Temp_Inv(1,2)=Temp_Inv1(1,2); 
                            Z_Results(t1,4)=0; 
                            Z_Results(t1+Num_Times,4)=0; 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
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% Make a copy of new obtained solution 
            Old2_Objective=f_Objective; 
            Old2_Solution=Solution; 
            Old2_X_Results=X_Results; 
            Old2_Z_Results=Z_Results; 
            Old2_Fe_Flow=Fe_Flow; 
            Old2_Al2O3_Flow=Al2O3_Flow; 
            Old2_Final_Ton=Final_Ton; 
            Old2_Machine_Results=Machine_Results; 
            Old2_Ton_Results=Ton_Results; 
            Old2_Final_Fe=Final_Fe; 
            Old2_Final_Al2O3=Final_Al2O3; 
            Old2_Al2O3_Results=Al2O3_Results; 
            Old2_Fe_Results=Fe_Results; 
            Old2_Stockpile_Out=Stockpile_Out; 
            Old2_Stockpile_Inventory=Stockpile_Inventory; 
            Old2_Fe_Stockpile_Inventory=Fe_Stockpile_Inventory; 
            Old2_Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory=Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory; 
  
************************************************************************** 
%% Evaluate the New solution 
  
% Direct Tonnage Results 
            for t=1:Num_Times % Tonnage 
                for d=1:Num_Destinations 
                    [~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Destination),d); 
                    [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
                    Ton_Results(t,d)=sum (a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Tonnage)); 
                end 
            end 
% Fe Results 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                for d=1:Num_Destinations 
                    [~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Destination),d); 
                    [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
                    if  Ton_Results(t,d)>0 
                        
Fe_Results(t,d)=sum(a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Tonnage).*X_Results(:,Fe))/Ton_Res
ults(t,d); 
                    else 
                        Fe_Results(t,d)=0; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
% Al2O3 Results 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                for d=1:Num_Destinations 
                    [~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Destination),d); 
                    [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
                    if Ton_Results(t,d)>0 
                        
Al2O3_Results(t,d)=sum(a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Tonnage).*X_Results(:,Al2O3))/T
on_Results(t,d); 
                    else 
                        Al2O3_Results(t,d)=0; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
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% Stockpile to mill flow 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                for d=1:Num_Stockpiles 
                    [~,a1]=ismember(Z_Results(:,Sub_Stockpile),d+P); 
                    [~,a2]=ismember(Z_Results(:,Time_Z),t); 
                    Stockpile_Out(t,d)=sum 
(a1.*a2.*Z_Results(:,Z_amount)); 
                end 
            end 
            Stockpile_Inventory=zeros(Num_Times,Num_Stockpiles); 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                k=1; 
                for p=1:P 
                    if  t==1 
                        
Stockpile_Inventory(t,1)=StockpileMill.Initial_Capacity+Ton_Results(t,P+1)
-abs(Stockpile_Out(t,1)); 
                        
Stockpile_Inventory(t,2)=StockpileCrusher.Initial_Capacity+Ton_Results(t,P
+2)-abs(Stockpile_Out(t,2)); 
                    else 
                        Stockpile_Inventory(t,k)=Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)+Ton_Results(t,P+k)-abs(Stockpile_Out(t,p)); 
                        k=k+1; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                k=1; 
                for p=1:P 
                    if  t==1 
                        
Fe_Stockpile_Inventory(t,1)=(StockpileMill.Initial_Capacity*StockpileMill.
Initial_Fe+Ton_Results(t,P+1)*Fe_Results(t,P+1))/(StockpileMill.Initial_Ca
pacity+Ton_Results(t,P+1)); 
                        
Fe_Stockpile_Inventory(t,2)=(StockpileCrusher.Initial_Capacity*StockpileCr
usher.Initial_Fe+Ton_Results(t,P+2)*Fe_Results(t,P+2))/(StockpileCrusher.I
nitial_Capacity+Ton_Results(t,P+2)); 
                        k=k+1; 
                    else 
                        
Fe_Stockpile_Inventory(t,p)=(Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)*Fe_Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)+Ton_Results(t,P+k)*Fe_Results(t,P+k))/(Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)+Ton_Results(t,P+k)); 
                        k=k+1; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            SP_Flow=0; 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                k=1; 
                for p=1:P 
                    if t==1 
                        
Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory(t,1)=(StockpileMill.Initial_Capacity*StockpileMi
ll.Initial_Al2O3+Ton_Results(t,P+1)*Al2O3_Results(t,P+1))/(StockpileMill.I
nitial_Capacity+Ton_Results(t,P+1)); 
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Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory(t,2)=(StockpileCrusher.Initial_Capacity*Stockpil
eCrusher.Initial_Al2O3+Ton_Results(t,P+2)*Al2O3_Results(t,P+2))/(Stockpile
Crusher.Initial_Capacity+Ton_Results(t,P+2)); 
                        k=k+1; 
                    else 
                        
Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory(t,k)=(Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)*Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)+Ton_Results(t,P+k)*Al2O3_Results(t,P+k))/(Stockpile_Inventory(t-
1,k)+Ton_Results(t,P+k)); 
                        k=k+1; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
  
% Final Tonnage at processing 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                k=1; 
                for i=1:P 
                    Tem_Tonnage=0; 
                    Tem_Tonnage=Stockpile_Out(t,k)+Tem_Tonnage; 
                    k=k+1; 
                    Final_Ton(t,i)=(Ton_Results(t,i)+Tem_Tonnage); 
                end  
            end 
% Calculating the amount of processing demands deviation 
            Ton_Deviation=[]; 
            for p=1:P 
                for t=1:Num_Times 
                    if  Final_Ton(t,p)>Processing.Max_Capacity(p,1) | 
Final_Ton(t,p)<Processing.Min_Capacity(p,1) 
                        
Ton_Deviation(t,p)=abs(Processing.Min_Capacity(p,1)-Final_Ton(t,p)); 
                    else Ton_Deviation(t,p)=0; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
% Mill tonnage devation   
            f_Ton_Deviation=floor(sum(sum(Ton_Deviation)));  
  
% Calculating the devation of machine capacity  
            for t=1:Num_Times  
                for m=1:Num_Machines 
                    [~,a1]=ismember(X_Results(:,Machine),m); 
                    [~,a2]=ismember(X_Results(:,Time),t); 
                    Machine_Results(t,m)=sum 
(a1.*a2.*X_Results(:,Volume)); 
                end 
            end 
            Machine_Deviation=[]; 
            for m=1:Num_Machines 
                for t=1:Num_Times 
                    if Machine_Results(t,m)>M.Capacity(m,1)+1000  
                        Machine_Deviation(t,m)=abs(M.Capacity(m,1) -
Machine_Results(t,m)); 
                    else Machine_Deviation(t,m)=0.0000; 
                    end 
                end 
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            end 
% Machine usage deviation   
            f_Machine_Deviation=floor(sum(sum(Machine_Deviation)));  
  
% Calculating the devation of Fe at mill's feed 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                if  t<=Num_Times  
                    k=1; 
                    for i=1:P 
                        Tem_Tonnage=0; 
                        Tem_Fe=0; 
                        if  i==1 
                            
Tem_Fe=Stockpile_Out(t,k)*StockpileMill.Initial_Fe+Tem_Fe; 
                            Fe_Flow(t,i)=StockpileMill.Initial_Fe;  
                        else 
                            
Tem_Fe=Stockpile_Out(t,k)*StockpileCrusher.Initial_Fe+Tem_Fe; 
                            Fe_Flow(t,i)=StockpileCrusher.Initial_Fe;  
                        end 
                            Tem_Tonnage=Stockpile_Out(t,k)+Tem_Tonnage; 
                            k=k+1; 
                            
Final_Fe(t,i)=(Ton_Results(t,i)*Fe_Results(t,i)+Tem_Fe)/(Ton_Results(t,i)+
Tem_Tonnage); 
                    end 
                else 
                    k=1; 
                    for i=1:P 
                        Tem_Tonnage=0; 
                        Tem_Fe=0; 
                        Tem_Fe=Stockpile_Out(t,k)*Stockpile_Fe(t-
1,i)+Tem_Fe; 
                        Tem_Tonnage=Stockpile_Out(t,k)+Tem_Tonnage; 
                        k=k+1; 
                        
Final_Fe(t,i)=(Ton_Results(t,i)*Fe_Results(t,i)+Tem_Fe)/(Ton_Results(t,i)+
Tem_Tonnage); 
                        Fe_Flow(t,i)=Stockpile_Fe(t-1,i); 
                    end  
                end 
            end 
  
            Fe_Mill_Devation=[]; 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                if  Final_Fe(t,1)>(Attribute.Max_Mill(1,1)+.01) | 
Final_Fe(t,1)<(Attribute.Min_Mill(1,1)-.01) 
                    Fe_Mill_Devation(t,1)=abs(Attribute.Target_Mill(1,1)-
Final_Fe(t,1))/Attribute.Target_Mill(1,1)*100; 
                else 
                    Fe_Mill_Devation(t,1)=0; 
                end 
            end 
            Fe_Crusher_Devation=[]; 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                if  Final_Fe(t,2)>Attribute.Max_Crusher(1,1)+.01 | 
Final_Fe(t,p)<Attribute.Min_Crusher(1,1)-.01 
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Fe_Crusher_Devation(t,1)=abs(Attribute.Target_Crusher(1,1)-
Final_Fe(t,2))/Attribute.Target_Crusher(1,1)*100; 
                else 
                    Fe_Crusher_Devation(t,1)=0; 
                end 
            end 
% devotion of Fe% at mills 
            f_Fe_Mill_Deviation=sum(sum(Fe_Mill_Devation)); 
            f_Fe_Crusher_Deviation=sum(sum(Fe_Crusher_Devation)); 
  
% Calculating the devation of Al2O3 at mill's feed 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                if  t<=Num_Times  
                    k=1; 
                    for i=1:P 
                        Tem_Tonnage=0; 
                        Tem_Al2O3=0; 
                        if  i==1 
                            
Tem_Al2O3=Stockpile_Out(t,k)*StockpileMill.Initial_Al2O3+Tem_Al2O3; 
                            Al2O3_Flow(t,i)=StockpileMill.Initial_Al2O3; 
                        else 
                            
Tem_Al2O3=Stockpile_Out(t,k)*StockpileCrusher.Initial_Al2O3+Tem_Al2O3; 
                            
Al2O3_Flow(t,i)=StockpileCrusher.Initial_Al2O3; 
                        end 
                            Tem_Tonnage=Stockpile_Out(t,k)+Tem_Tonnage; 
                            k=k+1; 
                            
Final_Al2O3(t,i)=(Ton_Results(t,i)*Al2O3_Results(t,i)+Tem_Al2O3)/(Ton_Resu
lts(t,i)+Tem_Tonnage); 
                    end  
                else 
                    k=1; 
                    for i=1:P 
                        Tem_Tonnage=0; 
                        Tem_Al2O3=0; 
                        Tem_Al2O3=Stockpile_Out(t,k)*Stockpile_Al2O3(t-
1,i)+Tem_Al2O3; 
                        Tem_Tonnage=Stockpile_Out(t,k)+Tem_Tonnage; 
                        k=k+1; 
                        
Final_Al2O3(t,i)=(Ton_Results(t,i)*Al2O3_Results(t,i)+Tem_Al2O3)/(Ton_Resu
lts(t,i)+Tem_Tonnage); 
                        Al2O3_Flow(t,i)=Stockpile_Al2O3(t-1,i); 
                    end  
                end 
            end 
  
            Al2O3_Mill_Deviation=[]; 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                if  Final_Al2O3(t,1)>Attribute.Max_Mill(4,1)+.01 | 
Final_Al2O3(t,1)<Attribute.Min_Mill(4,1)+.01 
                    
Al2O3_Mill_Deviation(t,1)=abs(Attribute.Target_Mill(4,1)-
Final_Al2O3(t,1)); 
                else 
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                    Al2O3_Mill_Deviation(t,1)=0; 
                end 
            end 
            Al2O3_Crusher_Deviation=[]; 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                if  Final_Al2O3(t,2)>Attribute.Max_Crusher(4,1)+.01 | 
Final_Al2O3(t,2)<Attribute.Min_Crusher(4,1)+.01 
                    
Al2O3_Crusher_Deviation(t,1)=abs(Attribute.Target_Crusher(4,1)-
Final_Al2O3(t,2)); 
                else 
                    Al2O3_Crusher_Deviation(t,1)=0; 
                end 
            end 
% devotion of Al2O3% at mills 
            f_Al2O3_Mill_Deviation=sum(sum(Al2O3_Mill_Deviation)); 
            f_Al2O3_Crusher_Deviation=sum(sum(Al2O3_Crusher_Deviation)); 
  
            k=1; 
  
% safety level deviation 
            Safety_Stockpile_Deviation=[]; 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                for p=1:P 
                    if  
Stockpile_Inventory(t,p)<Processing.Safety_Level(p,1)-1000 
                        Safety_Stockpile_Deviation 
(t,p)=floor(abs(Stockpile_Inventory(t,p)-Processing.Safety_Level(p,1)))-1; 
                    else 
                        Safety_Stockpile_Deviation (t,p)=0; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            f_Safety_Deviation=sum(sum(Safety_Stockpile_Deviation)); 
  
% Calculating Objective value 
            f_Objective=0; 
            for t=1:Num_Times 
                for p=1:P 
                    
f_Objective=f_Objective+Stockpile_Inventory(t,p)*Cost_Holding(p,1)+Stockpi
le_Out(t,p)*Cost_Rehand(p,1); 
                end 
            end 
  
%% End of Evaluation the new solution  
  
************************************************************************** 
%% Accepting or rejecting the new Solution 
            if (f_Machine_Deviation<=0 & f_Safety_Deviation<=1 & 
f_Al2O3_Crusher_Deviation<=1 & f_Al2O3_Mill_Deviation <=1 
&f_Fe_Mill_Deviation <=1 & f_Fe_Crusher_Deviation <=1 & f_Ton_Deviation<=1 
& floor(Z_Results(:,Z_amount)+1)>=-1) 
                if  f_Objective<=(f_Objective_Original)     
                    Extracted_Record=1; 
                    f_Objective_Original=f_Objective; 
                    Best_Objective=f_Objective; 
                    improved_Objective(kk,1)=f_Objective; 
                    kk=kk+1; 
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                    Go_Out=1; 
                    Best_Objective=f_Objective_Original; 
                    improvment=1; 
                    if  f_Objective<=The_Best_Objective 
                        The_Best_Objective=f_Objective; 
                        The_Best_Solution=Solution; 
                        The_Best_X_Results=X_Results; 
                        The_Best_Z_Results=Z_Results; 
                        The_Best_Fe_Flow=Fe_Flow; 
                        The_Best_Al2O3_Flow=Al2O3_Flow; 
                        The_Best_Final_Ton=Final_Ton; 
                        The_Best_Ton_Results=Ton_Results; 
                        The_Best_Machine_Results=Machine_Results; 
                        The_Best_Final_Fe=Final_Fe; 
                        The_Best_Final_Al2O3=Final_Al2O3; 
                        The_Best_Al2O3_Results=Al2O3_Results; 
                        The_Best_Fe_Results=Fe_Results; 
                        The_Best_Stockpile_Out=Stockpile_Out; 
                        The_Best_Stockpile_Inventory=Stockpile_Inventory; 
                        
The_Best_Fe_Stockpile_Inventory=Fe_Stockpile_Inventory; 
                        
The_Best_Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory=Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory; 
                    end 
                else 
                    if  SA==1 
                        dfo=(exp(-((f_Objective-
f_Objective_Original)/f_Objective)/Te_K)); 
                    else 
                        dfo=0; 
                    end 
                    rand_num_sa=rand; 
                    if  rand_num_sa<dfo      
                        f_Objective_Original=f_Objective; 
                        Best_Objective=f_Objective; 
                        improved_Objective(kk,1)=f_Objective; 
                        kk=kk+1; 
                        Go_Out=1; 
                        Best_Objective=f_Objective_Original; 
                        improvment=1; 
                    else 
                        Solution=Old_Solution; 
                        X_Results=Old_X_Results; 
                        Z_Results=Old_Z_Results; 
                        Fe_Flow=Old_Fe_Flow; 
                        Al2O3_Flow=Old_Al2O3_Flow; 
                        Final_Ton=Old_Final_Ton; 
                        Ton_Results=Old_Ton_Results; 
                        Machine_Results=Old_Machine_Results; 
                        Final_Fe=Old_Final_Fe; 
                        Final_Al2O3=Old_Final_Al2O3; 
                        Al2O3_Results=Old_Al2O3_Results; 
                        Fe_Results=Old_Fe_Results; 
                        Stockpile_Out=Old_Stockpile_Out; 
                        Stockpile_Inventory=Old_Stockpile_Inventory; 
                        Fe_Stockpile_Inventory=Old_Fe_Stockpile_Inventory; 
                        
Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory=Old_Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory; 
                    end 
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                end 
            else 
                Solution=Old_Solution; 
                X_Results=Old_X_Results; 
                Z_Results=Old_Z_Results; 
                Fe_Flow=Old_Fe_Flow; 
                Al2O3_Flow=Old_Al2O3_Flow; 
                Final_Ton=Old_Final_Ton; 
                Ton_Results=Old_Ton_Results; 
                Machine_Results=Old_Machine_Results; 
                Final_Fe=Old_Final_Fe; 
                Final_Al2O3=Old_Final_Al2O3; 
                Al2O3_Results=Old_Al2O3_Results; 
                Fe_Results=Old_Fe_Results; 
                Stockpile_Out=Old_Stockpile_Out; 
                Stockpile_Inventory=Old_Stockpile_Inventory; 
                Fe_Stockpile_Inventory=Old_Fe_Stockpile_Inventory; 
                Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory=Old_Al2O3_Stockpile_Inventory;   
            end 
  
        end 
        itr=itr+1; 
    end 
% Updating temperature and CPU time 
    Te_K=Te_K*Cooling_Rate; 
    Run_Time=toc; 
 end 
%%End of the SA Algorithm 
  
************************************************************************** 
% Save output 
Time_Spent=toc; 
The_Best_X_Results=[The_Best_X_Results(:,1) ndata(:,2) ndata(:,3) 
ndata(:,4) The_Best_X_Results(:,2:6) ndata(:,10) The_Best_X_Results(:,7) 
ndata(:,12)]; 
Headers_X_Results={'BID',   'X',    'Y',    'Z',    'Machine',  
'Destination',  'Time Period',  'Fe',   'Tonnage',  'Desig',    'Al2o3',    
'S',    'Destination'}; 
csvwrite(myFile,The_Best_X_Results,0,0); 
  
  
 
 
 
